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ABSTRACT

In Civil War scholarship, black men’s enlistment and active participation in the war effort
has been prioritized and connected directly to abolitionism. This project argues that black men’s
decision to serve militarily in Missouri was more nuanced. While notions of self-sacrifice and
collective emancipation encouraged some black men to join federal regiments, this study asserts
that the vast majority of black Missourians based their decisions on their immediate needs and
the needs of their families. As black families navigated the uneven collapse of slavery in a state
not subject to the Emancipation Proclamation, many descended into utter destitution. Scores
suffered and many died because of exposure, disease, and lack of food. Reflective of their
desperation, most black Missouri men did not join the military to become a part of the “Sable
arm” of the Union army but to earn wages to provide for themselves and their families. For
African-American Missouri men, the need for food, shelter, clothing, and financial stability
outweighed concerns about abolition, patriotism, or sectional reunification. Consequently,
fugitive slaves, without the prospect for employment due to legal proscriptions, predominated
black Missouri regiments during the Civil War. On the other hand, most men born free or freed
before the war, as well as former slaves who found employment that paid better wages than the
army, rejected federal military service. As free labor opportunities became more plentiful in
Missouri in mid-1864, federal recruitment stagnated, resulting in the institution of the draft in the
state. The fact that some black men chose not to fight does not negate their genuine desire to see
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slavery abolished in America. Their decisions, however, reflected their newly-found political
autonomy as well as the conditions some black families faced during the war. As such, this
dissertation demystifies an important aspect of black life during the Civil War and provides new
pathways for scholars to think the about the varied and complex ways black men viewed the
conflict and their freedom.
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INTRODUCTION: MISSOURI AND THE EXIGENCIES OF WAR

Twenty-first century concepts of liberty, freedom, citizenship, and civil rights are
inextricably linked to the struggle for Union during the American Civil War. The conflict, which
spanned four years, fundamentally redefined what it meant to be an American and in doing so,
moved the country closer to fully recognizing the self-evident truths embedded in the
Declaration of Independence. Prior to 1861, more than four million African-Americans were
held as slaves and enjoyed few rights that white men were bound to respect.1 By the end of the
war, the institution of slavery was dead, black men had served militarily, and African-Americans
were on the path to becoming citizens of the United States of America. The emancipation of the
nation’s enslaved population and the social ascension of African-Americans (especially black
men) that followed, represented one the greatest social shifts in the history of the world. As
such, the African-American experience is at the heart of the story of the Civil War.
Previous narratives of the African-American experience during the Civil War have
tended to focus myopically on military service. Black soldiers, struggling to assert their
humanity, have generally been venerated as sable warriors of “a new birth of freedom” without
which the Union would have not been able to defeat the Confederacy. Indeed, the significance of
black military service cannot be overstated. African-American enlistment gave the Union army
certain advantages over the Confederacy, most significantly, a larger pool of individuals to draw

1

Chief Justice Roger B. Taney’s majority opinion in the 1857 Dred Scott case noted that African-Americans
“had no rights which the white man was bound to respect.” See Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. 393 (1856).
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from for military service. Economically, enslaved African-Americans, emboldened by the
Emancipation Proclamation, the Confiscation Acts, and the call for black soldiers, weakened the
southern plantation economy by fleeing en mass to what they believed would be a better life.
Psychologically, black enlistment upended Southern concepts of racial and social hierarchy by
providing African-American men with the symbols of white manhood (guns, uniforms, etc.) to
theoretically break the will and the spirit of the Confederacy. Casting black soldiers as selfless,
noble, courageous, heroic, driven by a need to free the race helped Radical Republicans to justify
endowing African-Americans with the rights and privileges of American citizenship. It also
provided a basis for giving black men the right to vote. Studies of the Civil War have placed
black soldiers at the center of a conquering abolitionist narrative, but in doing so, they have
neglected to fully unpack the various reasons why black men elected to fight for a nation that had
previously sanctioned their enslavement. Further, they have also minimized or overlooked
African-American men who either delayed or rejected joining the Union army altogether in favor
of free labor opportunities.
As it is with generalized understandings of black military participation, broad discussions
about the destruction of slavery during the Civil War can be problematic as well. Examining
slavery’s collapse, historians and laypeople often place significant emphasis on the Emancipation
Proclamation. First issued following the Union army’s victory at Antietam in September 1862,
President Lincoln’s signature decree proclaimed free the vast majority of the nation’s enslaved
population. Although African-Americans either had to escape to Union lines or wait until the
Union army occupied the area in which they lived to secure their freedom, the Emancipation
Proclamation nonetheless destabilized the institution of slavery and significantly weakened the
Confederate economy. While it freed millions of black Americans, several hundred thousand
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remained legally in bondage as the Emancipation Proclamation did not apply to border states. As
a result, the loyal slave states of Missouri, Kentucky, Delaware, and Maryland were exempted
from the proclamation. Consequently, enslaved African-Americans living in border states had to
find alternative paths to freedom. Neglecting to provide sufficient treatment about how AfricanAmericans became free in border states and how they affirmed and secured their freedom,
simplifies the discussion of the death of slavery in America while obscuring the narrative the
Civil War.2
Enslaved people not only took different paths to freedom and joined the military for
different reasons, but African-Americans also interpreted the war in disparate ways as well.
Motivated by their own hope to be free, some enslaved people viewed the conflict as a campaign
against slavery and subsequently supported the Union. Other enslaved people were more
skeptical about the Union cause as military leaders and politicians in the first year of the war
argued that they did not intend to interfere with the institution of slavery. Along these lines, some
African-Americans aided the Union only when it advantaged them personally. Free blacks were
also divided on the question of military service. Some free blacks, many who had been
previously enslaved themselves, joined the Union army to help to destroy the peculiar institution.
Others joined the army because military service provided them with a steady income. A sizable
number of free blacks avoided military service in order to remain with their families and to
continue in occupations that paid more than the Union army. It should also be noted that a very
small number of free blacks in the South supported the Confederacy as they had a financial
2

William E. Gienapp, “Abraham Lincoln and the Border States,” Journal of the Abraham Lincoln Association,
Volume 13, Issue 1, 1992, 13-46. Enslaved blacks living in Union occupied areas of the south like Tennessee and
parts of Louisiana and Virginia, were also not covered by the Emancipation Proclamation; enslaved blacks living in
border states achieved their freedom by enlisting in the military or through the Second Confiscation Act, a measure
that allowed the Union army to seize the property of disloyal citizens. For extended treatment on the Confiscation
Acts, see Silvana R. Siddali, From Property to Person: Slavery and the Confiscation Acts, 1861-1862 (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2005)
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interest in maintaining chattel slavery.3 The inference that African-Americans collectively
thought, acted, and were driven by the same motivations belies the fact that they, like other
ethnic and racial groups, did not operate as a monolith. Thus, the African-American response to
the Civil War was diverse.
Seeking to produce a study that sheds light on the varied ways African-Americans
responded to the Civil War, this dissertation examines the nexus of slavery, freedom, military
service, and free labor in new ways. I argue that African-Americans, more often than not,
responded to the Civil War based on their immediate and individual needs (such as the need for
food, clothing, and shelter) and not to assert their patriotism or because of a selfless desire to
improve the condition of the race as a whole. Black men whose families suffered intensely
because of war-time depravity and lack of resources did not have the luxury to be guided by
aspiration, ideology, or altruism. Instead, their decisions were directly linked to the condition of
themselves and their families. The fact that some black men chose not to enlist or formally
support the Union war effort does not negate their genuine desire to see slavery abolished in
America. Their decisions, however, reflected the measure of their newly found autonomy as well
as the conditions some black families faced during the war. As such, “The Exigencies of War”
demystifies an important aspect of black life during the Civil War and provides new pathways
for scholars to think the about the varied and complex ways black men viewed the conflict and
their freedom.

3

The number of people of African descent who provided voluntary, material support to Confederacy is miniscule.
Yet, there are a few examples. The Louisiana Native Guards was regiment of free men of color who formed in New
Orleans to defend the city from a Union invasion. Following the fall of New Orleans, the Louisiana Native Guards
became a Union Regiment. For more information on this regiment, see James G. Hollandsworth, Jr., The Louisiana
Native Guards: The Black Military Experience During the Civil War (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1998). Mixed-race “Creoles” at Mobile also became part of the Alabama state guard. See “An Act to
Authorize the Enrollment of the Creoles of Mobile,” Acts of the Called Session, 1862, and the Second Regular
Annual Session of the General Assembly of Alabama (Montgomery, Alabama: Montgomery Book & Job Office,
1862), 162.
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“The Exigencies of War” builds upon and counters existing historiography of the
African-American experience during the Civil War, especially as it relates to black enlistment.
Early monographs about black participation in the Civil War were written as laudatory treatises
that extolled the virtue and heroism of African-American soldiers. All directly and indirectly
connected black military service with a desire to destroy slavery nationwide. Widely recognized
as the first book on black participation in the Civil War, William Wells Brown’s The Negro in
the American Rebellion aimed to elevate the status of African-Americans during Reconstruction.
Brown fundamentally rejected the nuances of state’s rights arguments and instead saw the
conflict as war of good versus evil. His palpable hatred of slavery had been made evident in his
1849 autobiography but this work allowed him to highlight the role black soldiers played in
defeating those that “wanted to make barbarism flourish in the bosom of civilization.”4 In the
same spirit, George Washington Williams’s A History of the Negro Troops in the War of the
Rebellion, 1861-1865 and Joseph T. Wilson’s The Black Phalanx: African-American Soldiers in
the War of Independence, The War of 1812, & The Civil War, attempted to shed more light on
African-American contributions during the war. Both veterans of the Civil War, Williams and
Wilson connected African-American military service during the Civil War to a broader “fight for
freedom.” As important as these texts are to the historiography of black participation in the Civil
War, they are little more than surface studies that pay homage to the courage and bravery of
black soldiers during the war. These texts for the most part ignore regional and local differences
as it relates to the condition of African-Americans during the war. Further, none of these works
gives significant treatment to black men who rejected or delayed military service. While

4

William Wells Brown, The Negro in the American Rebellion: His Heroism and His Fidelity (Boston: Lee &
Shepard, 1867) 53, 186-191
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highlighting the accomplishments of African-American soldiers, this dissertation will however
provide a more balanced analysis of black military service.5
Although twentieth and twenty-first century Civil War scholars have presented a more
nuanced portrayal of black military life, they have continued the tradition of linking black
military service to abolitionism and patriotism. Benjamin Quarles’s The Negro in the Civil War
and Dudley Cornish’s The Sable Arm: Black Troops in the Union Army, 1861-1865 are both
driven by the notion that black men enlisted to “[strike] a blow for freedom.”6 Joseph Glatthaar’s
Forged in Battle: The Civil War Alliance of Black Soldiers and White Officers, provides more
context surrounding the experiences and hardships of black soldiers. While his monograph
provides a more balanced picture of African-American military life during the Civil War, the
theme of black soldiers enlisting to emancipate themselves and the race as a whole loomed large
in Glatthaar’s study.7 Richard Reid’s Freedom for Themselves: North Carolina’s Black Soldiers
in the Civil War Era offers more detail concerning the struggles of African-American soldiers
from North Carolina but, like others, his narrative is dominated by notions of sacrifice, valor, and
loyalty. While all of these works have contributed to the historiography of the black experience
during the Civil War, they do not provide significant attention to the different ways black men
viewed military service or whether the availability of free labor opportunities affected their

5
George Washington Williams, A History of the Negro Troops in the War of the Rebellion, 1861-1865 (New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1888) 186, 228, 31; Joseph T. Wilson, The Black Phalanx: African American Soldiers in the
War of Independence, the War of 1812, & the Civil War (Hartford: American Publishing Company, 1890), 292, 436438, 488.
6
Benjamin Quarles, The Negro in the Civil War (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1953), xi-xii; Dudley Cornish, The
Sable Arm: Black Troops in the Union Army, 1861-1865 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1956.), 1, 4-5;
Most of these works were informed by the writing and rhetoric of abolitionist Frederick Douglass. For information
on Douglass’s views on black enlistment, see James Oakes, The Radical and the Republican: Fredrick Douglass,
Abraham Lincoln, and the Triumph of Antislavery Politics (New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2007), 202-207;
Joseph T. Glatthaar, Forged in Battle: The Civil War Alliance of Black Soldiers and White Officers (New York: The
Free Press, 1990), 250; Robert S. Levine, Martin Delaney, Frederick Douglass, and the Politics of Representative
Identity (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 220-223.
7
Glatthaar, 61, 97-98.
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decision to enlist. As a corrective, “The Exigencies of War” reconceptualizes black military
participation and overturns previously held assumptions about why black men joined the Union
army.8
Just as this dissertation builds upon prior studies of black military service it also
contributes to the historiography of African-American free labor during the Civil War. Few
works provide attention to the conversion of labor from slave to free during the war. Louis
Gerteis’s From Contraband to Freedman: Federal Policy Toward Southern Blacks, 1861-1865,
and Leslie Schwalm’s Emancipation’s Diaspora: Race and Reconstruction in the Upper
Midwest are two works that provide commentary on formerly enslaved men and women who
were employed by the Federal government during the war. Focusing on the Upper South,
Louisiana, and the Mississippi Valley, Gerteis’s groundbreaking work explores the intersection
of the abolition of slavery and the transition of the nation’s formerly enslaved population to free
labor. In this same vein, Schwalm provides important insight into the connection between slaves
freed by the Emancipation Proclamation and the development of a contracted free labor system
in St. Louis in 1863. New labor histories like Mark Lause’s Free Labor: The Civil War and the
Making of the American Working Class, meanwhile, emphasizes white concerns about
competing with black free labor. “The Exigencies of War” complements these studies and
provides a more direct link between free labor and the choice to serve militarily.9

8

Richard M. Reid, Freedom for Themselves: North Carolina’s Black Soldiers in the Civil War Era (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2008), xv.
9
Louis Gerteis, From Contraband to Freedman: Federal Policy Toward Southern Black, 1861-1865, (Westport,
Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1973) 119-169; Leslie A. Schwalm, Emancipation’s Diaspora: Race and Reconstruction
in the Upper Midwest (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009), 73-85. To her credit, Schwalm also
touches on black military service in Missouri and in Iowa - a state that greatly benefitted from the collapse of
slavery in Missouri: 107-133; Mark A. Lause, Free Labor: The Civil War and the Making of the American Working
Class (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2015), 55-67.
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Although this dissertation contributes to the historiography of African-American free
labor and military service, it is also engages the growing literature on Missouri in the Civil War.
William E. Parrish’s Turbulent Partnership: Missouri and the Union, 1861-1865, a political and
social history, is widely seen as the definitive book on Missouri in the Civil War. Louis Gerteis’s
Civil War St. Louis skillfully synthesizes the social, political, and economic developments of
Missouri’s largest city during the war and builds upon Parrish. As such, Civil War St. Louis
offers a rich analysis of black free labor, military service, and the collapse of slavery in Missouri.
In addition Dennis Boman’s Lincoln and Citizens Rights in Civil War Missouri provides
important commentary about the collapse of slavery in Missouri and the advent of the contracted
free black labor system in St. Louis. John Blassingame’s pioneering essay, “The Recruitment of
Negro Troops in Missouri During the Civil War,” and Gary Kremer’s James Milton Turner and
the Promise of America: the Public Life of a Post-Civil War Black Leader helps to clarify aspects
of the African-American experience in Missouri during the Civil War. My study builds upon
previous Missouri-specific research and offers new ways to examine the narrative of AfricanAmericans in the Civil War.10
In an effort to create a more nuanced narrative of black life in Missouri during the Civil
War, this study employs methodologies from social history. This approach to the discipline seeks
to uncover previously neglected aspects of general narratives by exploring the lives and
experiences of common and marginalized people. Most noted for taking a “bottom up” approach,

10

William E. Parrish, Turbulent Partnership: Missouri and the Union, 1861-1865 (Columbia, Mo: University of
Missouri Press, 1963); Louis Gerteis, Civil War St. Louis (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2001), 260-293;
Dennis Boman, Lincoln and Citizens’ Rights in Civil War Missouri, (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
2011) 171-216; Michael Fellman, Inside War: The Guerilla Conflict in Missouri During the Civil War (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1989), 211-213; Gary R. Kremer, James Milton Turner and the Promise of America: the
Public Life of a Post-Civil War Black Leader (Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri Press, 1991); John
Blassingame, “The Recruitment of Negro Troops in Missouri During the Civil War,” Missouri Historical Review, V.
58, No. 3 (April 1964), 329-337.
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social history gained prominence during the Civil Rights era by focusing on minority populations
and women. Through the late nineteen eighties and into the early nineteen nineties however,
there was a dearth of social histories written on the Civil War. So dire was the situation that in an
important 1989 essay entitled “Have Social Historians Lost the Civil War: Some Preliminary
Demographic Speculations,” historian Maris Vinovskis issued a call for scholars to revolutionize
the field and examine the stories of ordinary soldiers, citizens, and communities during the Civil
War.11 Examining the politics of race and class through the lens of social history helps to
uncover missing black voices from the Civil War and produces a richer narrative that reaches far
beyond the struggles on the battlefields or the plantation. As a result, the methodologies of social
history have shaped the manner in which this study examines and analyzes the African-American
response to the Civil War.12
The unique history and character of the state of Missouri makes it an ideal case study to
reexamine the African-American experience during the Civil War. Though technically in what
was considered the west by many in nineteenth century, a large swath of Missouri focused
heavily on commercial agriculture and embraced a decidedly southern character. Agricultural
historian R. Douglas Hurt considers Missouri geographically and culturally as part of the Upper
South. He specifically looks to a seven county region in central Missouri called “Little Dixie”
(formerly known as the Boon’s Lick Country) as evidence of this fact. A majority of the
Americans who immigrated to Little Dixie following the Louisiana Purchase arrived from

11

Maris Vinovskis, “Have Social Historians Lost the Civil War: Some Preliminary Demographic Speculations,” in
Maris Vinovskis, ed., Toward a Social History of the American Civil War: Exploratory Essays (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1990), 1-3.
12
Geoffry Eley,“What is Cultural History,” New German Critique, No. 65, Cultural History/Cultural Studies
(Spring - Summer, 1995), 19-36; Kathleen M. Brown, “Brave New Worlds: Women’s and Gender History,” William
& Mary Quarterly, Vol. 50, No. 2, Early American History: Its Past and Future (Apr., 1993), 312; James F.
McMillan, “Social History, ‘New Cultural History,’ and the Rediscovery of Politics: Some Recent Work on
Modern France,” The Journal of Modern History, Vol. 66, No. 4, (Dec. 1994) 755, 761.
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Virginia, Kentucky, North Carolina, and Tennessee, and they brought with them Southern ideas
about life, economics, society, labor, and humanity. He notes that “These settlers brought their
southern culture with them, particularly their acceptance of slavery and cropping practices that
emphasized the cultivation of tobacco and hemp for the market economy.” Little Dixie, with its
rich land and access to the Missouri River, became a fitting place for a slave economy to expand
and thrive. On the eve of the Civil War, Little Dixie was “the predominant slaveholding region in
the state.”13
Far from mirroring the economy and culture of the plantation South, the burgeoning city
of St. Louis boasted a diversified economy and an urban spirit. Key to the city’s prosperity was
its location near the confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. St. Louis sits at the
geographical center of the Mississippi River, the largest trading artery in the Western
Hemisphere, and provided an ideal depot for travelers and traders heading westward. St. Louis’s
wealth in the mid-nineteenth century was rooted in foodstuff (specifically meat, flour, refined
sugar, beer, and whisky) and manufacturing. Industrial production, along with other sectors of
the economy (like candle, soap, and brick-making), helped St. Louis flourish, making it the
eighth largest city in the United States in 1860. Citizens of St. Louis hoped that through a greater
emphasis on manufacturing, banking, coal, and iron, that the city would become even more of an
economic hub than it had been in previous years.14
Helping to fuel the economic engine of St. Louis was a heterogeneous citizenry that was
radically different than the makeup of rural Missouri. Interwoven with native born Americans,

13

R. Douglas Hurt, Agriculture and Slavery in Missouri’s Little Dixie (Columbia: University of Missouri Press,
1992), 6, 215; Harrison Anthony Trexler, Slavery in Missouri, 1804-1865 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1914),
102-103.
14
James Neal Primm, Lion of the Valley: St. Louis, Missouri (Boulder, Colorado: Pruett Publishing Company,
1981), 192-200.
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St. Louis’s population contained a sizable immigrant population whose numbers swelled in the
years preceding the war. Representative of the changing face of the United States, Missouri
boasted of one of the largest immigrant populations in the country. In 1860, more than half of the
city’s residents were foreign born.15 Pushed by famine in Ireland and the collapse of the liberal
revolution in the German provinces of Western Europe, throngs of immigrants descended upon
Missouri in the 1840s and 1850s for what they hoped would be a new start. Few immigrants
envisioned that they would be quickly thrust into a war that redefined American liberty, freedom,
and democracy. Its mix of regional cultures combined with an ever increasing immigrant
population, as well as its divided economy, provided Missouri with a very fluid character that
both unified and divided its people.16
African-Americans were present in both rural and urban areas and their labor contributed
significantly to the economic growth of the state. Enslaved Africans first arrived in what would
become Missouri in 1720 during the early colonial period when French explorer Phillipe
François Renault brought the almost five hundred enslaved Africans from St. Domingue to work
in the territory’s lead mines. As the area territory grew, enslaved Africans and their descendants
were also used for a variety of other tasks, most notably agricultural work. Hemp, wheat,
tobacco, and corn became staple crops cultivated by slaves to enrich their masters. In St. Louis,
enslaved black men were employed as general and skilled laborers and black women often
worked as domestics. The enslaved population grew in the years after France ceded the entire
Louisiana Territory to Spain in the wake of their defeat in French and Indian War. Though by the
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time Spain returned the Louisiana Territory to France in 1800, the black population in both St.
Louis and Ste. Genevieve, another important settlement, approached almost eighteen percent.
Following France’s sale of Louisiana to the United States in 1803, an influx of Anglo-American
slaveowners from the Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee, ensured that slavery continued to be a
vital part of the economy in Missouri. Although they only constituted ten percent of the
population in 1860, there were more people of African descent living in Missouri than ever
before, most of them enslaved. Of the 114,931 blacks Missouri enumerated for the 1860 Census,
almost ninety-seven percent were held in bondage. The remaining three percent of the population
were free blacks, 3,572 in all, the vast majority of whom lived in St. Louis.17
The presence of the peculiar institution in Missouri greatly shaped the discussion about
the expansion of slavery in nineteenth century America. As slave-produced crops became more
profitable, slaveowners looked for land in the west to establish new plantations. Missouri
formally petitioned to become a state in 1820 and many slaveowners expected that Missouri
would enter the Union as a slave state. Northern congressmen, wanting to maintain the balance
in the Senate between of power between slave and free states, called for Missouri to be admitted
on the condition that slavery did not spread further west and that slaves, once they reached the
age of twenty-five, be emancipated. It was the first attempt to restrict the expansion of slavery in
the nineteenth century since slavery was outlawed in the Northwest Territory in 1787. In
response, outraged proslavery forces within congress mobilized a defense of their perceived
property rights. As the debate over the Missouri statehood bill became more intense, many
observers feared that differing ideas about the expansion of slavery had the potential to split the
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nation in half. As a result, President James Monroe pushed for a binding agreement that
contained the threats of sectional conflict. The Missouri Compromise, as it became to be known,
outlawed slavery in the Louisiana Territory north of the 36°30’ parallel (with the exception of
Missouri), admitted Missouri as a slave state, admitted Maine as a free state, and further implied
that African Americans were not American citizens. The Missouri Compromise maintained the
balance of power between slave and free states until 1854.18
Missouri again became the focal point of the national debate over the expansion of
slavery after the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854. The Kansas-Nebraska Act
organized two new states out of the Louisiana Purchase territory, repealed the Missouri
Compromise, and under popular sovereignty, allowed local citizens to decide whether they
wanted to allow slavery to be practiced within their state. As Kansans prepared to go to the polls
to elect delegates tasked with either enshrining or banning slavery in the new state’s constitution,
proslavery advocates from Missouri plotted to skew the vote in their favor. The prospect of a free
Kansas threatened the institution of slavery in Missouri as it potentially gave the state’s enslaved
population a destination where they could seek sanctuary and freedom. Subsequently, when the
election was held, proslavery Missourians crossed the border and illegally cast votes in favor of
spreading slavery to Kansas. As a result of the voter fraud, Kansas’s territorial governor
invalidated the election results. Proslavery Missourians and free labor Kansans subsequently
fought in armed conflict on the Missouri-Kansas border over the issue of slavery, a fight that
continued through the Civil War.19
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As the Missouri-Kansas Border War raged, a United States Supreme Court ruling in 1857
solidified Missouri’s status as a bellwether state and placed it once again at the epicenter of the
debate about the expansion of slavery in America. Dred Scott, an enslaved man living in
Missouri, first sued for his freedom in St. Louis Circuit Court in 1846. Scott stated that his late
master, army surgeon John Emerson, had taken him to Illinois and what is now Minnesota,
where they lived and worked for several years. In both areas, slavery was illegal. Based on this
fact, Scott believed that he was entitled to his freedom. Previously, a number of enslaved people
in Missouri sued for their freedom based on legal technicalities and had won their freedom.
Scott’s first attempt was unsuccessful but he won his freedom on appeal in 1850. Emerson’s
family members subsequently appealed to the Missouri Supreme Court however and in 1852
Dred Scott returned to a state of slavery. An unsuccessful federal appeal affirmed the Missouri
Supreme Court’s decision, pushing Scott’s legal team to appeal to the United States Supreme
Court in 1855. On March 6, 1857, the Supreme Court ruled against Dred Scott, arguing that
because he was black he was not a citizen and therefore had no standing to sue in court. In his
majority opinion, Chief Justice Roger B. Taney also noted that bans on slavery, either at the state
level or as determined by congressional compromise, infringed upon the Fifth Amendment’s
protection against depriving citizens of their property rights without due process of law. In other
words, slave property held in one state could be legally brought into another despite a state or
territory’s prohibition on slavery. Although Dred Scott received his freedom shortly after the
court handed down its ruling, his case further exacerbated sectional tensions and pushed the
nation closer towards Civil War.20
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Missouri’s struggles with the peculiar institution were emblematic of the nation’s
growing divide over the issue of slavery and when the southern states began to leave the Union,
citizens of Missouri were split on the question of secession. With its heavy emphasis on
manufacturing and trade, northern-leaning St. Louis was decidedly against disunion. Little Dixie
and other parts of rural Missouri, on the other hand, wanted to preserve slavery but not all agreed
with secession. Conditional Unionists, as they were called, believed that Missouri should forego
joining the Confederacy as long as the United States did not interfere or alter the institution of
slavery. Other rural citizens supported secession and looked forward to the day when Missouri
was formally aligned with the Confederate State of America. In early 1861, a state convention
met to decide whether Missouri would leave the Union. While some convention delegates tried
to push Missouri to join her “sister slave States” in the Confederacy, the overwhelming majority
voted to reject secession. Proslavery politicians, including the state’s governor, continued to
attempt to drive Missouri out of the Union.21
When the Civil War began in April 1861, enslaved African-Americans in Missouri
watched the conflict closely and hoped that the war would bring about slavery’s demise. Initially,
there was little evidence that this would occur. Union politicians and military leaders fervently
denied that the war was fought to end slavery.22 Instead they proclaimed that the Union’s
primary goal was to make the nation whole once again. In July 1861, Congress reinforced this
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notion by passing the Crittenden-Johnson resolution. Named for co-sponsors Representative
John Crittenden of Kentucky and Senator Andrew Johnson of Tennessee, the resolution stated:
[T]hat this war is not waged upon our part in any spirit of oppression, nor for any purpose
of conquest or subjugation, nor purpose of overthrowing or interfering with the rights or
established institutions of those States, but to defend and maintain the supremacy of the
Constitution and to preserve the Union, with all the dignity, equality, and rights of the
several States unimpaired; and that as soon as these objects are accomplished the war
ought to cease.23
The Union’s lack of commitment to abolish slavery in the first year of the war, and their
hesitation about completely dismantling the peculiar institution in successive years, compelled
enslaved blacks in Missouri and elsewhere to take advantage of the dislocations of the war in
order to secure better life, and if possible, their freedom.
Because the Civil War was not initially fought to benefit enslaved people, AfricanAmericans were forced to look to their own individual needs to determine how or if they would
support the Union cause. In no other state was this more evident than Missouri. The slow,
painful, and disorderly death of slavery in Missouri led to unprecedented suffering among the
state’s African-American population. Thus, when the Union army opened to black men in
Missouri, most recruits had either been recently enslaved or were in poor financial shape with
limited job opportunities. The lofty goals of destroying slavery in America and securing black
citizenship did not push most African-American soldiers in Missouri to enlist. Instead, AfricanAmerican men in Missouri were attracted to military service primarily because it granted them
personal freedom and a chance to financially provide for their families. In August 1863,
Abraham Lincoln acknowledged this view of why black men joined the army. Writing to a
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longtime acquaintance who opposed the Emancipation Proclamation and the Union’s use of
African-American soldiers, he noted, “But negroes, like other people, act upon motives. Why
should they do [anything] for us, if we will do nothing for them? If they stake their lives for us,
they must be prompted by the strongest motive− even the promise of freedom. And the promise
being made, must be kept.”24
“The Exigencies of War” examines what motivated African-Americans to make the
choices they did during the conflict and in the immediate postwar period. Chapter 1 examines the
weakening of slavery in Missouri between 1861 and 1863. The first ruptures in the institution
occurred in the early months of the conflict. Guerilla warfare plagued the state early in the war,
quickly thrusting certain areas into chaos. Although the Lincoln administration indicated that it
did not intend to weaken or abolish slavery, Union officials in Missouri attempted to restore
order by threatening to seize the slaves of disloyal citizens. As a result, enslaved AfricanAmericans soon became pawns in the attempt to quell anti-Union violence across the state.
Taking advantages of dislocations of the war, large numbers of black Missourians fled to
neighboring Kansas where antislavery sentiment was strong. Radical abolitionists in Kansas also
allowed black men to serve militarily, forming one of the earliest African-American regiments in
the nation. As the war raged into its second year, Congress began to move away from the
Lincoln administration’s initial policy concerning slavery and initiated discussions on both
gradual and immediate abolition. While Missouri politicians debated ending slavery, AfricanAmerican Missourians hastened their emancipation by way of escape and small scale revolt. The
signing of the Emancipation Proclamation on January 1, 1863, reflected a changing national
mood regarding slavery and demonstrated a more revolutionary approach to returning the South
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to the national fold. While Missouri was exempt from its terms, the Emancipation Proclamation
weakened slavery in Missouri by authorizing the formal enlistment of African-American soldiers
in the military.
Chapter 2 examines the details surrounding black recruitment in the state as well as what
motivated African-Americans to enlist during the war. Enlistment for African-American
Missourians became a tool to help improve the condition of themselves and their families.
Although black participation in the military during the Civil War was and has been linked to
ideas about self-sacrifice and the belief that African-American soldiers could help to destroy
slavery, this dissertation argues that the choice to serve was more nuanced. Patterns of enlistment
reveal that blacks were divided on the question of military service. An analysis of muster rolls
and documents pertaining to black soldiers in Missouri demonstrates that not only did the
immediate condition of a person inform his decision to enlist but class concerns and non-military
free labor opportunities played a factor as well. The overwhelming majority of black men who
enlisted in Missouri had been enslaved just prior to their enlistment. Those born free or freed
before the war never served in large numbers and those who had the opportunity to engage in
free labor often rejected or delayed enlistment. To fully understand the nuances of black
enlistment in Missouri and how personal choice and need influenced one’s decision to serve,
several interlocking topics must be examined. It is through the examination of black recruitment
and military service in Missouri, that the importance of personal choice and need becomes
apparent. To do so, this chapter will first investigate the manner in which the Union army
recruited African-American men in Missouri and how the continued presence of legal slavery in
the state shaped those efforts. This chapter will also consider the relationship between
enslavement and eventual enlistment. Part of this discussion will focus on white resistance to
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black enlistment in Missouri as well as the risks African-American men took to join the Union
army. Lastly, this chapter examines the ways in which class and prewar status influenced some
black Missourians, especially those who were free before 1861, to join local and state militias
instead of serving in Federal regiments. The diverse manner in which black Missouri men
responded to the option to serve not only addresses the question of “whether the negro would
fight,” a question persistently raised by a number of military officials, politicians, abolitionists,
and citizens, but also answers the question of “which negroes” and “for what reason?”25
Chapter 3 explains the evolution of black free labor during the war. The emergence of
free labor opportunities in Missouri made black men question whether enlistment was the best
option to improve the condition of themselves and their families. Free labor wages were often on
par with military wages for black men but in certain areas where labor was in short supply,
African-American men could make nearly five times as the average soldier in a single month.
Further, engaging in free labor allowed African-American men to remain with or in close
proximities to their families. Military service actually became a second choice for black men
unhappy with their free labor arrangements.
The concluding chapter discusses the formal abolition of slavery in Missouri and black
education during the war and in the postwar period. This section argues that while AfricanAmerican men looked to their own immediate needs to determine their response to the conflict,
an element of collective uplift emerged during and after the war. Education in preparation for
citizenship became a unifying goal for black Missourians and pushed them to support the
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creation of black schools. African-Americans founded their own private tuition schools, while
members of the American Missionary Society founded free schools around the state. As the war
destabilized slavery, newly freed African-Americans looked to attend, build, and fund schools
across Missouri. While African-Americans and benevolent whites worked together to educate
ex-slaves, disagreements about the direction and control of black schools emerged, highlighting
racial and class tension between the two groups. Nonetheless, both groups endured great
hardship to keep black schools open. The final part of this chapter discusses the efforts by black
Missouri veterans of the Civil War to establish Lincoln University in Jefferson City. The
founding of Lincoln University as well as the movement to create black schools throughout
Missouri demonstrated that despite the fact that African-American men had to look to their own
immediate needs to determine their response to the war, notions of collective uplift, by way of
education, became the enduring legacy of black Missourians of the Civil War era.
“The Exigencies of War” intends to make an important contribution to the field of Civil
War studies. First, this work gives more attention to how the Civil War unfolded in loyal slave
states. Examinations of the ways in which enslaved people, politicians, citizens, and soldiers
responded to the conflict in Border States provides additional insight into how the discourses of
liberty, freedom, citizenship, and Union evolved during the Civil War. Secondly, as it pertains to
recent Border State studies, there has been a particular focus on the state of Missouri. The
disorderly death of slavery in Missouri, the widespread use of guerilla violence, the significant
number of battles that took place within its borders, as well as the divided loyalties of its citizens,
has encouraged researchers to reexamine the Civil War in Missouri. Lastly, historians, especially
those employing cultural and socio-historical methodologies, have worked hard to find additional
black perspectives from the Civil War. This dissertation has uncovered new insights into the
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thoughts, actions, and words of black men and women during the Civil War, resulting in a fuller
narrative. Consequently, “The Exigencies of War” is an innovative study that will inform
nineteenth-century United States scholarship in the years to come.
A brief note about the terminology used in this study. Who is and who is not a “black
Missourian” is up for interpretation. For the purposes of this study, I contend that an AfricanAmerican Missourian is one who was either born in the state or came to Missouri as contraband.
The reason I use this definition is that out of state formerly enslaved populations that were
brought to Missouri by the military, often fused with the extant black population. Additionally,
enslaved African-Americans from rural Missouri who fled to Union lines within the state, lived,
worked, fought, and became educated alongside other contrabands from Arkansas and elsewhere.
They in turned created a new black Missouri community that operated within its own sphere.
This is not to say that no regional and social divisions existed among blacks in Missouri. On the
contrary, African-Americans freed prior to the outbreak of the Civil War saw themselves as
being distinctly different from those emancipated by military action or the Emancipation
Proclamation. Nonetheless, African-Americans in the postwar period, regardless of how and why
they came to Missouri, were regarded and seen as citizens of the state.
Additionally, the word “contraband” can be seen as a pejorative term in that it refers to
property seized by legal means. Employing the term to describe formerly enslaved AfricanAmericans in Missouri is problematic in that, although many of them received manumission by
way of the Confiscation Acts, black men and women still bore the label as being living property,
akin to cattle. I use the term only because of its common usage during the war. However, it
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should be noted that these terms are not always reliable in primary source documents as the term
“freedmen” and “contraband” were used interchangeably.26
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CHAPTER 1: THE DEMISE OF SLAVERY IN MISSOURI, 1861-1863

The Civil War created an environment in which African-Americans were presented with
a range of choices nearly all of which worked toward weakening, if not destroying, slavery in
Missouri. Forced servitude in Missouri collapsed in piecemeal fashion over the course of four
years as a result of several factors. The increased influence of immediate and gradual
emancipationists in national and state government weakened the peculiar institution, local and
national military suppression of guerilla warfare hurt the Confederate economy by confiscating
the human property of rebel sympathizers, and the sheer will of enslaved African-Americans to
obtain freedom by any means necessary helped to destabilize and eventually abolish slavery in
Missouri. Emancipation might have come to the state earlier in the war but its unique character
as one of four loyal slave states caused Missourians to struggle to determine what was more
important - slavery or the Union.
Tensions between forces directed by the Federal government and those controlled by
secessionists in the Missouri government eventually led to open hostility in the spring of 1861.
Soon after he was elected governor of Missouri in January, Claiborne Fox Jackson began making
preparations for the state to leave the Union and join other slaveholding states in the newly
formed Confederacy.1 The State Convention voted against secession in March 1861 but Jackson
and other pro-Confederate elements still intended to push Missouri out of the Union. Jackson’s
1
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refusal to send Missouri men to join the 75,000 men requested by President Lincoln following
the fall of Fort Sumter made it clear to Unionists that the governor’s loyalties lay with the south.2
African-Americans in St. Louis who were not slaves understood this as well and quickly took
action to ensure they were properly registered with the state as free people.3
Under the direction of Governor Jackson, the Missouri State Militia (MSM) planned to
give secessionists a distinct advantage over Unionists by seizing the massive federal arsenal at
St. Louis. Before this could occur, Federal soldiers stationed in the city clandestinely emptied
the arsenal and secreted the arms to Union forces in Illinois. Although the governor’s plan had
been thwarted, the commanding general of United States troops at St. Louis, Brigadier General
Nathaniel Lyon, believed it necessary to suppress rebel forces coalescing in the city.
Unbeknownst to Lyon at the time, Jackson had been in communication with Jefferson Davis who
had promised to send four cannons in anticipation of an attack on the arsenal. Though the militia
could not secure weapons from the federal arsenal, Lyon believed the presence of cannons
represented a real threat to the safety and security of the city. This ultimately led to the capture of
the militia’s headquarters at Camp Jackson on May 10, 1861.4
Mob violence plagued St. Louis in the days following and the divide between Unionists
and Southern sympathizers became more apparent, creating a volatile situation throughout
Missouri. In the immediate aftermath of the surrender of Camp Jackson, a dispute between
citizens and German Union Home Guards5 resulted in the death of at least twenty-four and
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wounding of more than forty citizens and soldiers.6 The perception of Federal overreach drove
many nonslaveholders into Confederate military units, and the fear that slavery could be
outlawed or restricted in Missouri strengthened the Confederate cause throughout the state. On
the eve of the Battle of Wilson’s Creek, the first major battle of the Civil War in Missouri, direct
and indirect attacks on the peculiar institution itself began to occur throughout the state. Such
actions did not always represent a belief in abolitionism, but did demonstrate the centrality of
slavery to the Confederate economy and the Southern cause. 7
In the first months of the war, Union military leaders and American politicians rejected
the notion that the conflict was a war to destroy slavery, but politicians were not so sure.
Unionists in Congress and in the army had few qualms about interfering with slavery as long as
it advanced the aims of the United States and helped to bring the southern states back into the
national fold. Other, more radical, Republican elements within government and in the military
used the conflict as an opportunity to launch a war against slavery itself. African-Americans,
especially those in bondage, did in fact believe early on that a war between Federal forces and
recalcitrant slave states would lead to emancipation.8 Americans thus viewed the aims of Civil
War through a variety of lenses, and as such, politicians in Washington both affirmed and denied
that it intended to use the conflict to alter slavery in any way. The President’s delicate political
dance around the issue demonstrated a need to appease all loyal constituencies and to not push
conditional Unionists to align themselves with Confederate sympathizers. Through the
Crittenden-Johnson Resolution, Congress tried to establish a firm conservative stance,
announcing that the United States did not intend to use the conflict to affect slavery. Yet
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Congress’s actions often belied that sentiment and demonstrated a political and ideological shift
towards emancipation. For example, although the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law remained in effect,
in July 1861 Congress issued a resolution barring federal troops from participating in the
“capture and return of fugitive slaves.”9 While this action reflected an attempt to keep soldiers
from being encumbered with what were effectively civil matters, it also demonstrated the belief
that an increase in the number of fugitive slaves could ultimately be beneficial to the war effort.
Congress realized that black labor could be used against the Union and in many ways chose to
turn a blind eye to slaves fleeing masters aligned with the Confederacy. 10
The Confederate threat in Missouri made it impossible for slavery to remain untouched
by the Civil War. In mid-July, “small parties of lawless marauders” began terrorizing Unionists
in Northeastern Missouri. Local reports inflated the number of men participating in these
activities, yet these groups, which consisted of about twenty to thirty men each, had kept the
“whole region in [a state of] apprehension and uneasiness.” Despite the fact that these small
guerilla units had attacked and destroyed bridges and railroad tracks in the area, Brigadier
General John Pope, commanding officer of the District of North Missouri, viewed these roving
bands as more of an irritant than a significant threat. Pope suggested that local citizens had the
ability to rid themselves of these individuals if they would determine to do so. Because local
authorities failed to bring the situation under control, Pope believed that a large number of
Northern Missourians actually approved of these activities. Local Unionists, who had also been
targeted in these attacks, according to Pope, “were too timid or too much in the minority to offer
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the least resistance,” while others, despite opposition to the marauder’s methods, continued to
“shield them from exposure” to prosecution.11
Before Pope could formally issue orders to deal with the guerilla problem, a series of
property seizures in late July inflamed passions in Marion County and the surrounding area.
Russian born Colonel John Basil Turchin of the Nineteenth Illinois Volunteer Regiment
conducted raids on Palmyra, Missouri, on July 28. Turchin, a veteran of the Crimean War, had
come to the attention of his superiors previously for leading his men to forcibly obtain supplies
from local townspeople. Turchin’s Palmyra raid not only led to the acquisition of food and
supplies but resulted in the confiscation of at least three slaves. An enslaved fourteen-year-old by
the name of Henry and two other blacks were spirited out of the area and brought to St. Louis,
perhaps to be placed out of the reach of their former owners. Leading community members in
Marion County complained to Major General John C. Frémont, the new head of the Western
Department, that Turchin and his regiment had committed “an act of robbery” against loyal
Unionists, including a pastor, and injured the Union cause.12
The guerilla violence that plagued northeastern Missouri troubled Pope. He viewed local
inaction by a majority of the citizens in northeastern Missouri as being more than just passive
support for the Confederacy. He viewed it as a breakdown in the structural foundation of
“civilized” society. On July 31, 1861, not yet inclined to commit military resources to address
guerilla activity in the area, Pope issued General Orders No. 3, formally placing the onus for
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securing the peace squarely upon the citizens of Northern Missouri. Pope’s directive ordered the
creation of a “committee of public safety” that would, theoretically, direct efforts to suppress
local guerilla groups. The committee consisted of local citizens and county officials who had
been chosen from among the population. Under penalty of law, no one chosen for the committee
could refuse to serve. Pope knew that a large number of northern Missourians frowned upon the
presence of Federal soldiers in their counties and so informed them that if they confronted and
suppressed the guerillas in the area, further Union occupation would be unnecessary.13
Though Pope did not deem the guerillas a serious threat to Union forces, he believed it
vital to subdue small acts of mayhem before they could further impair the movement of
additional supplies and troops.14 He desired that local citizens restore order, yet he knew that
many might be resistant to his demands. Pope warned the citizens of north Missouri that “If the
people … are not willing or able to enforce the peace among themselves, and to prevent the
organizing of companies to make war upon the United States, the military force will perform the
service” for them. Providing an additional incentive for local authorities to address the guerilla
problem, Pope added that the counties would be billed for any peace-keeping activities he had to
perform that he later deemed could have been addressed by the citizens themselves.15 Days after
issuing General Orders No. 3, Pope indicated that more punitive measures would be
implemented to dissuade further dissent among the local population. The general believed it
necessary to threaten property seizures to push both local Unionists and Confederate
sympathizers to put a stop to the violence. He noted:
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To spare effusion of blood, destruction of life or property, and harassing and ofttimes
undiscriminating outrage upon the people, I have determined to present to the people, if
possible, some common inducement to preserve the peace in their own midst. The
common bond is their property, always in my power, though the owner might be beyond
my reach. I believed, as I do now, that as soon as it was felt that only by preserving peace
and quiet among themselves, and not molesting public or private property, there would
result security of person and property and the power to pursue unmolested their several
avocations, Union men and secessionists would alike engage in putting a stop to lawless
and predatory bands.
Pope’s warning extended to active participants in the disruptions as well as to common citizens
who failed to act. He hoped that his policy concerning land seizures would have the dual effect
of breaking up the roving bands and turning the community against them.16
Pope’s threat to private property in northern Missouri not only extended to land seizures
but to property in slaves as well. This caveat, an indirect assault on the institution of slavery as a
whole, threatened to drive a deeper wedge between Federal forces and proslavery Missourians. It
also potentially gave enslaved Africans an avenue to freedom, away from forced servitude.
Although the recently signed Confiscation Act of 1861 gave Pope the legal authority to
commandeer the land and slaves of disloyal citizens, Missouri’s tenuous attachment to the Union
made both local residents and state officials wary about the effect that Pope’s seizures could
have upon the political and social climate of the entire state. It should be noted, however, that the
Confiscation Act of 1861 permitted seizure of “property” but did not grant automatic
emancipation to slaves of disloyal owners. Nonetheless, local citizens feared that they would be
unfairly punished for the actions of the few. State officials and Federal military officers also
worried that Pope’s declarations would push reluctant proslavery Missourians to lend their
support to the Confederacy.17
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Frémont, an ardent abolitionist, approved of Pope’s tactics but temporarily banned
property seizure in Marion County when guerilla activity began to taper off there. Provisional
Governor Hamilton Gamble, who had replaced Jackson after the latter’s departure from office to
lead secessionist troops in the state, became intensely aware of the strident proslavery elements
in Missouri and sought to avoid linking the Federal military presence in northeastern Missouri
with discussions surrounding disturbing the institution of slavery. Gamble reiterated the call for
local order, but desired not to further involve Federal troops, as many of the soldiers came from
areas with strong antislavery leanings. He also pledged that his administration would not take
any action to undermine slavery. Yet, local citizens viewed Pope’s aggressive tactics to locate
and root out Confederate elements in the area as representative of a larger federal plan to destroy
the peculiar institution. Gamble believed these measures excessive and thought that they could
further destabilize the region.18
Through late July and early August, soldiers carried out General Pope’s objective of
making an example of citizens who allowed guerillas to operate in northeastern Missouri by
seizing property. The confiscation of slaves, in particular, drew the most ire and became used as
evidence by secessionists that the Federal government intended to place restrictions on or abolish
slavery entirely. Apparently viewing all citizens of northeastern Missouri as being Confederate
sympathizers, Federal troops conducted raids on Union and Confederate households alike.19
No record of the confiscations of slaves other than those seized by Turchin exists, but it is
apparent that Pope’s threat had the desired effect on the citizens of northeastern Missouri. By
August 17, Pope had excluded Marion County from being further subjected to General Orders
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No. 3. Per his declaration, the local citizens’ committee, which purposely included a number of
Confederate sympathizers, finally complied with Pope’s request that they no longer harbor
guerillas in Marion County. Further, local inhabitants provided the necessary intelligence and
men to help drive the guerillas from the area. A little over two weeks after issuing General
Orders No. 3, Pope noted that, with the exception of the guerillas that had escaped to Adair
County, northwest of Madison, north Missouri had once again become calm. He also noted that
no further destruction of bridges or railroads had occurred since the implementation of his
decree. In his analysis of the effectiveness of General Orders No. 3, he saw the property seizure
component as being vital to its success. “That order,” according to Pope, “seems to have united
all responsible persons who have anything to lose in efforts to preserve the peace, and they have
organized for that purpose. If any skirmishing is done, it will be done by the people themselves,
who are abundantly able to protect themselves, and who have a motive to do so which they had
not before.”20
Although northeastern Missouri had become, for the time being, somewhat free of
guerilla warfare, Confederate incursions in other parts of the state that August demonstrated the
heightened difficulty among Unionists civilians of thwarting an insurgency from within. As a
result of mounting support for the Confederacy, central and southern Missouri began a quick
descent into chaos and open warfare. On August 10, Confederate forces under Brigadier General
Benjamin McCulloch successfully defeated Union troops at the Battle of Wilson’s Creek in
southwest Missouri. The Confederate victory at Wilson’s Creek, as well as the death of Union
General Nathaniel Lyon in battle, emboldened Confederate sympathizers in the state to more
actively support the rebellion in Missouri.21 By mid-August, southeast Missouri had become a
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tinder box and General Frémont became more desperate to reestablish order. McCulloch’s forces
pressed east, threatening to overrun Rolla, while guerillas wreaked havoc from Potosi to
Caledonia in Washington County.22 On August 13, about 13,000 men attacked Union troops
commanded by Brigadier General Ulysses S. Grant, gaining control of a vital bridge at Ironton.
Five days later, a significant number of the inhabitants of the southeastern river town of
Commerce evacuated to Illinois after a Confederate force of between 800 and 1000 men marched
through, leaving a wake of destruction in their path. In a letter to President Lincoln, Frémont
lamented the Union’s diminished position in Missouri. Frémont wrote that “The enemy is [an]
overpowering force, and we are very weak in men and arms.”23
The political and social ruptures of Missouri and the nation were amplified at the end of
August 1861 with Frémont’s declaration of emancipation for Missouri. Pressure from Governor
Gamble and Congressman Frank Blair Jr. about overly aggressive searches conducted by soldiers
under Pope pushed the general to rescind General Orders No. 3 on August 30. Pope cautioned
that abandoning General Orders No. 3 could revive guerilla activity.24 Aware of the
effectiveness of Pope’s policy in the northeastern part of the state, Frémont implemented his own
extreme measures to slow the Confederate advance in Missouri. On the same day Pope
suspended General Orders No.3, Frémont proclaimed martial law in Missouri and declared that
any one taking up arms against the federal government would be executed. Further, and more
importantly, Frémont’s declaration also included a clause that emancipated the slaves of actively
disloyal Missourians.25 Frémont’s proclamation, issued in the same spirit of Pope’s General
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Orders No. 3, served as heavy-handed approach to restore order in a state that was quickly
spiraling out of control. He justified his edict by asserting that Missouri was nearing a state of
anarchy. He noted that the state’s “disorganized condition, the helplessness of the civil
authority, the total insecurity of life, and the devastation of property” forced him to issue such an
exceptional order.26 Frémont’s Proclamation sent shockwaves throughout the state not merely for
the draconian punishment but because of the threat to slavery. Both Union and Confederate
armies vied for access to black labor throughout the war and Frémont hoped that his edict would
become an instrument to give an advantage to Federal forces.27
Unionists were divided over Frémont’s proclamation. Newspapers from Missouri and
outside of the state expressed a range of opinions concerning Frémont’s actions. While some
commentators believed the measure to be just as well as strategic, others decried the
proclamation based on Frémont’s intention to emancipate the slaves of disloyal owners.
Detractors believed that the edict weakened slavery as an institution in Missouri. The Daily
Missouri Republican supported the implementation of martial law as way to abate rebel activity
but said very little concerning the emancipation clause.28 The New York Times agreed with
Frémont’s tactics, reasoning that a slave in the service of Confederate sympathizers indirectly
supported the rebel cause. The Times added that “Gen. Frémont’s proclamation is, therefore, in
exact conformity with the spirit of the law to punish treason, if not with its letter, and as such it
can hardly be regarded as an unjustifiable stretch of his authority.” 29 The Charleston [Missouri]
Courier expressed concern about the implementation of martial law and lamented the possible
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freeing of slaves. The Courier noted “It will be seen that the property of those in the Southern
army, and of those citizens who have taken an active part with them, is confiscated, and that their
slaves are converted into that useless class of population-North or South- free niggers.”30 The
Louisville Journal denounced the proclamation based on the inclusion of the “odious”
emancipation clause but added that Frémont’s edict “is no more harsh” than the “law of the
Southern government is toward quiet and peaceable loyal citizens.”31
Though Frémont cared little for the criticism being leveled, he could not ignore the
president’s disapproval. In a private letter, Lincoln requested that Frémont modify the
proclamation because, in his estimation, the emancipation of the slaves of disloyal owners would
“alarm our Southern Union friends and turn them against us [and] perhaps ruin our rather fair
prospect for Kentucky.”32 Specifically, Lincoln objected to executing civilians and freeing slaves
of disloyal masters. Further, the president believed Frémont’s proclamation to be in violation of
the Confiscation Act of 1861, part of which stipulated that holding southern sympathies did not
give the Union army the right to confiscate the property, including slaves, of a disloyal citizen.
Under this act, only property that provided direct material support to the Confederacy qualified
for seizure. Frémont’s proclamation failed to clarify this provision. Lincoln wanted Frémont to
temper his proclamation in order to resemble the language of the Confiscation Act of 1861.33
Frémont responded by asking for a public rebuke in order to save face. He reasoned that “If I
were to retreat of my own accord, it would imply that I myself thought it wrong, and that I acted
without the reflection which the gravity of the point demanded. But I did not.”34 Lincoln
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publically and formally invalidated the emancipation clause of Frémont’s proclamation on
September 11, 1861, by stating that his order violated the Confiscation Act of 1861.35
Though he intimated that he would defer to Lincoln’s wishes concerning emancipation,
Frémont ultimately ignored Lincoln’s request to modify the proclamation. A week after
receiving Lincoln’s letter, Frémont requested that an additional two hundred copies of the
original declaration be made and distributed throughout the Union army.36 As a result of his
insubordination and a series of strategic missteps, Frémont was relieved of his command on
November 2, 1861.37 Lincoln’s rebuke and removal of Frémont more than likely kept Missouri
and the other border states from seceding in 1861.38
Fremónt’s actions attracted a number of prominent supporters. James Henry Lane, an
ardent anti-slavery senator from Kansas and commander of a Kansas brigade, offered stinging
criticism towards those who believed Frémont’s proclamation to be ill-conceived. In a letter to
Brigadier General Samuel David Sturgis, Lane stated his intent to follow Frémont’s
proclamation and believed that Sturgis’s opposition to Frémont’s orders would only aid the rebel
cause. Lane, unconcerned with hierarchy or rank, bitterly argued that “Confiscation of slaves and
other property which can be made useful to the army should follow treason as the thunder peal
follows the lightning flash.”39 Frederick Douglass, a longtime supporter of Frémont as well as a
proponent of immediate emancipation, publically addressed Lincoln’s rebuke of the general. In a
speech about the gravity of the Civil War, Douglass chastised the president for failing to fully
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support Frémont’s bold actions surrounding slavery in Missouri. Douglass believed Lincoln’s
reprimand to be misguided and emblematic of what he believed was the administration’s
irresolute policy regarding the future of slavery in America. Douglass opined that “The weakness
and imbecility of the letter of the President condemning that proclamation, have thus far
characterized the whole war.” The outspoken abolitionist also acknowledged that slavery caused
the war and it would be the most difficult issue to resolve in regards to the conflict. Disgusted at
what he saw as an attempt to keep the “house divided,” Douglass lamented that “President,
Government, and army, stand paralyzed in the presence of slavery. They are determined only to
save the Union so far as they can save slavery.”40
Frémont had hoped that his proclamation would weaken slavery and change the tide of
the war, but in the end, it hurt the Union cause in Missouri. While a number of enslaved blacks
found refuge in Union lines during Frémont’s time in Missouri, only two enslaved men, Frank
Lewis and Hiram Reed, actually received their freedom as a direct result of the general’s
proclamation.41 Frémont’s proclamation in fact pushed some conditional and conservative
Unionists to support the Confederacy. The New York Times posited that the rebels would
characterize Frémont’s proclamation as a “general emancipation” in an attempt to make
Southerners believe that the Union intended to destroy slavery rather than contain it at this early
juncture of the war. The South did indeed respond to Frémont’s declaration in the manner
predicted by the Times when Confederate General Benjamin McCulloch quickly issued his own
proclamation to the citizens of Arkansas, Texas, and Louisiana. McCulloch noted that “The
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principles inaugurated in this war by the proclamation of General Frémont should warn the South
of the ultimate intentions of the North,” suggesting that the war was indeed a conflict over the
right to own slaves.42 As Lincoln had feared, Frémont’s proclamation became propaganda for the
Confederacy.
Although there was little emancipationist fervor manifest in the war in fall 1861, the first
Confiscation Act, Pope’s General Orders No. 3, and Frémont’s emancipation proclamation
demonstrated that certain factions in the Union Army and Congress were willing to interfere with
the peculiar institution if it could help win the war. Confederate elements in Missouri used this to
their advantage to rally additional Missourians to support secession. Shortly after his removal
from office on account of his support for disunion, former Governor Claiborne Fox Jackson
articulated the fears of slave holders from across the state. In what he referred to as a
“Declaration of Independence” for Missouri, he noted that the President “has encouraged the
stealing of our slave property. In these and other proceedings, the Government and people of the
Northern states have unmistakably shown their intention to overturn the social institutions of
Missouri and reduce her white citizens to an equality with the blacks.”43 Conservative Unionists
pushed back against the notion that the Union aimed to abolish slavery and grant AfricanAmericans legal equality. In a letter to Brigadier General William Tecumseh Sherman,
Brigadier General Alexander McDowell McCook discussed the attempts by some in neighboring
Kentucky to use the fear of abolishing slavery to bolster Confederate support in the area.
McCook noted that “I am satisfied they [slaveholders in Kentucky] bolster themselves up by
making the uninformed believe that this is a war upon African slavery.”44
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Despite Union claims to the contrary, the war could not be won without fundamentally
altering the nature of slavery in America. Access to labor had become such a precious
commodity to the war effort that both sides had to implement extreme measures to ensure that
they had enough men to construct fortifications throughout Missouri. Confederate forces used
slaves when they could but Union officials also authorized the use of force to compel enslaved
Africans, prisoners of war, and citizens to contribute to the war effort.45 As a result, enslaved
men became useful pawns in the war over Union. Increasingly, the Union army found it
necessary to exert more control over black labor in slave states, making it more difficult for the
Confederacy to employ slave labor. Although used to advance the Union cause, the
commandeering of slave labor unnerved loyal slave owners in Missouri and weakened the
institution of slavery in Missouri.46
In the wake of Frémont’s controversial tenure in Missouri, Union officials struggled to
keep loyal slave owners from switching their support to the Confederacy. Since the summer,
enslaved blacks used the disruptions caused by the war to escape, some to Union lines. The lack
of a firm policy regarding what to do with the increasing numbers of fugitive slaves who were
seeking refuge in Union camps prompted the head of the newly formed Department of the
Missouri, Major General Henry Halleck, to take decisive action. Halleck sought to avoid
interfering with the institution of slavery in any form or fashion, believing that the issue of
fugitives should be left to “civil authorities” to determine.47 Along these lines, in November
1861, Halleck implemented a policy of banning fugitive slaves and other “unauthorized persons”
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from Union encampments.48 Halleck reasoned that fugitive slaves accepted into Union camps
sometimes provided information to Confederate forces.49 Halleck’s directive, also known as
General Orders No. 3, drew outrage from abolitionists and antislavery Republicans. Horace
Greely, the editor of the New York Tribune, remarked that instead of helping the Union cause,
Halleck’s policy had exactly the opposite effect. Greely disparagingly wrote that “the remanding
of all slaves to their masters” would hurt the Union cause.50 Pennsylvania Congressman
Thaddeus Stevens addressed Halleck’s claim about escaped slaves serving as Confederate spies.
Incredulous, Stevens stated “That slaves who have run away from their masters and sought
protection from us, should have any desire to return as spies and give information to the enemy,
seems incredible.”51
To the chagrin of military officers, Halleck’s directive to include escaped slaves who had
already found work within Union installations. Union officials had willfully turned a blind eye
regarding the questionable status of their cooks, “servants, teamsters and hospital attendants” but
Halleck’s policy threatened to disrupt the daily operations at Union instillations throughout
Missouri.52 Black labor had become essential to the operations of camps throughout the state.
Staffing concerns as well as the personal feelings of individual officers regarding the institution
of slavery prompted some officers to point out the difficulty of following Halleck’s orders.
Stationed at Rolla, Major George E. Waring noted the difficulty of discerning between fugitive
slaves and free blacks without the appropriate documentation: “These negroes all claim and
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insist that they are free. Some of them I have no question are so; others I have as little doubt have
been slaves but no one is here to prove it.” Waring further indicated that concerns about wellbeing of escaped slaves and their usefulness made him reluctant to expel fugitive slaves from his
camp:
If I turn them away I inflict great hardship upon them as they would be homeless and
helpless; furthermore such a course would occasion much personal inconvenience and
sincere regret to other officers no less than to myself. These people are mainly our
servants and we can get no others. They have been employed in this capacity for some
time- long enough for us to like them as servants, to find them useful and trustworthy and
to feel an interest in their welfare.53

Providing a nuanced view of this issue, Colonel L. F. Ross, commanding officer at Cape
Girardeau, indicated that he would not prevent the recovery of fugitives by their masters but
indicated that, in one particular case, he would disregard Halleck’s directive. Ross indicated that
he would let an escaped slave boy work within his camp as opposed to returning to master
known to be disloyal. In a letter to General Grant, Ross explained his decision: “In this instance,
I feel that duty as an officer would dictate that so far from sending the black boy back to support
the family . . . . I should rather retain him in some useful employment of the Government.” 54 In
an unrelated case, Halleck sent a memorandum to the colonel reiterating that unless slaves were
obtained via the Confiscation Act, that they should be expelled from the camp. Hyper-vigilant
about his order, Halleck instructed that all fugitive slaves not kept under the Confiscation Act
should be returned “to their owners or pretended owners.”55 It is apparent by the actions of both
Waring and Ross that the fate of fugitive slaves often rested upon the whim and will of the
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individual officers of the camps, who often looked to their own beliefs regarding slavery and the
immediate needs of the camp to determine how stringently they would enforce the ban on
accepting escaped slaves within their lines. This remained a problem for Halleck throughout
1861.56
Although the peculiar institution had been threatened during 1861, slavery was far from
being dismantled in Missouri. Halleck, Gamble, and other conservative Unionists worked to
keep the institution of slavery intact throughout 1861. As such, enslaved African-Americans
found it quite difficult to secure their freedom during the first year of the war. Halleck’s General
Orders No.3 ensured that sanctuary in Missouri Union military camps could be hard to obtain,
perhaps pushing only the most desperate to flee to Union lines.57 Those who avoided interaction
with Union officials still risked reenslavement. Escaped slaves, by state law, had to be arrested
by police and detained until their masters reclaimed them. If no one reclaimed them after three
months, the law mandated that they be sold at auction.58 Though Halleck and others held firm to
a rigid policy of allowing slaves to be reclaimed by their masters, his orders remained subject to
the first Confiscation Act. Halleck was dubious of the Act’s constitutionality yet he had no
choice but to enforce it.59 In December 1861, Halleck was forced to defer to the Confiscation Act
in relation to sixteen enslaved men held in St. Louis and subject to sale. It had been presumed
that they had been forced to work for the Confederate Army or had been owned by actively
disloyal men. The enslaved men had accompanied Frémont’s forces on their return to St. Louis
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from Southwestern Missouri and ultimately were detained by the local police. Begrudgingly,
Halleck ordered their release. However, the enslaved men were not discharged without
condition. Halleck ordered that they first work off any debts owed to the Quartermaster’s
Department for clothing received during their detention.60 Halleck encountered a similar
situation in February 1862.61 While the Confiscation Act did not provide permanent
manumission for the slaves of disloyal masters, it did grant them a quasi-freedom that allowed
them to move more freely in search of wage labor.
Despite the barriers to obtaining permanent freedom in 1861, enslaved AfricanAmericans adeptly used the disruptions caused by the Civil War to their advantage. One tactic
used to obtain protection from the Union military was to provide detailed intelligence regarding
Confederate activity throughout Missouri. Information regarding rebel movements proved vital
to the Union war effort and Federal officials often relied on the observations of enslaved
African-Americans to plan their movements against Confederate operations within the state. The
ability to gather intelligence gave enslaved Africans a measure of leverage and also granted them
a measure of agency as it related to their own freedom. Further, providing intelligence to federal
officials endangered the health and security of enslaved blacks and therefore Union officers often
argued for the ability to protect informants from Confederate retribution. At this juncture of the
war, black “scouts” could become attached to a military unit to serve in a menial capacity or
could be sent to work in a Union camp, often providing them a respite from the perils of
plantation slavery. Colonel John C. Kelton, commanding officer of the Ninth Regiment Missouri
Volunteers, informed his superior that information relayed by slaves at Boonville prevented a
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“surprise” attack on a Union-held position. As a result, their masters hoped to reclaim the slaves
in order to execute them. While Kelton did not have the authority to grant the slaves their
freedom he did send them under guard to work in the fort in Jefferson City.62 Kelton’s actions
provided the enslaved men with a measure of security that more than likely allowed them to
obtain their freedom the following year after the passage of the Second Confiscation Act. It is
not clear if Halleck’s General Orders No. 3 were applied to these men, but it is highly unlikely
under these circumstances that they were returned to their masters.63
Obtaining manumission proved difficult during the first year of the war, but this did not
prevent African-Americans from looking for different ways to secure their freedom. Enslaved
blacks locally and nationwide hoped to hasten their emancipation via military service. While the
Second Militia Act of 1792 had customarily been used to exclude black men from the army,
there were instances, most notably during the War of 1812, that African-Americans had been
employed as soldiers.64 In 1861, politicians and civilians across the country began discussing
employing African-American as soldiers in the Union army. Antislavery Unionists also saw the
efficacy in enlisting African-American early in the war. A citizen from New York wrote
Secretary Cameron in the fall of 1861 imploring him to muster African-American troops into the
Federal army. He argued that Confederate forces had begun to use black soldiers in the field and
he saw “no reason why the United States should not employ blacks likewise” under the
command of white officers.65 Another citizen from Cincinnati wrote to Cameron claiming to be
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able to raise a black regiment consisting of between 1000 and 1500 soldiers. Also speaking to
rumors of black Confederate soldiers, he exclaimed that “in the next battle we can give them
black for black.”66
African-Americans also believed that they could provide a vital service to the Union,
hoping that their service could lead to freedom for themselves and their families. Less than two
weeks after the attack on Fort Sumter, Jacob Dodson, a resident of Washington, D.C., wrote
Secretary of War Simon Cameron offering the service of over three hundred African-Americans
to help defend the Washington against Confederate invasion.67 Dodson, a free black originally
from Missouri, had accompanied General Frémont on his second expedition to survey California
in 1842. Dodson had already seen combat when Dodson, Frémont, Kit Carson, and members of
the United States Army fought in the 1846 Bear Flag Rebellion in California.68 Cameron
responded that “the United States had no intention at present to call into the service of the
Government any colored soldiers.” 69 G. P. Miller, an African-American physician from Battle
Creek, Michigan, also requested authorization to raise a black regiment within his home state. He
believed that he could mobilize between five and ten thousand free people of color in two
months to serve as sharpshooters or guerillas.70 Thomas A. Scott, Acting Secretary of War,
denied Miller’s request but indicated that African-Americans may be armed “in cases of great
emergency and not under regular enrollment for military purposes.”71 The refusal of the
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government to use African-American troops in the early stages of the war was decried by
abolitionists and politicians alike. Cameron eventually accepted the idea of using AfricanAmericans as soldiers but Lincoln, struggling to keep the remaining slave states from seceding,
quickly castigated him for taking a public stance that stood in opposition to the government’s
official policy.72
Despite the military’s stance on black enlistment in 1861, there is evidence that AfricanAmericans did participate in military action at early junctures of the war in Missouri. Two letters
describe African-Americans engaging the enemy alongside Home Guards at the Second Battle of
Booneville in September 1861. In the fall of 1861, Isaac P. Jones travelled from his home in
East Hartford, Connecticut, to Johnson County, Missouri, with the express purpose of persuading
his sister and her family to return east to avoid being witness to the death and destruction of
western Missouri during the war. During his trip to Missouri, Jones had significant interaction
with the community at Boonville in Cooper County. From his conversations, he came to the
conclusion that orders to not shelter escaped slaves within Union military camps had been
ignored. In a letter to Henry Halleck, Jones expressed his concern that the Boonville Home
Guard’s blatant disregard of the Major General’s orders had soured the public’s opinion of the
government in the area. Jones noted that, between three and four fugitive slaves had been
“openly harbored” and protected within the Home Guard camp, despite the fact that their owners
had tried to claim them. To the ire of Jones and presumably a large segment of the local white
population, the Home Guards allowed the escaped slaves to wear uniforms.73 According to his
letter, Jones indicated that not only had the former slaves been allowed to be dressed in Union
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uniforms but also allowed to participate in armed combat. Jones queried “Sure the Government
is not so hard off for soldiers that we have to arm negroes to sustain it?”74 In a letter to her
daughter in San Antonio, Texas, Nancy Jones of Booneville indicated that published accounts
failed to report the fact that African-Americans had not only provided the Home Guards with
intelligence about the impending attack, but that they also fought at the Second Battle of
Boonville. She noted that “These negroes were in the entrenchments during the fight, they had
guns given them, and are said by the prisoners who saw them, to have fought bravely.”75 Jones
also pointed out that one of the escaped slaves, adept at using guns, killed two men. Daniel R.
Smith, another local resident, provided additional information about this particular slave, noting
that that he killed Colonel William Brown. Brown had been the man’s former master and as a
result Smith commented, “The darky is tickled almost to death.”76 Though the government
allowed blacks to be armed in cases of emergency, few employed formerly enslaved AfricanAmericans as soldiers early in the war. 77
Entering into the second year of the war, change was on the horizon. Enslaved
Missourians, understanding how they might be needed by both sides, viewed the conflict
optimistically, hoping to exploit the political, social, and ideological divisions within the white
community in order to obtain freedom. Cautiously optimistic that the Lincoln administration
would dismantle slavery, enslaved Missourians eagerly sought out news about the war. Former
Missouri slave Henry Bruce remarked that African-Americans during this period readily
discussed “the latest battle, and what Mr. Lincoln had said, and the chances for their freedom, for
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they understood the war to be for their freedom solely, and prayed earnestly and often for the
success of the Union cause.”78
While Henry Bruce’s statement about African-American optimism rang true for some
enslaved blacks, others were more circumspect about their prospects for freedom. Though the
First Confiscation Act allowed for the seizure of slaves whose labor provided material support to
the Confederacy, slaves belonging to loyal owners had no legal recourse to freedom at the
beginning of 1862. Even those belonging to Confederate sympathizers who supported the Rebel
cause but did not provide money or service to the Confederacy were protected by law.
Additionally, those hoping that the Union presence in Missouri would shield and protect them
from the inhuman treatment of their masters often found disappointment when they made it to
Union Lines. General Henry Halleck held firm to his order barring sanctuary to fugitive slaves.
Halleck also sought to avoid military interference into what he considered a matter for local and
state authorities. This policy followed the War Department’s Article of War forbidding soldiers
from engaging in slave catching.79 Nonetheless, African-Americans remained confused
concerning the military’s ambiguous role in maintaining or weakening the institution of slavery,
as some officers selectively enforced or ignored Halleck’s directive.
In the first months of 1862, the Union Department of the Missouri worked hard to ensure
that soldiers and officers within the state clearly understood Halleck’s General Orders No. 3.
Some regiments, despite Halleck’s order, assisted local slave owners in the capture and return of
fugitive slaves. On January 9, Halleck rebuked the commanding officer at Ironton, Colonel
William P. Carlin, for ordering members of the Eighth Wisconsin to return an enslaved man to
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his master.”80 Other regiments, however, continued to allow escaped slaves into their camps,
either to shelter or to employ them. On February 10, General John Pope indicated that soldiers
of the Thirty-Seventh Illinois, with the blessing of their commanding officer, illegally seized two
enslaved boys belonging to a doctor in Syracuse, Missouri. It is not clear why they targeted and
captured these particular slaves but Pope intimated that their actions represented a larger problem
of “indiscriminate plundering” by Union forces in the state. Perhaps to ensure that the actions of
soldiers did not push proslavery Unionists to support the enemy, Pope called for swift
punishment for soldiers pillaging the countryside.81
Federal and state military authorities often clashed regarding the return of fugitive slaves
throughout 1862 and 1863. Missouri state militia organizations operated independently of the
Union Army until May 1863 but were still subject to Federal regulations. This was affirmed with
an ordinance passed by the Missouri State Convention in October 1861 concerning the
organization of the militia. According to the law: “When the Missouri State Militia shall be
called into the actual service of the State, the officers and men shall be subject to the same rules
and regulations, and articles of war, that govern the armies of the United States.”82 This law was
often ignored in practice. Despite Articles of War banning slave catching, an investigation
conducted by the Missouri House of Representatives into the activities of the Enrolled Missouri
Militia (EMM) found that state militiamen often assisted in the capture and the return of fugitive
slaves.83 For example, H. L. Burns, Sheriff of Cole County, Missouri, indicated that militiamen
helped to capture escaped slaves on several occasions. He informed the investigative committee
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that soldiers were instructed by their superiors to “not do the arresting” but still played a
significant role in detaining escapees. Burns indicated that their participation “virtually had the
effect of military assistance in returning fugitives to bondage.”84 Leonard Babcock, formerly of
the Fifty-First Regiment, EMM and a Commissioner of Contraband at Ray County, revealed that
at least one militia unit arrested former slaves freed by the Second Confiscation Act and seized
their freedom papers. This same unit also arrested the local Federal Provost Marshal and
conspired to destroy his office in Richmond, Missouri.85 Proslavery elements in the militia had
support from some civil officers and even Governor Gamble to disregard Federal law. When
queried about the militia’s failure to adhere to the Articles of War, Colonel William Pope of the
Fifty-Second Regiment, EMM, responded: “Governor Gamble told me, verbally, that I was not
governed by said Article of War.”86 Even after Union officials assumed control over the various
state militia organizations, militiamen to continue to assist in the return of fugitive slaves. In the
estimation of the state’s investigation of the militia, Major General John Schofield’s July 7, 1863
memorandum, which stressed the continued legality of slavery in Missouri, directly resulted in a
brief resurgence of slave catching in Missouri. The investigation inferred that increased numbers
of militiamen were assisting in returning fugitive slaves to their masters.87 Towards the end of
the month, Schofield released a more stringent general order banning all state and Federal
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regiments from assisting “civil officers” in capturing fugitive slaves.88 Tension over the Union
Army’s use of confiscation and emancipation continued throughout the remainder of the war.
On the national level, shifting party politics began to move in the direction of
emancipation. Fissures in Lincoln’s stance on emancipation began to appear during the first half
of 1862. Lincoln personally wanted to abolish slavery but he did not believe he had the political
capital to issue an emancipation proclamation at the time. In the interim, he supported gradual
voluntary emancipation schemes in border states, inducing slave owners with federal
compensation for a loss of their slaves. It was a strategic measure aimed at placing a political and
economic divide between the border states and the Confederates, tipping the balance of power in
favor of the Union. Lincoln intimated to border state representatives that this was the best chance
to avoid a more radical declaration of emancipation. Lincoln formalized his support for
compensated emancipation on March 6, requesting that Congress allot funds for just such a
plan.89
For the most part, representatives from Missouri and other border states opposed
Lincoln’s compensated emancipation plan. They expressed their displeasure in their March 10
meeting with Lincoln while Congress debated the bill on the floor of the House of
Representatives and the Senate. Slavery remained a social, political, and economic pillar in parts
of Missouri and a number of citizens were reluctant to abolish it. In the eyes of conservative
Unionists, emancipation interfered with their constitutional rights. Further, Lincoln’s plan was
too vague to adequately deal with the ramifications that could possibly come along with ending
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slavery. Opponents noted that bill contained no provision or plan to assist black families after
they became free and that their rights as citizens of the United States had not yet been clarified.
Despite Democratic and border state opposition, Congress passed the resolution on April 10. The
only Missouri politicians voting in favor of the bill were Senator John B. Henderson and
Congressman Frank Blair, Jr. 90
Opposition to Lincoln’s compensated emancipation plan from most of Missouri’s
congressional delegation did not stop a gradual emancipation plan from being discussed on the
state level. A faction of Missouri Republicans became more resolved in the belief that a plan had
to be implemented as soon as possible. B. Gratz Brown and Charles Drake, prominent radical
Republicans in St. Louis, established the General Emancipation Society of Missouri in April
1862 to advocate for such a plan. Drake had until recently had been more conservative in his
views, condemning “antislavery agitation,” but by early 1862 he had become gradual abolition’s
“most ardent and fluent spokesman.” In a speech given both on April 7 in Union, Missouri, and
April 14 at the Mercantile Library in St. Louis, Drake noted that “to provide, in some wellconsidered, equitable, and gradual way, for its eventual removal from our soil, would do more
than all other things, to lift Missouri speedily out of her present unhappy condition and start her
forward in a fresh and higher career of prosperity.” By the summer of 1862, the position of the
General Emancipation Society to support a gradual plan began to drown out more
uncompromising calls for immediate abolition in Missouri.91
Gradual emancipation became an important topic of discussion during the Missouri State
Convention that summer. In an attempt to avoid a more disorderly abolishment of slavery,
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Conservative delegate Samuel M. Breckenridge of St. Louis broke with his faction and proposed
that the state adopt a plan similar to the one proposed adopted by Congress. If it was passed by
the delegates of the state convention, it would become a ballot referendum in the 1864 election.
Breckenridge’s plan had several provisions. In addition to voluntary compensated emancipation,
Breckenridge argued that enslaved blacks born after January 1, 1865, should be freed when they
reached the age of twenty-five and that no more slaves be brought into the state. Further, he
“advocated the expulsion from Missouri [of] all emancipated slaves,” deeming them to be a
social and economic nuisance. Breckenridge’s fellow conservative delegates failed to support his
proposal citing costs and slavery’s constitutional status. The Missouri State Convention voted
against the plan by a wide margin. Missouri Radicals continued the emancipation discussion at a
large meeting at Jefferson City two days after the end of the state convention. While slavery
remained in place for the foreseeable future, the institution was falling apart and national forces
would push the state to revisit gradual emancipation the following summer.92
Mounting political pressures to end the war through early 1862 persuaded Congress to
explore more radical measures. The attempt to weaken the Confederacy by depriving it of labor
had been previously addressed in the First Confiscation Act, but many had qualms about its
potency and enforcement. Further, while concerns about Confederate slave labor remained in
1862, some leaders also feared that the South would begin arming slaves, which in turn would
make sectional reunification even more difficult to achieve. Indiana Congressman George
Washington Julian articulated the quandary of not using black men as laborers and soldiers in the
Union army. He argued that the war itself would force African-Americans from the sidelines
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and bring them directly into the conflict. Julian noted “As laborers, if not as soldiers, they will be
the allies of the rebels, or of the Union.”93
On July 17 Congressional Republicans acted upon this concern, passing two laws
addressing Confederate slave labor and black military participation. The Second Confiscation
Act, as it became known, built upon the First Confiscation Act by reaffirming the legal
justification for seizing the slaves of disloyal masters. Under the guise of considering slaves
property, Union forces could commandeer anything providing material support to the
Confederacy. More importantly, unlike the First Confiscation Act, it regarded confiscated slaves
as “captives of war” and, as a result, it explicitly granted them their freedom.94 Designed as both
a punitive measure and a practical tactic of war, the Second Confiscation Act was, according to
James McPherson, “important as a symbol of what the war was becoming- a war to overturn the
southern social order as a means of reconstructing the Union.”95
The second law, referred to as the Militia Act of 1862, represented a fundamental shift in
Union policy towards the Confederacy. Though some viewed the law as being vaguely worded,
the Militia Act opened the door for the eventual use of black soldiers in combat. The law stated
“the President of the United States is authorized to employ as many persons of African descent
as he may deem necessary and proper for the suppression of this rebellion, and for this purpose
he may organize and use them in such a manner as he may judge best for the public welfare.”
The Militia Act, while it did not explicitly authorize the use of black soldiers in combat, outlined
pay for black governmental workers, granting them $10 a month.96 According to Dudley
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Cornish, the Militia Act of 1862 was significant as it “shifted” the onus of putting black soldiers
in the field “from Congress to president.”97 As a result, this law opened the door for the creation
of all black Federal regiments the following year. It also provided a measure of cover for the
formation of early unauthorized black military units like those formed under Senator James H.
Lane in Kansas in 1862.98
Of the two measures passed by Congress that summer, the Second Confiscation Act had
the most immediate impact on slavery in Missouri. The emancipation clauses contained in the
Second Confiscation Act emboldened slaves who had previously been reluctant to leave their
masters because of Halleck’s policy of barring fugitives in Union camps.99 Although AfricanAmericans could not serve on juries or provide testimony in court, their statements regarding the
loyalty of their masters often proved to be sufficient evidence to label their owners as rebels and
to provide reason for the military authorities in Missouri to issue freedom papers.100 Invariably,
this led to larger numbers of slaves leaving their masters. For example, in a series of statements
dated August 22, 1862, twelve fugitive slaves indicated why they fled to Union lines for
protection. Three enslaved men held by Anderson Bowles of Manchester gave almost identical
testimonies, noting that Bowles “was a strong secessionist” and had two sons serving in the
Confederate army. They further noted that Bowles beat all three men severely. A statement from
James Lewis and his wife, also of Manchester, indicated that their owner also supported the
rebels. Additionally, Lewis claimed that his master had instructed them to leave and never return.
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Thomas J. Stewart of Carondelet also accused his owner, Anderson Durham, of disloyalty and,
like Lewis, mentioned that Durham’s wife gave Anderson permission to leave. Sarah Waters of
St. Louis recounted a similar story. Though this set of statements indicate that the Union officers
took into consideration the testimony of fugitive slaves, the documents do not reveal whether the
military ultimately issued them freedom papers.101 A little over a month later, a separate report
from James W. Sappington, Provost Marshal at California, Missouri, in Moniteau County
however suggests that that testimony from fugitives led the army to issue emancipation papers
for a group of escaped slaves. 102 Accusing their masters of disloyalty gave fugitive slaves a
measure of power over their owners, forcing masters to prove their loyalty to the United States
government or risk losing their property in slaves.
Even when slave masters proclaimed their allegiance in light of the Second Confiscation
Act, they still risked losing their slaves to the Union army. A letter to Brigadier General John
Davidson, commanding officer of the District of St. Louis, provided insight regarding a group of
enslaved Africans seized by the Fifth Regiment U.S. Reserve Corp. A detachment of soldiers had
been charged with guarding two bridges in Washington County, important crossings for the St.
Louis and Iron Mountain Railroad. Although it is unclear how the enslaved Africans first came
in contact with the soldiers of this regiment, their masters protested the loss of their slaves,
stating that their loyalty to the United States was steadfast. In spite of their protests to the
contrary, officers of the Fifth Regiment believed them to be rebel sympathizers. As a result, close
to thirty enslaved Africans received protection from the Federal Government.103
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Slave owners sometimes appealed the seizure of their slaves themselves directly to
military authorities, sometimes with the assistance of influential associates with stronger
Unionist credentials. In a letter to Major General Samuel Curtis, R. J. Howard, port collector at
St. Louis, wrote regarding the perceived property rights of Robert N. Martin, a loyal unionist and
“an old citizen of our County.” According to Howard, two of Martin’s slaves had escaped from
St. Louis and fled southwest to Rolla. Martin had one slave arrested after he apparently refused
to go back to a state of slavery willingly. According to Howard, the other, a female slave,
according to Howard, was willing to return to St. Louis. Although the unnamed enslaved woman,
supposedly chose to return with Howard under her own will and volition, “soldiers at that post
. . . refused to permit her” to return to St. Louis with her master. Howard noted that he
understood military policy required soldiers to avoid assisting in the capture of runaways but
pointed out that their actions contributed “in thwarting the process of the law,” especially as this
case pertained to a “loyal citizen.” 104
A subsequent letter from W. B. Morris also broached the subject of the detention of
Martin’s slave in Rolla. Morris served in the Ohio General assembly between 1839 and 1841
and became a “near neighbor” of Martin’s in St. Louis County around 1846. Morris referred to
Martin as a “good, honest, unsophisticated farmer-[a] prosperous, frugal, industrious, and
preserving” Missourian. Most of all, he noted, Martin was “a good- law abiding- loyal citizen.”
Morris found it important to emphasize his good character, especially as it related to loyalty, to
ensure that the detention of the enslaved woman at Rolla was not justified by the Confiscation
Acts. In framing the discussion, he placed the onus on the Federal Government to grant the
“protection which that government owes to it citizens.” Morris implied that military officials
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colluded with runaway slaves to not return them to their masters by allowing them to later work
as servants to army officers. Although the disposition of the case is unknown, the charge may not
have been without merit.105
Union officers who employed fugitives also petitioned for freedom on their behalf. A
Union officer fought to secure freedom papers for Sarah Campbell, a contraband who worked as
a seamstress and a servant presumably at the Gratiot Street Military Prison in St. Louis. The
officer, like others making similar requests, pled his case by pointing out that Campbell’s former
master had a son in the Confederate “Minute Men’s” Organization in St. Louis, thereby implying
disloyalty. Second, he noted that according to Campbell, her mistress, Mrs. William M. Cook of
St. Louis, “told her to leave the house [and] that she did not want her any longer.” Believing that
Cook’s declaration did not demonstrate a momentary fit of anger, but a true desire to have her
vacate the premises, Campbell left. The officer’s inclusion of this fact helped to shield her from
future claims of ownership by Cook. Lastly he further justified his position by noting Campbell’s
industriousness and his belief that she would be self-sufficient and not a drain on military
resources. He observes that “She is and has been during her stay at this post a most excellent
servant and has conclusively proved her ability to ‘take care of herself’.”106
Another example of an officer’s attempt to secure freedom papers for fugitive slaves he
hired can be found in the case of enslaved brothers, Tarlton and Ezekiel Brown, of Boone
County. Their master, James Brown, signed an oath of allegiance to the United States but
continued to provide support to Confederate rebels in the area. After being threatened by their
master, Tarlton and Ezekiel fled to Jefferson City and found work with the Union army. When
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the quartermaster indicated that he no longer needed their services, the brothers found
employment working for Union officers in Sedalia. Although James Brown’s secessionist
leanings were, according to one of the officers, well-known to Union officials, both fugitives had
yet to secure emancipation papers authorized by the Second Confiscation Act. To resolve this,
the brothers, along with other fugitive slaves, were to be sent back to Jefferson City to formally
provide evidence of their masters’ disloyalty. One of the employers, Major Henry Bright, sought
to circumvent the formal petition process and have their cases decided on his word alone. Bright
argued that by requiring the men to return to Jefferson City, their absence would cause “some
considerable inconvenience” for both he and another officer. As with the case of Sarah
Campbell, Bright not only outlined James Brown’s treasonous behavior but also indicated that
the men would not be a burden on the government. Bright affirmed that “I am willing to pay the
boys fair wages and do well by them: provided they prove as good as they seem.”107
A number of fugitive slaves received military protection by providing information
pertaining to the activities of their owners or other Confederate sympathizers. The usefulness of
this information, as well as the fact that known Union informants became targets of Confederate
sympathizers, gave Union officials additional reasons to issue freedom papers to fugitive blacks.
One of the more notable cases in which an enslaved Missouri man provided intelligence to the
Union Army and subsequently received military protection, involved a many by the name of
Archer Alexander. His journey to freedom was eventually chronicled in book written by
Reverend William Greenleaf Eliot, a St. Louis abolitionist and founder of Washington
University.108 Alexander first came to the attention of Union authorities after he passed along
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information pertaining to Rebel meetings and “secreted arms” in St. Charles County. He fled the
farm of his owner, R. Hickman Pitman, after rebel supporters discovered that he had divulged
their clandestine activities to Union soldiers. He made it to Union lines and received protection
from the Provost Marshal because his life had been threatened. In February 1863, “he hired
himself” to William Greenleaf Eliot, although he had not received legal recognition of freedom.
Pitman’s brother John tracked Archer to Eliot’s and with three other armed men, “beat [Archer]
unmercifully.” John Pitman and his party placed Archer in a wagon and attempted to return to
St. Charles. The Provost Marshal ordered the men captured and Archer “restored to Mr. Eliot’s
service.” Major General Samuel Curtis issued a special order of protection which prevented
further interference of Alexander’s work for Eliot. Pitman continued to hold onto the hope he
would reacquire Archer. Eliot offered to purchase Archer himself but Pitman refused to sell him.
Alexander successfully applied for permanent emancipation through the Confiscation Act based
on Pitman’s disloyalty, the continued threats to his life and safety, and because he “rendered
important service to the Government.” Though legally free, Alexander remained concerned
about proslavery elements within Missouri. He noted that “not withstanding the full protection
papers which I held, the state of social and political affairs was such that there could be no
feeling of security to any runaway slave. Missouri was still a slave State and the conflict between
civil and martial law was at its height.”109
Though a number of enslaved Missourians were freed as a result of the Second
Confiscation Acts, freedom could be merely temporary. Mary Rice came to the attention of
Union authorities in October 1862. She informed military officials that Mrs. W. D. Holliday
owned her and her two small children, Charles and Martha Jane. Rice accused Holliday of being
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a Confederate supporter and asserted that two of Holliday’s sons had joined the Rebel army.
Furthermore, Rice said that Holliday drove her and her children from her home, took the money
Rice had earned and refused to give them any clothing. Instead of granting complete and
permanent freedom to Rice and her children, General Samuel Curtis issued her a conditional pass
only until Holliday demonstrated her loyalty to the United States and the Union cause. Curtis
wrote, “Let her have a free pass till her owner shows a willingness to do right as a citizen by
taking care of her servant and [by] being a loyal citizen.” A later communication from Lucien
Eaton, a District Judge Advocate at St. Louis, indicated that a more permanent pass had been
granted to Rice and her children on January 10, 1863. Eaton, an abolitionist, granted a pass that
allowed Rice and her children freedom of movement out “of the city, county, & state in any
direction unmolested.” Eaton’s pass, issued only nine days after the Emancipation Proclamation
went into effect, emphatically stated that she had received permanent manumission. Eaton
warned anyone who came in contact with Rice to “not take this pass away.” 110 Speaking to the
tendency of some military officials to rescind freedom papers in Missouri, the Missouri Daily
Republican noted “It is thus explicitly shown that freedom to the negro is not irrevocable.”111
The passage of the Second Confiscation Act in July 1862 affected enslaved Missourians
on a local level, but the month was also significant as the President became more resolved to
aggressively attack and weaken the institution of slavery. War weary and less inclined to pacify
border state congressmen, Lincoln once again broached the subject of compensated
emancipation. In a July 12 meeting with border state representatives, his tone was more forceful
than it had been in previous months. Believing that this was perhaps the last opportunity to avoid
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a disorderly transition from slave to free labor, Lincoln urged border state leaders to accept a
new deal on gradual emancipation. He predicted that the conflict itself would destabilize the
institution of slavery to the point that it would not survive the war. Without a plan to mitigate the
financial losses resulting from the demise of slavery, which now seemed inevitable, border state
economies would suffer greatly. Absent an agreement, border state slave owners risked losing
everything. Not convinced by Lincoln’s assessment and concerned about how the political,
social, and economic impact of emancipation, two-thirds of the border state congressman
rebuffed the President’s proposal. Unbeknownst it to them, their rejection of compensated
emancipation sealed the peculiar institution’s fate in America. Slavery was going to die a painful
and messy death.112
During the late spring and early summer of 1862, Lincoln mulled using emancipation as
tool to bring the war to an end. The snub from the border state congressmen combined with the
widening war convinced him that an immediate emancipation plan for rebel states was necessary.
He had held off using such a blunt and indiscriminate measure previously but he now believed
that the Union hung in the balance. Attacking the southern economy as a whole was the only way
to stop the war. While he could not secure material freedom for slaves in rebel territory, word of
emancipation would disrupt plantation life and force the Confederacy to be occupied with
imposing even more control over millions of slaves possibly emboldened to head north. After
receiving the official rejection from the border state representatives on July 13, Lincoln confided
to Secretary of State William Seward and Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles that he intended
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to free slaves in rebel states. He informed the rest of his cabinet about his intentions on July
22.113
Lincoln’s cabinet was divided. Secretary of War, Edwin Stanton, argued for an
immediate release of the President’s edict while more ardent abolitionists in his cabinet appealed
for a more cautious approach. Postmaster General Montgomery Blair, one of the attorneys who
helped Dred Scott sue for his freedom in 1857, believed that the proclamation would hurt
Republican candidates running in the fall. Seward was more concerned about the international
implications of emancipation. The Confederacy hoped to garner formal diplomatic recognition
from its most important trading partner, Great Britain, and Seward believed that an emancipation
decree, at this juncture in the war, would encourage England to enter the war on the side of the
South. Seward believed Lincoln needed more political leverage to release such a powerful,
contentious, incendiary, and daring document as the Emancipation Proclamation. On suggestion
of Seward and others, Lincoln agreed to formally issue his Emancipation Proclamation only after
a significant military victory. Lincoln would have to wait two more months for such a victory to
materialize. Nonetheless, Union senior leadership began to finally come to grips with the reality
that American slavery more than likely would not survive the war.114
Though Missouri would later be affected by the Lincoln administration’s movement
towards emancipation, local conditions played a more prominent role in dismantling slavery
throughout the state. Military officials and politicians struggled to maintain a balance between
vigorously enforcing the Second Confiscation Act and disrupting the operations of loyal slave
owners. Guerilla warfare had continued to rage and officials in Washington viewed property
seizures as a way to quell the violence. Unconvinced of Missouri’s overly cautious approach to
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freeing the slaves of rebel masters as well the inability to effectively suppress guerilla operations
in the state, Lincoln eventually replaced commanding General John Schofield with General
Samuel Curtis that September. Unlike his predecessors, Curtis did not shy away from using the
Confiscation Acts as a tool to prosecute the war in Missouri. A more aggressive enforcement of
the Second Confiscation Act, combined with other factors pushed Missouri to reexamine its
relationship with slavery and slave owners.115
National and local conversations concerning gradual or immediate abolition helped
embolden African-American Missourians to become more openly resistant to their enslavement
than they had been previously. Despite signals of slavery’s weakening throughout the Union,
Missouri was still very much wedded to the peculiar institution. Yet, calls for abolishing slavery
were growing by the day. Although without political influence, African-Americans were very
aware that the white population was divided on the subject. African-Americans seized upon the
discord and used every avenue they could to achieve freedom and the freedom of their families.
As a result of the changing political atmosphere of Missouri, African-Americans pushed forward
towards a more radical affirmation of agency and humanity. While some enslaved Missourians
were forced into more militant action by abolitionists, others would choose to escape slavery for
a better life in a neighboring free state, most notably Kansas.
Events happening on the Kansas/Missouri border and in the western half of the state in
1862 affected the further viability of slavery in Missouri and granted African-Americans
significant opportunities to obtain their freedom. Kansas during the Civil War became, as one
Missouri officer put it, “that ultima thule of a Negro paradise,” and opened new possibilities for
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black Missourians hoping to improve their condition.116 The prominence of Kansas in the
discussions about the collapse of slavery in Missouri is crucial to understanding how enslaved
Missourians responded to the dislocations caused by the Civil War. Further, the actions of black
men allied with armed abolitionists in Kansas demonstrate that African-Americans looked to
their own immediate needs to inform their response to the war. Though this study focuses on
Missouri, the sheer numbers of black Missourians moving west and returning during the war
justifies an extended treatment of their experience in Kansas.
The states of Missouri and Kansas had a turbulent relationship before the outbreak of the
Civil War. The Kansas-Nebraska Act repealed the Missouri Compromise and instituted popular
sovereignty in the western territories in 1854. Its passage threatened the political balance
between slave and free states in Congress and ignited hostilities between Missouri and Kansas
over the issue of slavery. As a precondition to obtain statehood, citizens from Kansas territory
were tasked with creating a state constitution. While a sizable percentage of Kansans wanted to
retain the Free Soil character of the state, more than half of legal voters in Kansas were in favor
of enshrining slavery in the constitution in 1854. To do so, Kansans had to elect delegates for a
constitutional convention who would adopt a proposed state constitution. In an effort to ensure
that slavery spread westward, Missouri slaveholders and proslavery advocates crossed the border
in large numbers to illegally cast votes. Aware of the massive voter fraud in the election,
territorial governor Andrew Reeder nullified election results in “one-third of the districts” and
ordered new elections. When Free Soilers won a majority of the seats in the second vote, the
proslavery legislature refused to recognize them. The following year, Free Soil met in Topeka to
push for an antislavery constitution. Continued disagreement over slavery in Kansas eventually
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spilled from the halls of state government into the streets, resulting in armed conflict, pitting
mostly Free Soil Kansans against proslavery Missourians. Radical abolitionists from across the
country, including John Brown, flocked to Kansas, as well as proslavery advocates who also
joined the fight. The ensuing border war, also known as “Bleeding Kansas,” became a bloody
prelude to the Civil War.117
On the eve of the Civil War, Free Staters remained the majority in Kansas and the state’s
antislavery character enticed fugitive slaves from Missouri to cross the border. According to the
1860 census there were only two enslaved and 625 free blacks residing in Kansas, yet the
African-American population in the state steadily increased as more and more fugitive slaves
from Missouri crossed the border.118 Friction remaining from Bleeding Kansas and rumors about
Missouri possibly seceding made the border between the two states tense. In a letter written a
day after Jefferson Davis’s election as provisional president of the Confederate States, a citizen
from Boeuf Creek in Franklin County, Missouri, wrote of the problem of secession and the
border. He noted that “as I come from the border line in the old country I have some knowledge
[of] how the border had to be watched, and if Missouri secedes[,] we have three border lines
which have to be watched very close or else the slaves have the best chance in the world to run
away, and if once over the line they will never be returned no more.”119 Many enslaved
Missourians escaped to states such as Illinois and Iowa but Kansas by and large became the
primary destination for Missouri fugitive slaves.
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The porous border made escape to Kansas a tempting prospect for runaway slaves in the
first two years of the war. Enslaved Missourians, well aware of Jayhawker anti-slavery
sentiment, believed that the territory would be able to protect them. Radical abolitionists who
had fought hard against slavery during the Border War defied Federal law by sheltering escaped
Missouri slaves within their borders. James Montgomery, a veteran of Bleeding Kansas and
former ally of John Brown, noted a little over a week before South Carolina seceded that
Kansans had in essence nullified the Fugitive Slave Law within its borders. He wrote that
It isn’t worth while for Uncle Sam, or anybody else, to think of enforcing the Fugitive
Slave law on us here; it can’t be done. Major Whitsitt, of the Army, says ‘it is not the
hanging of a few scoundrels that has brought the Troops to this country; there is a ‘nigger
in the woodpile.’ The ‘nigger’ is here, but Uncle Sam can’t get him. Nothing short of
stationing a Regiment in every county will prevent us from keeping him here; and, when
that is done, we will pass him on somewhere else.120

The Kansas/Missouri border antagonism renewed following the capture of Fort Sumter.
In 1861, Jayhawker veterans of the Border War found broader legitimacy fighting under the
banner of the Union. Although congress avoided direct involvement in interfering with the
institution of slavery as a whole in the first years of the war, radical abolitionists from Kansas
held on to the memory and the martyrdom of their compatriot, John Brown, believing slavery to
be moral issue and not just an economic concern. For others, the erosion of “compromises of the
constitution” designed to contain slavery, more specifically the Missouri Compromise and the
Compromise of 1850, pushed men like Jim Lane to embrace the antislavery cause as a means to
secure land for middling and poor white farmers.121 Both ideological currents saw an assault on
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slavery as being key to achieving their goals and worked in tangent to thwart the advancement of
the peculiar institution into Kansas.
Throughout 1861, Lane and other antislavery Kansans launched small scale raids across
the border to obtain provisions and to liberate enslaved blacks. In the fall, Lane and his
supporters began to launch larger scale raids into Missouri. Kansas troops initiated their most
ambitious incursion aimed at affecting slavery on November 15. According to Dan Holmes, a
soldier serving in an Illinois regiment at Kansas City, John Brown Jr. announced the purpose of
the raid in speech given on the same day. Holmes summarized the speech in a letter to his
parents, noting, “He said he was going to take all the negroes he could from the secessionists,
arm them and form regiments of them and set them to fighting, and if the government won’t
sustain him he will go on his own hook.”122 Lane’s soldiers persuaded and forced between five
and six hundred enslaved African-Americans to leave their masters and accompany them to free
Kansas.123 The large number of former slaves entering into Kansas after the assault effectively
doubled the prewar black population of the state. Additional enslaved men and women entered
Kansas four days after the raid. Kansas abolitionist John B. Wood noted in a letter to a friend in
Boston that “Contrabands in large numbers are fleeing from Missouri into Kansas and especially
into Lawrence[.] 131 came into Lawrence in ten days, yesterday 27 had arrived at 2 P.M. . . .
there is not an intelligent slave in Mo. but knows where Lawrence is; and we shall have them
here by thousands.”124 Enslaved African-Americans continued to pour across the border in the
days and months after the raid. By the end of the year, upwards of 2,000 enslaved Missouri men
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escaped to, what one reporter called, “the happy land of Canaan.”125 After the New Year, the
pace at which enslaved Missourians escaped to Kansas accelerated. The St. Joseph Morning
Herald observed on February 15, 1862 that “For some reason, the slaves on the border are
taking to Kansas at more than ordinary speed.”126 The Morning Herald reported a few days later
that
On Tuesday last, four slaves belonging to persons in Missouri, who live
somewhere near St. Joseph, passed through town, all mounted on splendid horses
which they had evidently stolen from their masters. When asked their destination,
they said they were “bound for Leavenworth and General Lane’s army.”127

By the end of 1862, the influx of black Missouri men made it possible for Kansas officials to
experiment with putting black soldiers in the field.128
Plans to employ African-American men as soldiers began to manifest in Kansas in early
1862, intensifying tensions between the two states. Kansas Jayhawkers had yet to formally
establish all black regiments but began the practice of using black men to guard the border and
certain strategic positions within Kansas. Initially, armed former slaves only helped to defend
the state from Confederate guerillas on the border but eventually they were also used to launch
additional raids into Missouri. Small scale expeditions aimed at both obtaining provisions and
liberating other Missouri slaves. Missouri slaveholders had previously accused Northerners in
Kansas of “nigger-stealing” during the Border War but the use of black raiders pushed the war
into unchartered territory.129
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Some abolitionists believed that arming African-Americans gave a material advantage to
the Union and helped to demoralize Confederate sympathizers and conditional Unionists in
Missouri. One such raid was launched in early 1862. A fugitive slave from Missouri living in
Kansas informed military leaders that his former master intended to move farther south with the
man’s wife and children, who remained enslaved. On January 27, 1862, Captain John Brown Jr.,
scion of the leader of the failed assault on Harper’s Ferry and officer in the First Kansas
Cavalry, sent a group of “armed and mounted” African-American men to rescue the man’s
family in Morristown, Missouri, nine miles from their camp in Kansas. Appreciating the
symbolism of allowing former slaves to violently rescue family members, Brown limited the
number of whites accompanying them in this mission. He noted in a letter to his wife that “I
thought it would make a fine impression to have eight or ten blacks well-armed, go and rescue
the woman and the children. My plan was to have no white man in the party.”130
Providing weapons to former Missouri slaves represented a fundamental shift in the
tactics of the war and was emblematic of changing attitudes among enslaved blacks and
antislavery whites on the border. Until this time, the Civil War was a conflict among white men.
Placing black soldiers in the field changed the social and racial dynamics of the Civil War and
allowed blacks to play a more active role in redefining the aims of the conflict. Emboldened by
Kansas abolitionists, black men affirmed their humanity and embraced concepts of manhood
that allowed them step outside the confines of their bounded existence. Originally pawns to the
political conflicts of white men, black men evolved into active agents of freedom. Though they
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assisted in operations directed and organized by Kansas Unionists, black men used their newly
found leverage as armed men to use the war to liberate family and friends remaining in slavery.
Brown, Lane, and other Jayhawkers had few qualms about allowing and encouraging
former Missouri slaves to conduct raids to forcibly rescue enslaved family members. Retaining
the ideological passions from the Border War, Jayhawkers saw the complete destruction of
slavery as essential to spiritual health of the nation. Moderate Unionists understood these raids
as an answer to the violent opposition to freedom granted to African-Americans via the
Confiscation Acts.131 Little record remains of other raids throughout the first half of 1862 but
the concept of small scale African-American raiding parties from Kansas changed the tenor of
the conflict on the border and forcefully inserted abolitionist sentiment into the discussions
about aims and meaning of the war. In Kansas, this eventually gave way to more organized
efforts to disrupt slavery on the border.
Although the Lincoln administration had rejected using African-American as Federal
soldiers, Jayhawkers in Kansas took it upon themselves to establish an African-American state
regiment. Formal recruitment for the First Kansas Colored Infantry began on August 4, 1862,
when Senator Jim Lane, also serving as a Recruiting Commissioner, appointed Capt. James W.
Williams of the Fifth Kansas Cavalry to seek out potential enlistees in the area north of the
Kansas River. Officials appointed Captain H. C. Seaman of the Fifth Kansas Volunteers to
recruit African-Americans in the vicinity south of the Kansas River.132
Fugitive slaves from Missouri were essential to the creation of black regiments in Kansas.
A close examination of the muster rolls of the First Kansas Colored Infantry indicates it would
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have been nearly impossible for Jayhawkers to embark on such an experiment without the large
pool of black men escaping across the border from Missouri. Reports of the Adjutant General of
Kansas as well as enlistment ledgers for the regiment, for the most part, fail to record the nativity
of each soldier but the location at which each man enlisted and their residence prior to joining
the army, strongly suggests they recently arrived from Missouri.133 A majority of those enlisted
in 1862, according to the Adjutant General’s report, lived in Eastern Kansas, close to the
Missouri border. The three towns most often listed as the residence for enlistees in the First
Kansas Colored, Fort Scott, Wyndotte, and Leavenworth, had rather small African-American
populations in 1860.134 The numbers become even more minute when identifying black males of
military age. For example, Leavenworth, which had the largest black population in the state, only
contained 64 black men of or close to fighting age in 1860. Similarly, Wyndotte only contained
15 such men of fighting age.135 This number is far from the approximately five hundred men
enticed to join the all black regiment in the first two months of recruitment.136
Further evidence supporting the supposition that a majority of the First Kansas were
escaped African-Americans from Missouri can be gleaned from the frequency of enlistment for
the individual companies of black Kansas regiments. A majority of the enlistments for the
companies A through F of the First Kansas Colored occurred between August 1862 and January
1863. The enlistment for companies G through K occurred between February and April 1863.
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For companies A through F of the Second Kansas Colored, most soldiers enlisted between July
and August 1863. The remaining companies, G through K, completed the majority of the initial
enlistments between August and September 1863. Other troops enlisted into both regiments to
replace those lost in combat or disease but no other regiment or companies for soldiers of
African descent in Kansas were raised after September 1863 due to enlistment opportunities
opening up in Missouri. The first sanctioned enrollment in Missouri began in August 1863 with
the creation of the Third Arkansas Colored.137 Technically, recruiting guidelines for the Third
Arkansas stipulated that soldiers be either free men or the slaves of disloyal owners, whereas
Kansas regiments allowed all black men to enlist. In order to obtain freedom, a number of
enslaved Africans affirmed their master’s disloyalty despite evidence to the contrary. The
United States Colored Troops (USCT) only formed one regiment in Missouri under the first set
of orders for recruiting and recruitment in Kansas was not severely affected. In November 1863,
the War Department amended the recruiting parameters of the USCT, widening their scope to
include “All able-bodied colored men, whether free or slaves.”138 Open recruitment in Missouri
led to the creation of five additional black regiments in Missouri. Inevitably, open recruitment in
Missouri seriously diminished the number of African-American men hoping to enlist in Kansas.
African-American Missourians who did enlist in black Kansas regiments represented a
nightmare scenario for slaveholders on the border. Not only were enslaved men escaping into
Kansas but they were returning to Missouri with guns. Military leaders in Kansas used black men
to prosecute the war against the Confederacy but African-American men used the Union army to
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exact revenge upon their former owners and liberate family members remaining in bondage.
Whites in western Missouri believed that a large scale assault by black Kansas soldiers was
imminent in early September 1862. As evidence, they claimed that a white Kansas raiding party
had recently seized forty horses and forced twenty-five African-American men to go to Kansas
with them to enlist. A confrontation between the Jayhawkers and the Missouri State Militia at
Liberty ensued, leading to the arrest of eight Kansans and the return of the African-Americans to
slavery. Colonel Charles Jennison, a leading military officer in Kansas, threatened to “hold the
County responsible” if the MSM did not release the men, and put slaveholders in Clay and
Jackson Counties on alert for a possible attack from Kansas. Two weeks later there were black
soldiers assembled near the Missouri/Kansas border. 139
In a letter to the President Lincoln, a citizens committee from Kansas City, Missouri
expressed concern about the presence of large numbers of black soldiers on the border and the
aggressive recruitment of African-American men in western Missouri. They appealed to Lincoln
to act swiftly and decisively against the “armed band of negroes” and the Jayhawkers who
commanded them. Intimating that the black soldiers represented a threat to slave owners and the
institution of slavery in general, the committee argued that leaving them in place could lead to
unintended consequences. They warned the president “that unless these negro brigades and
regiments are disbanded and disarmed, and those men who have been instrumental in organizing
them are severely dealt with by the Government, the most serious difficulties will take place
between Missouri and Kansas-two loyal states- the end which no man can see.”140
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In an attempt to persuade the governor to grant assistance in mounting an opposition to
the perceived threat, the committee traveled to St. Louis to meet with Gamble in person. They
argued that only the Missouri state and Federal governments had the ability to stop “negro
stealers and those who threaten to arm them” who “come into Missouri to steal other negroes and
lay waste our property and take our lives.”141 They also indicated that they had been stripped of
their arms by both rebel soldiers and Jennison’s Jayhawker regiments from Kansas, and needed
to protect themselves from “armed band of negroes threatening the invasion of the state.” The
committee claimed that about three hundred “entitled uniformed militia” in Jackson County
pledged to address this threat if they could secure weapons. Gamble, believing the danger
unfounded, refused their request. The committee subsequently approached other Missouri
politicians including Congressman James Rollins and Senator John Henderson to obtain Federal
approval for their request. Though strong Unionists, Rollins and Henderson understood the
politics of the border and saw Lane’s radicalism as a threat to Union interests as a whole. Both
men promised to press the governor and Washington to approve a distribution of weapons from
the armory at St. Louis. After being made aware of this request, General Schofield also
expressed his support for the group. Before the committee could engage Gamble a second time,
Rollins and Henderson held a contentious meeting with the governor that lasted about two hours,
ultimately pushing him to relent. The New York Times indicated that this “semi-secesh militia”
returned to Western Missouri “quite jubilant at the prospect of driving out Jim Lane’s niggers,
who have [not] and probably will not enter the State of Missouri.” Pointing to the questionable
loyalty of these men, the report remarked that “Should these Springfield guns find their way to
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Jackson County, no one need doubt that it will not be long before they are in the hands of the
active enemies of the Union.”142
Although Governor Gamble did not believe that conditions on the border warranted
protection for slaveholding or proslavery Unionists, there existed an exigent threat from AfricanAmerican soldiers who had escaped to Kansas. The eastern part of the state became a hotbed of
anti-slavery radicalism, thus empowering formerly enslaved Missourians to use the conflict as a
cover to carry out their own personal agendas, be it the assertion of manhood, the reclamation of
their family members, or vengeance for a life time of unjust servitude. White Radicals in
Missouri also passively and actively encouraged African-Americans to exercise agency at all
cost, which in turn would weaken the Confederacy. As such, a biracial coalition of abolitionists
and escaped slaves helped to severely weaken slavery on the Missouri/Kansas border.
Despite the fact that the Union had not formally incorporated black soldiers in the Federal
army, the First Regiment Kansas Colored became the first black military unit to fight in combat
in the United States since the war of 1812.143 The battle, often identified as a skirmish, occurred
in the home state of a majority of the black soldiers - Missouri. On October 29, 1862, at a place
called Island Mound in Bates County, Missouri, the First Regiment Kansas Colored Volunteers
fought against a superior Confederate force almost seven months before the Federal Government
gave the authorization to form the United States Colored Troops and more than two months
before the Emancipation Proclamation went into effect. The engagement at Island Mound began
when Major B. S. Henning ordered Capt. H. C. Seaman at Fort Scott to go to Osage, Missouri, to
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“break up a gang of bushwackers.” Seaman brought about sixty-four African-American soldiers
and a small number of white scouts to Bates County and seized the home of a known rebel
guerilla named Toothman. Rebels used racial epithets to taunt the African-American soldiers and
hurled similar venomous insults towards their commanding officers. The Confederates, incensed
by the fact that Union forces employed African-Americans troops in battle, made it a point to
target white officers and troops attached to the First Kansas Colored during the firefight. The
First Kansas, with the help of a band of former black slaves of the Cherokee nation, thwarted the
rebels at Island Mound. The First Kansas Colored fought against tremendous odds and defeated
the Confederate force despite the fact some soldiers were armed with inferior weapons. Of their
performance in battle, Major Richard G. Ward of the First Kansas Colored Infantry stated that “I
have witnessed some hard fights, but I never saw a braver sight than that handful of brave men
fighting 117 men who were all around and in amongst them. Not one surrendered or gave up a
weapon.”144 The Leavenworth Conservative noted “That it is useless to talk anymore about
negro courage. The men fought like tigers, each and every one of them….These are the boys to
clean out the bushwackers.”145
While the exploits of the First Kansas Colored helped to strike a physical and
psychological blow against slavery in Missouri, the defeat of Confederate forces at the Battle of
Antietam on September 17 gave Lincoln the political capital to issue the preliminary
Emancipation Proclamation on September 22. It freed enslaved men and women residing in
states still in rebellion to the Union with the exception of certain Union-occupied counties and
parishes. Although the Emancipation Proclamation did not apply to the border states, the
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President’s decree contained a provision that undermined slavery. The Proclamation declared
“that such persons of suitable condition, will be received into the armed service of the United
States to garrison forts, positions, stations, and other places, and to man vessels of all sorts in
said service.” Thus, the Emancipation Proclamation formally allowed African-American men to
enlist in the military. Although it did not explicitly state that African-Americans would be
authorized to serve in combat, the Emancipation Proclamation opened the door for the eventual
use of blacks soldiers in the Civil War. 146
Lincoln’s measure was starkly different from any other executive order he had
previously released. It was absent of any tone of concession or reconciliation, forcefully
articulating that the war the Union would be won by any means necessary, even if it meant
upending a social order that had been in place since the seventeenth century. The Proclamation
was intended to disrupt not only the Southern economy but the slave society as a whole. It
sowed discord on plantations and turned faithful slaves into potential spies. It transformed
enslaved cooks and attendants working in Confederate camps into Union moles. It emboldened
passive servants to become fugitive slaves and gave men who had been stripped of their
manhood an opportunity to choose a new path for themselves and their families. With the
Emancipation Proclamation, Lincoln ensured that slavery itself would be the greatest
Confederate causality of the war.
Although Missouri was exempt, change appeared in Missouri following the
announcement of the Emancipation Proclamation. Reflecting shifting attitudes among whites and
blacks concerning the prospect for abolition in Missouri, anti-slavery preacher William
Greenleaf Eliot commented that “On every farm and in every household the possibility of
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emancipation was discussed, and it almost certainty began to appear.”147 African-American men
and women, encouraged by developments locally and nationally, moved their own, individual
agendas forward with greater resolve. This came by way of continued disruptions on plantations,
escapes, and mostly notably by armed revolt. Whereas more militant activity first occurred in the
western part of the state with help from anti-slavery Kansans, the eastern part of Missouri started
to see its share of alarming activity among enslaved blacks at the end of 1862.
As the country prepared for the Emancipation Proclamation to go into effect, blacks in
eastern Missouri became more pronounced in their resistance against slavery. Unlike the erosion
of forced servitude in the western part of the state, armed revolts sometimes manifested without
outside help. African-Americans took it upon themselves to arm and organize their own band of
guerillas to hasten their own emancipation. One of the first reports of a slave revolt in eastern
Missouri came a week before the Emancipation Proclamation nominally freed slaves in the
Confederate states. On December 25, 1862, a local citizen informed an acting Adjutant General
that a band of armed African-Americans in Gasconade County had crossed the Missouri River
into Montgomery County to forcibly liberate slaves. The citizen, T. J. Goddin, complained that
the Enrolled Missouri Militia had failed to address the threat and disarm the black guerillas as
they had twice entered the county to steal slaves. He fearfully noted that “All the negroes at
Herman either have a gun, a pistol or a large knife. I dislike to trouble you so much, but feel that
the requests made of you are necessary to our safety.” 148 No additional correspondence or
reports of the revolt have been located.149
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Black guerillas remained a concern in early 1863. Emboldened by the Emancipation
Proclamation and perhaps the exploits of the First Kansas Colored in the western part of the
Missouri, enslaved blacks across the state took a more aggressive approach to obtain freedom. A
slaveholder in Southeastern Missouri wrote of his fear that armed black mobs, sometimes with
the assistance of Union soldiers, systematically destroyed slavery in that part of the state. In a
letter to his son, Missouri slave owner Greer Davis lamented that “The ghost of old John Brown
is still marching along.” Davis described how a group of presumably fugitive slaves came to his
home to take a servant by the name of Caroline. When he refused to release her, the group
warned that Union soldiers would return to seize the remaining slaves. He also noted that the
mob, along with a few soldiers took five slaves from another farm in Cape Girardeau two weeks
prior. Although Davis only recounted two incidents of seizure by this group, he indicated that
black guerillas posed a serious problem to slavery in Southeastern Missouri. Davis wrote that:
A large number are congregated at Cape Girardeau, if they want any of their
family, they can arm themselves, go with a few soldiers and take them, and they
can with the same forcibly take any other property we have, as we have no
weapons . . . So long as the Government permits negroes to remain at the Cape, &
the citizens of that place take no steps to have them removed, no one in the
country is safe in person or property, as we are alike unarmed.150
As rebellion began to percolate among slaves across the state, Union officials instituted a
more hard-line approach to dealing with Confederate soldiers and sympathizers in Missouri,
which in turn weakened slavery throughout the state. Shortly after implementing measures to
give more power to provost marshals in Missouri, the Department of the Missouri issued
General Orders No. 35, clarifying the expanded role of the Union Army in civil affairs.
Commanding General Samuel Curtis, ordered that Missourians found to be disloyal in some
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form or fashion would be either arrested or banished from the state. Curtis also reaffirmed the
Second Confiscation Act and declared that slaves of disloyal owners would not only be free but
be considered captives of war and thus entitled to protection of the United States government.
Referencing the preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, Curtis also inferred that slaves
reaching Union-occupied Missouri also would have their freedom secured as well. Further, all
enslaved men and women who had been held in local jails and not subject to prosecution were
ordered freed. To ensure that slaves emancipated under the Second Confiscation Act and
General Orders No. 35 were able prove their free status when questioned, Curtis ordered the
creation of documents which not only confirmed their freedom but also declared them to be
under “the protection of all officers of the United States.”151 Freedom papers, like the ones
issued to sixteen year old James Wilson at Mexico, Missouri, provided not only a name and age
of the person but a brief description of them as well.152
Slavery in Missouri was dealt a tremendous blow through the last half of 1862 and into
early 1863. Henry Bruce intimated that instability of the institution of slavery during this period
led to a collapse of the market in slaves in Missouri. Bruce wrote that “From 1862 to the close
of the war, slave property in the state of Missouri was almost a dead weight to the owners; he
could not sell because there were no buyers. The business of the negro trader was at an end, due
to the want of a market.”153 In one of the most prosperous counties, Lafayette, the price of
enslaved men dropped by fifty percent.154
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On New Year’s Day, 1863, Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation went into effect,
nominally freeing slaves in states and areas still in rebellion to the Union. Although the
Emancipation Proclamation did not apply to enslaved Missourians, the black population in the
state celebrated this milestone. Missionary J. L. Richardson commented that African-Americans
in Missouri viewed Emancipation Day as a watershed moment in the life of the nation and
honored it for their kinsmen in the South. He noted that “The Freedmen and their children at our
school room in observance of the proclamation of the Pres for fasting & Prayer. They wept &
prayed for the Pres - for the Union soldiers, for their brethren in bonds as I never heard white
people.” 155
Though slavery was still legal in Missouri at the beginning of 1863, African-Americans
maintained their hope that the peculiar institution would eventually be abolished in the border
states. While enslaved Missourians became more restless concerning their condition at the end
of 1862 and into early 1863, state legislators once again revisited the issue of gradual
emancipation for the remaining enslaved African-Americans. Representing the shifting mood in
Missouri, emancipationist candidates were successful in a number of the statewide elections in
the fall of 1862. When the state legislature convened on December 29, 1862, Governor Gamble
announced his support for a new compensated, gradual emancipation plan for Missouri. The
Proclamation may not have applied directly to Missouri but Gamble believed that in time,
emancipation would soon come to Missouri. He believed that a proactive measure would best
for the Missouri economy. Further, he hoped that his preemptive plan would help to bring an
end to the Civil War and bolster white free labor in Missouri. Gamble proposed that children
born after a yet to be determined date be emancipated when they came of age. Those born
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before the date were to remain enslaved for the rest of their lives. The General Assembly
amended and debated different versions of the bill until the end of the Congressional session in
March. Due to opposition from proslavery and immediate abolition factions, Missouri once
again failed to adopt gradual emancipation plan.156
Increased enforcement of the Confiscation Acts and a rise in the number of escapes
pushed slavery to the brink in Missouri during the first half of 1863. Governor Gamble
desperately hoped that state legislators could find common ground to finally enact a gradual and
compensated emancipation plan to end slavery in Missouri. Missouri Radicals who had gained
additional power the previous fall attempted to press Lincoln to support immediate emancipation
for Missouri. He balked at their request and reiterated his call for a negotiated plan. Gamble
called for an additional and final session of the Missouri State Convention to deal with these
matters. The Convention opened on June 15 with a measured speech from Gamble articulating
the urgency of reaching a legislative compromise. After considerable deliberation, convention
representatives remained at an impasse. Gamble proposed to delay further debate until a later
session of the Convention could be called at a later date. Concerned that Radicals might be in a
better position to completely abolish slavery by year’s end, moderate and proslavery Unionists
agreed upon a staggered conditional emancipation proposal on July 1.157
The first phase of the compromise plan was to begin on July 4, 1870. Slaves between the
years of twelve and forty years old would be nominally emancipated on that date but not be fully
free. They would transition into an intermediate form of servitude in which they would continue
to work for their masters until July 4, 1876, the hundredth anniversary of the signing of the
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Declaration of Independence. Children twelve and under on July 4, 1870 would remain enslaved
until the age of twenty-three while men and women who had been born before July 4, 1830
would remain slaves for the rest of their lives. This long term labor arrangement theoretically
allowed slave owners to adequately prepare for the permanent change to the nature of labor in
the upper South. Despite the fact that the law guaranteed to free a large number of Missouri’s
enslaved Africans, Radicals believed the measure to be insufficient. African-American journalist
and abolitionist, Robert Hamilton, referred to Missouri’s plan of gradual emancipation as a
“farcical programme” while local Radicals lamented the fact that abolition would be a multiyear
process for some and exclude others. 158
Black Missourians had limited paths to freedom in the first two years of the war. Initially
reluctant to interfere with the institution of slavery, Union military leaders and politicians used
emancipation as a tool to persuade Confederate soldiers and rebel sympathizers to reaffirm their
loyalty to the United States of America. While the Emancipation Proclamation targeted slaves in
rebel states, the Confiscation Acts provided freedom to a significant number of enslaved
Missourians. In the western part of the state, radical Unionists from Kansas captured hundreds of
slaves from Missouri plantations and sheltered other fugitive slaves who made it across the
border on their own accord. Antislavery Kansans empowered seized and escaped slaves by
allowing them to participate in raiding parties in Missouri. Eventually, this led to the creation of
the two black unsanctioned Kansas regiments made up primarily of former Missouri slaves. In
the western half of the state African-Americans began seizing agency by way of small scale
revolt and escape. Those who made it to Union lines after the passage of the Second
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Confiscation Act legally obtained freedom by affirming their master’s disloyalty. Commenting
on the increasing militancy of African-Americans and the changing mood surrounding slavery in
Missouri, William Greenleaf Eliot noted, “Such was the condition of things in the spring of 1863
- unsettled, revolutionary, with nothing clearly defined, neither slave nor slaveholder having any
rights which they felt to mutually respect.”159
Missouri stood at a crossroads during the spring of 1863. Despite the fact that Missouri
passed a plan of gradual emancipation in July, greater opportunity for immediate freedom began
to manifest the following month with the creation of a sanctioned black Missouri regiment. Five
additional regiments would be created over the next six months, accelerating the death of slavery
in Missouri.
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CHAPTER 2: THE ENLISTMENT OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN IN MISSOURI,
1863-1865

The Emancipation Proclamation did not include slaves of loyal masters living in border
states or Union-occupied parts of the South, but by declaring that the Federal government soon
intended to enlist black men in the Union army, it further destabilized the peculiar institution in
Missouri. Though previously opposed to allowing black soldiers to serve in Federal regiments,
the expanding war pushed the Union army to use new tools to prosecute the war against the
Confederacy. Union occupation of areas with large slave populations allowed the federal
government to mine the territory for soldiers and fill the void left by white soldiers killed or
wounded in action.1 Although unsanctioned African-American state regiments formed in
Kansas, South Carolina, and Louisiana in 1862, Assistant-Adjutant General E. D. Townsend
explained that “the exigencies of the war” now pressed the American government to formally
open its ranks to African-American soldiers nationwide.2
The Union’s authorization of black national military service was a significant step in
destroying slavery in the United States. By providing African-Americans with arms, the Union
army contradicted and weakened theories of racial hierarchy which had served as the anchor for
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slavery in America. Reinforcing conventional notions of manhood and masculinity, military
service served as rite of passage for white men in the nineteenth century.3 Providing AfricanAmerican men an opportunity to affirm their manhood by way of military service altered
fundamentally the construction of black male identity and paved a way for a radical shift in the
structure of American society.4 In essence, African-American soldiers transitioned from being
chattel to human by way of their military service. This was not the first time that war had made
men out of those who had previously been regarded as property. Novelist Charles Brockden
Brown, commenting in 1803 on the slave rebellion in Haiti, opined that the revolt not only
placed the black revolutionaries there on equal footing with the armies of Russia and Austria, but
made it impossible to deny the inherent mental and physical equality of men of African descent.
He stated, “Do we all not know what the revolution has done on both sides of the ocean? It has
turned half a million of helpless, timorous slaves, the mere tool of the farmer and artizan, the
sordid cattle of the field, into men, and citizens, and soldiers.” 5
Although black leaders of the Civil War era, like Frederick Douglass and Martin Delany,
believed that African-American military service would ultimately destroy slavery nationwide and
3
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lead to black citizenship, the notion that most or all African-American soldiers enlisted to
emancipate the race or to assert their patriotism is both simplistic and misleading.6 As the
political, economic, and social conditions fluctuated and deteriorated around the state, the
increasing instability of black life in Missouri forced African-Americans to make decisions based
on pressing needs to secure food, clothing, and shelter. Therefore, black Missouri men saw their
enlistment primarily as a means to take care of their own needs and the needs of those close to
them. Additionally, Federal military service provided an additional path to freedom for some
black Missouri men and gave them a measure of financial security that they were unable to
obtain while enslaved. Patterns of enlistment among the enslaved and free black populations
reveal that black Missourians looked to their own, immediate needs, rather than concerns about
collective emancipation or patriotism, determining whether they would support the Union war
effort through military service.
Though the First Missouri State Militia Cavalry reportedly decided to allow an AfricanAmerican man to fight alongside them at a skirmish at Independence shortly after the
Emancipation Proclamation went into effect, more black Missourians saw action in the state
through their enlistment in the First Kansas Colored Infantry during the first half of 1863.7 The
regiment received federal recognition following the Emancipation Proclamation and as it had
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done in the previous year, the First Kansas Colored engaged in cross border raids into Missouri.8
On May 18, 1863, members of regiment, along with troops from the Second Kansas Infantry
from Fort Blair, entered into western Jasper County near Sherwood, Missouri, to forage for food
at a farm owned by the Rader family. In what would later be called the Rader Farm Massacre,
seventy guerillas led by Confederate Major Thomas Livingston ambushed the soldiers, killing
thirty. When word reached Fort Blair, a force of about 300 Union troops descended upon the
Rader Farm looking for revenge. They burned down the town of Sherwood and torched the
homes of eleven Confederate sympathizers. Colonel James Williams of the First Kansas Colored
summarily executed John Bishop, whom Livingston referred to as a “citizen prisoner,” for
participating in the massacre.9 Additional cross border raids conducted by the First Kansas
Colored in the following months were more successful, allowing black soldiers to not only
obtain provisions but to also forcibly rescue family members remaining in bondage. 10
The threat that African-American Missourians serving in black Kansas regiments posed
to the peculiar institution on the border was palpable. Black soldiers represented a fundamental
shift in the relationship between whites and blacks in Missouri and they provided proslavery
Missourians with a glimpse of what black enlistment nationwide could mean for slavery locally,
regionally, and nationally. William Wells Brown commented on the psychological implications
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of giving arms to ex-slaves noting that slaveholders “trembled at the idea of meeting men in open
combat whose backs they had lacerated, whose wives and daughters they had torn from their
bosoms, whose hearts were bleeding from the wounds inflicted by them.” Psychological fears, as
well as the belief that black enlistment in Missouri could further destabilize the institution of
slavery, pushed a number of otherwise loyal Missourians to support the Confederacy. 11
While the prospects for additional black recruitment for the First Kansas Colored and
continuing raids on slavery in the western part of the state remained an issue for proslavery
Missourians throughout 1863, the Confederate government was far more concerned about the
Lincoln administration’s intentions to recruit African-American soldiers nationwide. Believing
that the conflict was a white man’s war, Jefferson Davis approved a Joint Resolution on May 1,
1863.12 The Confederate Congressional measure established the South’s position regarding
formal inclusion of African-Americans in the Union Army. Decrying both the Emancipation
Proclamation and the proposed federal enlistment of black soldiers, the resolution asserted that
the use of black soldiers violated the “spirit [of] modern warfare . . . . among civilized nations.”
Viewing it as a direct assault on the institution of slavery and Southern society as a whole, the
Confederacy accused the Union of attempting to “bring on a servile war.” Since the use of black
soldiers in the Union army had the potential to “produce atrocious consequences” for the
Confederacy, the resolution reasoned that the employment of “negroes or mulattos in arms”
would warrant specific retaliation by Confederate troops. The pronouncement declared that
African-American soldiers captured in battled would be not considered prisoners of war and
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would be thus returned to a state of slavery. Further, any white officer found leading or training
African-American troops would be put to death.13
Undaunted, the Union army soon moved to recruit African-American men nationwide.
On May 22, 1863 the War Department issued General Order 143, creating the Bureau of the
United States Colored Troops.14 The Bureau functioned as an umbrella organization within the
War Department dedicated to recruiting and enlisting African-American Union soldiers. Since
slavery remained legal in some parts of the Union in mid-1863, the War Department crafted
separate guidelines for the recruitment of black soldiers in each state. As a result of the shifting
needs of the Union army, recruitment guidelines were amended throughout the war.15
The first orders specific to Missouri were issued on June 9, 1863, in a manner that
reflected the state’s delicate relationship with the Union.16 The recently appointed head of the
Department of the Missouri, General John Schofield, tapped Colonel William Pile of the ThirtyThird Missouri Volunteers to facilitate the recruitment of black Missourians.17 Union military
officials looked to enlist black soldiers in Missouri in direct response to the proliferation of
Confederate activity, but to allay the fears of Governor Hamilton Gamble and to not offend, as
much as possible, the loyal proslavery constituency within the state, Pile initially restricted
recruitment to men already free and the slaves of disloyal owners. Slaves of loyal Unionists
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could not enroll unless they received written permission from their owners. This reduced the
number of African-American Missourians eligible to enlist and, theoretically, limited the effect
the orders would have on Union slaveholders in the state and the surrounding areas. Emblematic
of the social and political complexities of the state, Governor Gamble indicated that he would
comply with the order to raise African-American regiments in Missouri but he requested that the
black troops not be applied to the state’s recruitment quota.18 This effectively pushed the first
black Missouri regiment out of the state and prevented the regiments formed under this order
from receiving a Missouri regimental designation.19 Gamble’s appeal reflected his fidelity to the
Union but it also demonstrated his desire to not unnerve loyal slave owners. On August 12, 1863,
Union officials created the first black regiment organized in Missouri, designated as the Third
Arkansas Infantry, African Descent. As soon as this regiment was mustered in, they were
removed from the state to Helena, Arkansas.20 Although soldiers in the Third Arkansas, African
Descent, would not be able to serve in a regiment named for their state, they retained their
identity as Missourians and referred to themselves as “colored citizens of the State of Missouri”
in a memorial to the 1865 State Constitutional Convention.21
Union officials enlisting black Missourians under the initial recruitment order followed
Governor Gamble’s request to only recruit free blacks and slaves of disloyal owners. Though the
Second Confiscation Act determined that the slaves of loyal men would not be emancipated,
many fled to Union encampments in Missouri to enlist. Rarely did recruiters disqualify enslaved
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Africans for service based on who had owned them.22 Enlistment officers demonstrated
compliance with recruitment guidelines by recording the name of the recruit’s owner along with
any other pertinent information. For example, the enlistment officer for the Third Arkansas,
African Descent, not only recorded a physical description for ninteen-year-old Jackson Poe but
also noted that he had been owned by Isaiah Poe of Cape Girardeau. The same type of
information was recorded for Sephas Penny and Thomas Russel with notes indicating that they
were the former slaves of James Ross of Scott County. Indicative of the feeling of some
members of the free black community, specifically as it related to class, very few men born free
or manumitted before the war enlisted in the Third Arkansas, African Descent. For example,
Enos Muncy of St. Louis was listed as free while Dick Woods who enlisted at Cape Girardeau is
listed as “born free.”23 The disparity between free and slave enlistments remained throughout the
war.24
The migration of mostly enslaved black men towards St. Louis for the purpose of
enlisting in the Union army gravely disrupted plantation life in Missouri. A St. Louis-based
correspondent for the New York Herald noted that as a result of the fragile state of political and
military affairs in Missouri, “the slaves have run away and magnificent plantations are going to
waste because it is impossible to cultivate them.”25 Because slaveholders believed that property
in slaves had become unstable, they began sending enslaved Missourians to Kentucky and other
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states where they believed that they could sell their chattel or hold their slaves until conditions
improved.26 Ironically, the trip to Kentucky provided a number of enslaved African-Americans
ample opportunity to escape, some even before they left the state. The Herald noted that some
escaped slaves, claiming to be free or the slaves of disloyal men, quickly enrolled in the Union
Army to prevent having to return to slavery. As the St. Louis correspondent for the newspaper
wrote, “The negro regiment raising here offers splendid facilities for concealing fugitives.”27
During the first wave of enlistments, African-American Missourians, most of whom were
former slaves, not only joined the Third Arkansas, African Descent, they also clamored to enlist
in additional units based outside of Missouri. Federal recruiters from Iowa enlisted a number of
formerly enslaved Missourians in their first black regiment, the First Iowa Regiment Infantry,
African Descent. Iowa’s small black male population, about 300 free black men of fighting age
in 1860, required that recruiters draw soldiers from other states. Informed by Gamble’s attitude
towards black enlistment as well as the need to support the Union war effort, Iowa governor
Samuel Kirkwood permitted recruiters for Iowa’s first black regiment to enlist black
Missourians. Missouri’s sizable black population, especially in the Northeastern portion of the
state, provided enough recruits to fill the Iowa regiment.28 All companies of the First Iowa
Regiment Infantry, African Descent, had enlisted either in Missouri or in nearby Iowa and
Illinois. Companies A, B, C, E, and F mustered in at Keokuk, Iowa, Company D mustered in at
Davenport, while the remaining four companies mustered in Missouri. Companies G and K
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mustered at St. Louis and Companies H and I mustered in at Benton Barracks, just north of St.
Louis. In fact every enlisted man from Company G, like Samuel Sharp and Moses Bohannon,
hailed from St. Louis.29 Much later, the First Iowa Colored became a Federal unit in March 1864
and was renamed the Sixtieth Regiment, United States Colored Infantry.30
Gamble’s initial acceptance of the recruitment of former Missouri slaves for the First
Iowa Colored as well as his decision to exclude black Missourians from state regiments, became
a problem when he later attempted to count every Missourian serving in out-of-state regiments
towards the state’s enlistment quota.31 Gamble worked to ensure that the state received credit for
white Missourians serving in other states throughout 1863, yet at first he remained relatively
unconcerned about the enlistment of black Missourians elsewhere.32 Gamble’s objection to
Missouri designations being assigned to black regiments weakened when the War Department
threatened to institute the draft in Missouri if the state did not meet its required quota of
volunteers. In February 1864, former Governor and Civil War era Congressman Austin King
noted in a letter that he and other Missouri dignitaries met personally with President Lincoln “in
reference to the enlistment of our slaves in Iowa and Kansas” as well as other states. King
confidently proclaimed that if they could succeed in having out of state native soldiers added to
Missouri’s recruitment numbers then Missouri would be able to “avoid the draft.” 33
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Encouraged by the meeting, Missouri military and political officials attempted to get a
better handle on African-American recruitment in the state.34 Attempts by Missouri officials to
claim black soldiers fighting in Iowa caused tension between the governments of the two states.
Discussing the issue of nativity and draft quotas, the report of the Adjutant General of Iowa
noted:
There is no doubt that many of the men enlisted in this regiment came from
Missouri, but as the organization of the regiment was mainly effected in this
State, a majority of the companies being mustered into the U.S. service in this
State, we claim credit for the same. It is reported that Missouri will claim at least
all of the men that came from that State. If the War Department allows that claim,
it is hoped that the same Department will allow us credit for the large number of
men who have gone to Missouri from this State to fill up the regiments of that
state.35
Through negotiations with the Adjutant General of Iowa, the Provost Marshal General, and the
Secretary of War, Missouri was able to eventually credit an additional 583 soldiers to their quota
in exchange for allowing Iowa to count 1142 residents serving in Missouri regiments. It is
however unclear whether the over 400 black Missouri men serving in the First Iowa, African
Descent were a part of this number.36 Despite the fact that Missouri successfully claimed some
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soldiers serving in out-of-state regiments, the state failed to meet its quota and the War
Department still ordered the draft for the state on September 19, 1864.37
Recruitment in Missouri for the First Iowa Colored, African Descent, became a larger
problem for state officials during the late summer and fall of 1863. The number of AfricanAmericans who qualified for enlistment in Missouri, because they were either free or were the
slaves of disloyal owners, dropped precipitously by the end of the summer 1863, and recruiters,
primarily from Iowa, began to target the slaves of loyal masters despite orders to the contrary.38
Not only did they enlist African-Americans who were technically ineligible for service but
Union officers in Missouri also indicated that Iowa recruiters had become increasingly forceful,
especially in the northern part of the state. General Schofield reported that “recruiting officers
[from Iowa] went through the northern part of Missouri with armed parties of negroes enlisting
all who could go with them without regard to the loyalty of their masters and in some instances[,]
I am informed[,] forcing them away.”39 Schofield believed overly aggressive tactics which
contravened orders were problematic and hurt the Union war effort in Missouri. In turn, he
temporarily halted African-American recruitment in the state. When black enlistments resumed
in November, Iowa recruiters continued to employ hard-line tactics to bolster their numbers,
even frightening some in the African-American community.40 Henry Bruce described the fear he
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had of black soldiers recruiting for Iowa regiments in Chariton County, Missouri, in December
1863:
Being in the United States service themselves, they thought it no more than right to press
every young man they could find . . . . [T]hese Colored men scoured the county in search
of young men for soldiers, causing me to sleep out of nights and hide out from them in
the daytime. I was greatly relieved when a company was filled out and left for some point
in Iowa.41
Schofield worried about the forceful and unsanctioned enlistment of slaves of loyal
masters, yet he predicted that federal authorities would soon call for opening the ranks to “all
able bodied black men.”42 He believed open recruitment for all black Missouri men to be in the
best interests of the state. Schofield opined “I believe the able bodied negroes in Missouri will be
worth more to the Government as soldiers than they are to their masters as laborers.”43 On
October 3, 1863, the War Department issued General Orders 329, a confidential order
establishing guidelines for the recruitment of slaves in Missouri, Tennessee, and Maryland.
Lincoln, ever the consummate politician, temporarily excluded Missouri from this order in an
attempt to sway local and statewide judicial elections. This tactic proved effective as a number of
Unconditional Unionists were elected in the fall. Their success gave Lincoln the political capital
he believed he needed to support a general enlistment of black men, regardless of condition,
throughout the state. 44
On November 14, 1863, with the President’s public approval and following the end of the
fall harvest season, Schofield issued General Orders No. 135, allowing slaves of loyal owners to
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enlist in new black regiments formed in the state. More importantly, it provided immediate
emancipation to enslaved Missourians accepted into the service. It also stipulated that loyal
owners who signed an oath of allegiance and issued manumission papers for slaves that joined
the army, were to be eligible for up to $300 for each man who enlisted. Disloyal owners or
owners that had provided material support to the Confederacy could not receive compensation
for slave enlistments.45
Under General Orders No. 135, Union officers in Missouri quickly established
recruitment stations, hoping to enlist the remaining 12,000 to 14,000 “able-bodied” black men
remaining in the state at the end of November.46 Since black soldiers helped to fill both county
and state enlistment quotas, most local officials did not interfere with their operations. Some
cities, like Jefferson City, Lexington, and Rolla, began enlisting black soldiers before the end of
November, while others such as Hermann, Ironton, and Laclede, opened stations the following
month. Officials created additional recruitment centers in other parts of the state throughout
1864. The largest concentration of sites were located in and around the Little Dixie region in the
center part of the state, where hemp and tobacco cultivation flourished and slavery fueled the
economic engine.47 After enlistment, officials shuttled black soldiers to Benton Barracks in St.
Louis where they mustered in. Since Missouri had yet to formally organize additional black
regiments by mid- and late-November, early enlistees such as Alexander Moore of Caroll County
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and Issac Ryan of Langston County were mustered into the First Iowa Infantry, African
Descent.48
In December, Colonel William Pile began to organize four African-American regiments
headquartered in Missouri. The Bureau of Colored Troops eventually provided these regiments
with Federal designations, reasoning that “the military organizations composed of colored men
were mustered directly into the service of the United States, and were organized and officered by
officers acting under the authority of the United States, and not of any particular State.”49 The
First, Second, Third, and Fourth Missouri Regiment Colored Infantries (eventually the SixtySecond, Sixty-Fifth, Sixty-Seventh, and Sixty-Eighth USCI respectively) remained
headquartered out of Benton Barracks throughout the war. The army added an additional
Missouri based African-American unit, the Eighteenth Regiment USCI, in 1864. A total of 8,344
black men from Missouri, most who had been enslaved prior to their enlistment, mustered into
these units as well as other USCT regiments during the war. 50
The inhumane working and living conditions of slavery, combined with guaranteed
freedom through enlistment, were the driving forces that pushed the vast majority of Missouri
USCT recruits into the army. Slavery in Missouri had been characterized by slaveholders and
outside observers as being less harsh than it was in the Deep South but this view was contrary to
what scores of black Missourians experienced while in bondage.51 Born into slavery in
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Kentucky and brought to Missouri as a child, William Wells Brown believed slavery in Missouri
was particularly cruel. Working first on a moderate size plantation north of St. Charles in the
eastern part of the state, and then at St. Louis for Elijah P. Lovejoy, Brown observed what he
believed was a more severe form of slavery as compared to other parts of the country: “Though
slavery is thought, by some, to be mild in Missouri, when compared with the cotton, sugar, and
rice growing states, yet no part of our slaveholding country is more noted for the barbarity of its
inhabitants than St. Louis.”52 Wells spoke at length about slavery in Missouri in his 1847
autobiography, providing numerous examples of cruel and wanton violence directed at enslaved
men and women. Though he experienced periods of being hired out to kinder employers, Wells
believed that there were “no good masters in the state.” In his estimation, slavery in Missouri
was not a benevolent, patriarchal institution but something that resembled slavery in other parts
of the plantation South. His vivid descriptions of the trauma slaves experienced by way of
whippings and separation of enslaved families gives insight to the fact that while Missouri
slavery may have been on a smaller scale, it no doubt was the essentially the same institution
practiced in other parts of the country. Although Abolitionist William Greenleaf Eliot did not
share Brown’s assessment, he conceded that “the best condition of slavery was worse than the
worst condition of freedom.” 53 The allure of a potentially better life than slavery provided
propelled enslaved black men into the Union army.
Formerly enslaved men who joined the Union army benefitted greatly from their
enlistment. Along with receiving their freedom, destitute and impoverished black men received
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clothing, food, shelter and, most importantly, a monthly income which helped them to support
their families. Although the ten dollars a month they earned was three dollars less than white
soldiers were paid, black soldiers eventually received equal pay starting in June 1864.54 For
enlisted men like Andrew Valentine of the Second Missouri Colored Infantry, any money he sent
to his enslaved wife was seen as a saving grace. “You don’t know how bad I am treated,” wrote
his wife Ann in early 1864. “They are treating me worse and worse every day . . . . Send me
some money as soon as you can for me and my child are almost naked.”55
As volunteer white enlistment waned in early 1863, the Union army found it necessary to
institute several drafts in late 1863 and in 1864. If states could meet enlistment quotas set by the
War Department, they could avoid the draft. States that failed to meet quotas became subject to
the draft and subsequently impressed men selected by lottery. Drafted men could avoid military
service if they either paid a $300 commutation fee, which made them immune for a single draft,
or if they hired an undrafted substitute to serve in their place, which would permanently exempt
them from any subsequent draft. As Missouri prepared for a possible draft in late summer 1864,
men eligible for the draft sought out substitutes irrespective of race. Men like Charles D. Walker,
a salesman with Crow, McCreery, and Co., a dry goods business in St. Louis, paid an AfricanAmerican man, Daniel Donces, to serve in his place. James H. McClaren, an architect and
partner in the firm, Robison and McClaren, was drafted in the fall of 1864 and hired an eighteen-
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year-old African-American man by the name of Jeff Greior to serve as his substitute. 56
Substitute pay could be so enticing that some formerly enslaved black men even claimed to be of
foreign nativity to either ensure that their former slaveowners did not recoup some or part of
their substitution fees or to collect more than one substitution fee under a two separate
identities.57 John Lewis, who claimed Canadian birth, appears to have obtained two substitution
fees as he enlisted for one man in Jefferson City on August 2 and another man on August 9 in St.
Louis.58 Money earned through substitution fees or standard military pay helped to improve the
condition of formerly enslaved men and their families. Military service provided formerly
enslaved black soldiers an income and made it increasingly possible that they could both protect
and provide for their families in days, weeks, and months to come.
56
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Men who were able to take care of themselves and their families often felt transformed
by their service. Not only had they become free via their enlistment but they were now in a better
position to become independent people, less reliant on government or charitable aid. Working at
the hospital at Benton Barracks, Laura Pinney, observed a change in the attitudes of formerly
enslaved enlistees: “It is pleasant to see how many enjoy their freedom and the manhood it
brings with it.” Pinney also assisted in writing letters for illiterate African-Americans
convalescing at the hospital. In one letter, a black soldier wrote to his friends, appealing to them
to assert their manhood and join him in the military. He asked “Why don’t you come down here
and enlist and fight for your country and your liberty[?] It is so strange that anyone should be
willing to stay there and be a slave when he could come here and be a man and a soldier.”59
Enlistment empowered black men to more forcefully assert their manhood and gave some
the added confidence to confront their masters in ways that they had not done previously.60 A
confrontation between one new African-American recruit and his former master exemplified the
changing nature of the relationships between enlisted blacks and proslavery whites. Lewis Green
was an enslaved blacksmith owned by John G. Moore of Chariton County and was enticed to
join the army by William Ward, a recruiter in Keytesville, Missouri, in December 1863. Green
enlisted in the army on December 26, 1863. Later that day, Green encountered Moore’s wife,
Martha, and informed her that he had effectively become free by joining the military. Martha
was aware that if she protested too vociferously, she and her family could be labeled disloyal. In
reserved fashion, she accepted the reality that Green would no longer be enslaved by the Moore
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family but sternly told him that he could never return to what had been his home until that
point.61
Most enslaved men and women were elated at the prospect of never returning to the place
where others had complete control over their labor and their lives. Green, however, was
aggrieved by Martha’s warning. Later that night, Green was accosted by John Moore, Moore’s
son-in-law, and another man. Once it was revealed to Moore that Green had enlisted, Moore
reiterated that he did not want Lewis on his property. Subsequently, Green then “drew a
revolver” and shot Moore. Moore returned fire and wounded Green in the arm but Moore died
the next morning of his wounds. County Court Judge Francis W. Diggs labeled the incident “one
of the foulest murders.” Authorities arrested Green the next morning in Keytesville and turned
him over for trial. Ward, the recruiter that had enticed him into the army, was ordered to guard
Green. While in Ward’s care, Green escaped (perhaps with Ward’s tacit approval). Judge Diggs
theorized that Green had blended in with other African-American recruits and accompanied them
to St. Louis although Moore’s son-in-law later received word that Green escaped to Iowa.
Although Green committed the crime, Diggs blamed Ward indirectly for death of Moore. He
exclaimed “This man Ward from what I can learn has been the cause of the murder by
undertaking without the authority to enlist slaves and then suffering them to run at large.”62
Diggs characterized Green as having “no provocation for him to commit the offense” and it is
unclear as to why Green returned to the Moore plantation and why he ultimately killed his
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former master. It is possible that Green had family members or friends still owned by the Moore
family and an order to stay away from Moore’s property would have prevented him from having
contact with them. Diggs, Moore’s brother, and son-in-law unsuccessfully implored military
authorities to track down Green and bring him to justice. They wanted Green tried and executed
for the murder but they also opined that if Green remained at large that it could send a dangerous
message to the enslaved community. Diggs noted, that “if such things are allowed to go
unpunished what security have [we] or any one else holding such property[?]” Green’s violent
reaction to Moore was an extreme example of a growing number of black Missouri men who felt
that their enlistment gave them additional leverage to aggressively defend the rights that had
been denied to them for so long.63
While Green affirmed his manhood through the murder of his master, other formerly
enslaved soldiers affirmed a new and more forceful sense of manhood through letters to their
former owners. The letters of two soldiers in particular shed light on how military service
provided some black Missouri men with a new sense of self and how their newly formed
identities emboldened them to directly threaten slaveowners that continued to hold their families
in bondage. Sam Bowmen’s letter to both his wife and his wife’s owner include elements of
humility and assertiveness. Bowmen served at the Benton Barracks Hospital and wanted his wife
to join him away from her enslavement in Tipton, Missouri. He informed his wife that General
Pile and another officer provided orders for her to come to St. Louis and that she should inform
her owner, Goodridge Wilson, of her intention to leave. Though Bowmen referred to Wilson as a
good “Union Man,” he nonetheless felt it necessary to threaten him with harm if he failed to
allow him and his wife to reunite. “I will undoubtedly punish you,” Bowmen wrote, pressuring
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Wilson to relinquish his wife. Bolstered by officers at Benton Barracks, Bowmen informed
Wilson, “You see I have power.” Despite his belligerent tone, he closed the letter, “Your Friend
Sam Bowmen.”64
Spottswood Rice, a literate former slave, enlisted in the Third Missouri Colored Infantry
in February 1864 at Glasgow, Missouri. Rice, his wife, and most of his children left with him
when he went to muster in St. Louis, but two daughters remained enslaved by their master Kitty
Diggs, the sister of the aforementioned Judge Francis Diggs. While receiving treatment for
chronic rheumatism at Benton Barracks Hospital, he sent two letters, one for his daughters and
one for Diggs. He comforted his daughters indicating in very stark terms that he would do
whatever it took to reclaim them, even engage in violence. He stated, “I want her to remember if
she [Diggs] meets me with ten thousand soldiers she [will] meet her enemy.”65 In his letter to
Diggs, he lambasted her both for accusing him of “steal[ing]” his children and for asserting her
Christian piety. He wrote that his daughter Mary could never truly be owned by Diggs and “that
the longer you keep my Child from me the longer you will have to burn in hell and the quicker
you will get there.” He informed her that he and about a thousand African-American troops
planned to return to Glasgow to clear the area of Confederate guerillas and slaveholding rebel
sympathizers. Referring to slaveholders as “devels,” he warned her that he would indeed liberate
his children. Emboldened by his service, he closed his letter affirming that “I have no fears about
getting Mary out of your hands[.] This whole government gives cheer to me and you cannot help
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yourself.”66 His daughter, Mary Rice Bell, recounted her father’s, as well as her brother’s and
husband’s, military service in a WPA interview in the 1930s, adding, “I love a man that will fight
for his rights.”67
The letters of Bowmen and Rice were far from idle threats: some African-American
Missouri men were successfully able to use their status as soldiers to forcibly free their families
remaining in bondage. As it had been with black Missourians serving in Kansas regiments
previously, some black men serving in Missouri regiments raided plantations looking to both
liberate family members as well as to obtain provisions. A sharp increase in these type of raids
occurred from February to March 1864, shortly before several regiments were sent out of state.
In February, reports indicated that two black soldiers who had been recently “discharged from
the army for physical disability,” returned home and forcefully took their families and items
from their former master’s house in northern Missouri. The soldiers also indicated that they
planned to return with others who intended to cause additional havoc for whites in the area.68 In
March, several officers in central Missouri reported that black soldiers stationed at St. Louis,
sometimes with the assistance of white soldiers, “repeatedly” used their furlough to seize
“furniture, tobacco, and other such property as they desired” as well as their families. The tacit
support for these raids given by the commanding officer at Boonville prompted an Assistant
Provost Marshal at neighboring Glasgow to ask his superior, “Is this to be allowed?”69
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The statewide Federal recruitment of former slaves and the concomitant threat those men
posed to slavery, led to an expanded effort to diminish black enlistment throughout the state.
Increased numbers of slaveowners and guerillas joined more organized efforts to stop slaves
from entering the army, resulting in a surge of violence towards potential recruits from late 1863
through early 1864. Colonel William Pile testified that by the end of November, “large numbers
of slaveholders” in Calloway and Howard counties had acquired additional guns and ammunition
and formed patrols for the sole purpose of intimidating black men “coming in to enlist.”70
Several recruits had been shot in the days leading up to Pile’s appearance before the American
Freedmen’s Inquiry Commission on November 29.71 St. Louis city official, R. A. Watt, also
testified that enslaved men informed him that guerillas in Lafayette county “had killed three who
were trying to get off to enlist” in November.72 In January 1864, a report from Louisiana,
Missouri, indicated that four enslaved blacks en route to Hannibal to enlist had been illegally
detained near Frankford and then returned to their owners the following day. The slave captors
whipped three of the party and executed the fourth man known as Alfred. Aaron Mitchell, one of
the four escapees, recalled: “I heard a pistol fired. I was about 200 yards off when I heard it.
When I got there, I saw Alfred lying in a little ice house in the yard. He was dead. He had been
Shot through the heart, the ball coming to the Skin on his back.”73
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White resistance to black military service was not new to Missouri. In the months prior to
open state enrollment, the actions of black Kansas soldiers on the border pushed proslavery
Missourians, both Unionists and Confederates, to resist additional attempts by black Missourians
to join the First Kansas Colored. The most pronounced and well-documented resistance to black
Missouri men enlisting in the First Kansas Colored after the Emancipation Proclamation went
into effect came from the Enrolled Missouri Militia. The E. M. M, one of at least seventeen
Union militia organizations in Missouri, existed primarily for “maintaining and executing the
civil laws of the State.”74 According to Brigadier General H. C. Warmoth, the preservation of
property in slaves was one of the EMM’s primary concerns, linking it directly to the elimination
of guerilla activity in Missouri.75 Several EMM regiments became well known for capturing
runaway slaves and returning them to their masters. Of the several regiments of the Provisional
EMM, the Fourth Regiment, which operated primarily in western Missouri, became the most
notorious for their violent attempts to protect the enslaved property of loyal Missourians. As a
result of their harsh tactics, specifically their affinity for using whips to intimidate and abuse
enslaved African-Americans, the Fourth Regiment garnered the nickname the “Cowhide
Company.”76
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An investigative report conducted by the Missouri House of Representatives into the
activities of various militia organizations in Missouri revealed that opposition to emancipation
and black enlistment in Kansas was endemic to the culture of the Fourth Regiment, Provisional
Enrolled Missouri Militia. Robert F. H. Goode, a post adjutant, testified that the commanding
officer, Colonel John B. Hale, was openly hostile to black enlistment and would do anything to
stop it. Goode testified: “I have heard Colonel Hale frequently talk about arming negroes, and he
expressed himself opposed to it in every way.”77 Attorney Blin Goddard testified that he heard
Hale state that “he would use his force . . . to fight any negro soldier that might be in the United
States service that came in reach of him.”78 Leonard Babcock, Commissioner of Contraband in
Ray County, referred to Hale as “a soft Union man, proslavery in sentiment.” He commented that
Hale was opposed to the Emancipation Proclamation and the arming of Missouri slaves in
Kansas and “that he would use his force to fight the negroes.” In Babcock’s estimation, Hale was
unconcerned about “who armed them or from whence they came.” Babcock noted that Hale even
colluded with “leading rebels of the county” in order to prevent blacks from leaving the area and
enlisting. Hale’s association with Confederate sympathizers in Northwest Missouri prompted
Babcock to state that during Hale’s tenure, the “rebels grew bold and more independent, while
Union men became suspicious and at times, alarmed. They felt but little protection, and received
none while rebels were specifically favored.” Hale’s questionable loyalties, dogged commitment
to slavery, and command of the Fourth Regiment, created a hostile atmosphere for AfricanAmericans and Unionists in Ray County.79 Beginning in early 1863 and continuing through
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1864, members of the Fourth Regiment, under the leadership of Colonel Hale, actively engaged
in operations in Northwest Missouri to slow black enlistment and prevent slaves from fleeing to
Kansas.
The special committee appointed to investigate the militia shed light on several incidents
involving the Fourth Regiment. The earliest instance is described in testimony given by Goode in
January 1863. According to Goode, Colonel Hale ordered him to lead a detachment of soldiers to
track down a group of slaves belonging to John Woolard of Ray County, an influential citizen in
Northwest Missouri.80 Woolard reported that he had effectively lost control of a group of his
slaves, feared for his safety, and hoped that the militiamen would “straighten up the negroes.”
Woolard suggested that there was a direct connection between the disposition of his slaves and
the rumors that Kansas recruiters had been in the area. In an attempt to uncover recruitment in
Ray County, as well as determine whether Woolard’s slaves intended to enlist, a detachment of
the Fourth Regiment pretended to be agents of the black Kansas regiments in order to obtain
information. In one encounter, members of the regiment located and tortured one of Woolard’s
slaves in attempt to uncover Union recruitment in the area. Goode testified:
Lieut. [Anderson] Elliot ordered one of the negro men to follow us, and we took him
aside from the others in the brush. Lieutenant Elliot then asked him who it was that had
been out there among them recruiting. The negro at once assured him that no one had.
The Lieutenant then ordered us to put a rope around the negro’s neck, and hang him to a
limb if he did not tell who had been recruiting among them. The negro protested that he
knew of no one and we hung him up. After hanging long enough to choke him good, we
let him down. After he came to, he was again asked, “who had been recruiting among
them?” He answered as before, no one. We then took him to his master, but before we
took him back to his master he was whipped by one of the soldiers.81
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It would not be the only time that the Cowhide Company would attempt to uncover and disrupt
black recruitment in the area.
In late June and early July 1863, members of the Fourth Regiment once again sought to
learn if slaves in Ray County had been approached by agents from Kansas. Travelling between
Camden and Richmond, Missouri, they investigated at least four plantations. As they had
previously, militiamen passed themselves off as Kansas recruiters in an attempt to gauge if and
when the slaves planned to escape and enlist. The group’s leader, Lieutenant Elliot, even tried to
speak in what he believed to be black dialect in order to get the slaves to come out of their
quarters. The detachment’s primary concern were the activities of a free black man from Clay
County known as “Old Toll.” Old Toll recruited for black regiments in Kansas and helped
African-American families in the area escape across the border. Through their deception,
members of the Fourth Regiment were able to capture and arrest Old Toll and temporarily
disrupt recruitment in the area. Concerning the targeting of Old Toll and other Kansas recruiters,
historian Bruce Nichols notes “This incident and others later revealed to investigators that
numerous men of several of the Provisional EMM regiments north of the Missouri River actually
held a barely-concealed southern sympathy” which caused problems throughout the remainder of
the war.82
While the actions of Fourth Regiment hampered black recruitment in Missouri,
slaveholders and Confederate guerillas proved to be a greater challenge for black men who
wanted to enlist in Kansas regiments. Slaveholders and bushwhackers, often working in concert,
organized sustained resistance to the enlistment of Missouri slaves in Kansas beginning in the
spring of 1863 and continuing through 1864. Though guerilla, anti-enlistment forces were active
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throughout Missouri, the most pronounced opposition was centered in the central section of the
state, where the largest concentration of slaves lived, and near the Kansas border.83
In early 1863, Missouri guerillas often engaged in small scale violence against black
families fleeing to Kansas, but on March 28, a squadron of guerillas associated with rebel leader
William Quantrill was involved an incident that was intended terrify African-American men who
considered enlisting in Kansas. On that day, the guerillas hijacked the steamship Sam Gaty,
which at that time was heading east on the Missouri River close to the Missouri-Kansas border.
It had been rumored that the ship contained a least 300 Missouri slaves that had been unwillingly
commandeered by Jayhawker raiders from Kansas intending to take them to freedom. Since a
considerable number of Missouri fugitives had already enlisted in black Kansas regiments, it can
be assumed that the guerillas believed that some or most of the black men on the Sam Gaty that
day also intended to join the army. When the armed men boarded the vessel and ordered the
captain to dock the vessel, chaos ensued. The majority of the estimated eighty fugitive slaves
actually on the Sam Gaty quickly escaped as they were being disembarked near Sibley, Missouri,
leaving about twenty remaining with the guerillas. Frustrated by their bungled handling of the
Missouri slaves, the guerillas sent a strong message to antislavery supporters by summarily
executing nine black men. A tenth man survived the point blank shot to the head. Two Union
soldiers were also murdered. Union forces in the area located the guerilla band a little over a
week later, killing seventeen and executing two for their participation in the Sam Gaty incident.84
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Violent attacks on potential African-American recruits continued after the USCT created
Missouri-based black regiments and Southern sympathizers began to employ new tactics to
discourage additional black men from joining the army. The most effective and most common
tool to deter further black enlistment was the abuse and intimidation of the families of soldiers
who had not been able to escape their enslavement. 85 Such mistreatment indirectly punished
African-American soldiers and sent a strong warning to other black men who considered joining
the army. Reprisals came in variety of forms including the threat of sale, increased workloads,
and physical punishment. The widespread mistreatment of soldiers’ families in 1863 and 1864
seriously impaired recruitment, deterred otherwise willing black recruits from enlisting in the
army, and made some black enlisted men question the efficacy of their service.86
The abuse of black soldiers’ families in Missouri was widespread during the Civil War. A
notable example is that of Martha Glover, an enslaved woman from Mexico, Missouri. Glover
suffered at the hands of her master after her husband Richard joined Company A of the Second
Missouri Colored Infantry in December 1863. In a letter to her husband, Martha indicated that
she and her children had been punished because of his enlistment. She wrote, "Remember all I
told you about how they would do me after you left - for they do worse than they ever did & I do
not know what will become of me and my poor little children." William Smithey, a man who
worked for her master, George Cardwell, beat Martha severely “with a leather Strap from a
Buggy Harness” despite the fact that she was in an advanced stage of pregnancy. Fearful of
future reprisals, Martha informed her husband that she would no longer encourage married men
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to join the military: "You need not tell me to beg any more married men to go. I see too much
trouble to try to get any more into trouble too."87
The wives and relatives of black soldiers were punished in other ways as well. In March
1864, Lieutenant A. A. Rice, a Union officer at Mexico indicated that three African-American
women had fled to his Union encampment after being told by their owner that they would be
hired out and assigned to tasks normally done only by men. The women indicated that this
sudden change in their work assignments was a direct response to their husbands’ enlistment in
the army. Rice noted that other similar cases had been reported in the area.88 Martin Patterson
and Williams Brooks, soldiers in the Second Missouri Colored Infantry, also reported that their
wives received similar assignment from their masters in Fayette, Missouri, as a result of their
service. Patterson indicated that “his wife is compelled to do out door work,- such as chop wood,
husk corn,” while Brooks lamented this his wife did the same type of work he did while
enslaved, including splitting rails.89
Although increased workloads for their wives caused African-American soldiers a
measure of uneasiness, they were far more concerned that their loved ones would be sold,
perhaps to Kentucky, a state where slavery appeared to be more secure. Acting Missouri Provost
Marshal General Samuel S. Burdett indicated in early 1864 that complaints about the families of
black soldiers were being moved to Kentucky for sale were “almost daily received at this
office.”90 Again, the experience of Martha Glover and her family serves as an example of the
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trend. Glover and her three youngest children were scheduled to be removed to Kentucky to be
sold in February 1864. Aware that the removal of Martha and her children was directly
connected to her husband’s enlistment, Union officials at St. Louis seized them to prevent the
sale and held them under protection at Benton Barracks.91 Colonel William Pile believed that
the possibility of families sold in Kentucky prevented “hundreds of able bodied men” from
enlisting. While some officials, like Burdett, believed that the military could not prevent such
sales, Pile argued that aggressive measures had to be implemented to curb this practice and
protect the families of those who he referred to as “Sable ‘Patriots’ and true Heroes.”92 In
response, General Rosecrans banned the “exportation of negroes from Missouri” on March 1,
1864.93
Unable to punish the families of enlisted men by selling them out of state, some Missouri
slaveowners took the extreme step of evicting them from their plantations, reducing many to
destitution. Towards the end of March, the Provost Marshal at Sedalia in Pettis County informed
Pile, who by this time had become a Brigadier General, that a sizable number of AfricanAmerican women and children had arrived at his headquarters because they had been “driven
from their masters homes after their husbands enlisted.” Similar reports also emerged in other
parts of the state. In April, the Provost Marshal at Troy in Lincoln County notified the Missouri
Provost Marshal General that masters in his area did not want the families of soldiers living on
their plantations and were “not willing to feed” nor care for them because of their husband’s
military service. Lydia Montague of the American Missionary Association at Jefferson City, also
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complained to Union officials about the expulsion of families of soldiers. In a letter to General
William Rosecrans, the recently appointed head of the Department of the Missouri, Montague
argued that because of their evictions, at least fifty black families in the city would “perish if left
there through the winter.” In response to their expulsions, Brigadier General Pile ordered some
families to the contraband camp at Benton Barracks and encouraged others to seek out free labor
opportunities.94
The intimidation and abuse of the families of black soldiers played a large part in slowing
the tide of African-American recruitment in Missouri in the first half of 1864.95 Enlistment
numbers fell short of expectations through the spring and reports from loyal citizens indicated
that a concerted effort on the part of local slave owners prevented large numbers of additional
black men from enlisting. At Louisiana, in Pike County, a petition stated that “Many Women and
children the families of those who had Enlisted, escaped from their owners, and came into this
place in the most deplorable condition of almost Nudity at the coldest season.”96 One Union
official who was horrified by the depravity and barbarism committed against the families of
soldiers said, “I hope I may never witness the like again.” The officer, Lieutenant Jeff Mayhall,
railed, “If the Government calls on the negro to fight her battles - in God’s name protect their
wives and children while they are in the army.” 97 Union officials in Missouri tried to provide
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protection for the families of black soldiers and attempted to dissuade slaveowners from abusing
them.
The office of the Missouri Union Provost Marshal General took aggressive steps to
protect black recruits and their families from the beginning of 1864 until the end of the war.
Citizens who threatened, assaulted, or murdered potential black recruits or their families were
arrested and charged with obstructing and preventing enlistments. Major A. C. Marsh, an
assistant Provost Marshal at Troy in Lincoln County, indicated that it was “very difficult to
obtain evidence in cases of this kind,” yet he and officials believed that a strong message had to
be sent to citizens who interfered with black recruitment. The Provost Marshal General’s office
instructed Union officials that once proof of guilt had been established that the evidence and the
accused parties be forwarded under guard to be tried in St. Louis.98
One example is the trial of Francis L. Skinner of Jonesburg, Montgomery County.
Skinner and four other men were accused of kidnapping and beating seven African-American
men en route to enlist at Warrington in late February 1864. Skinner’s father owned at least one of
the men and was concerned that his slave had left home to go “soldiering.” The recruits were
supposed to rendezvous with Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Hess of the Tenth Regiment, Enrolled
Missouri Militia, who was then to accompany them to Warrington in Warren County to enlist.
For reasons that are unclear, Hess failed to join them. Hess’s absence left the party vulnerable to
Skinner and his group who quickly “beat and abused” them. Skinner, his father John, and two
other men, described as being “notorious rebel[s],” pled guilty to the crime.99 It is not clear what
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punishment Skinner and his accomplices received, but similar cases often resulted in heavy fines
and a requirement of parole.100
The government’s efforts to protect African-American soldiers and their families proved
to be beneficial, but other factors still made enlistment quite dangerous for black Missourians.
Exposure to disease, extreme poverty, lack of food, and poor weather in route to their final
destination could make military service a risky prospect. During the winter of 1863-64,
conditions worsened for fugitive Missouri slaves who had escaped intending to join the army.
Lieutenant Colonel William F. Fox described the fate of some of the early recruits of the SixtyFifth USCI:
Over 100 men died at [Benton] Barracks before the regiment took the field, the men
having been enlisted by the Provost-Marshals throughout the State and forwarded to this
Post during an inclement season, - thinly clad, and many of them hatless, shoeless, and
without food. Many suffered amputation of frozen feet or hands, and the diseases
engendered by this exposure resulted in a terrible and unprecedented mortality.101
One observer noted that the black recruits who died at Benton Barracks “lay in piles like hogs”
dying “at the rate of 27 per day.”102 Men like George Ellis, Samuel Clasberry, and Thomas
Goodman who hoped to improve their condition through military service, died of disease before
their regiments were sent out from Benton Barracks.103
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Black families who followed loved ones to Union lines so that they could enlist suffered
as well and, in some instances, were left in conditions that were worse than those they had
experienced under slavery. Though they were often happy to leave their masters, many struggled
to obtain food, clothing, and housing during the fall and winter. Shortly after the creation of a
contraband camp for the families of the First Illinois Colored Volunteers at Quincy, Illinois, the
camp was quickly inundated with fugitive slaves from Missouri. “These all arrive here in
extreme want and destitution,” noted Captain Newton Flagg. “The men mostly enlist as Soldiers,
leaving the women and children that come with them to be cared for by the citizens, whose
charities have been heavily taxed since the war commenced.”104 On July 14, 1863, at least two
hundred and seventy African-Americans, the majority of whom were dependents of a soldier,
arrived at Sedalia seeking both food and shelter. Brigadier General Egbert Brown, commander of
the District of Central Missouri, ordered officers to withhold food and supplies from the
refugees. Brown clarified his position: “Subsistence will be issued only to those persons in the
service. [W]e have nothing to do with feeding any other parties.”105 At the end of 1863, members
of the Western Sanitary Commission, a benevolent society dedicated to promoting good health
among soldiers and who also worked to improve the condition of freed slaves in the Mississippi
Valley, summarized the general state of fugitive slaves in Missouri:
At present, hundreds of the blacks would gladly return to slavery, to avoid the hardships
of freedom; and if this feeling increases and extends itself among them, all of the
difficulties of the situation will be increased; while, at the same time, a most effective
argument is given to the disloyal against our cause.106
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Consequently, the prospect of leaving one’s family and enlisting made some African-American
men question the choice of military service. Despite the dangers associated with escape and
enlistment, several thousand African-American men believed military service preferential to
further enslavement. As the peculiar institution collapsed around Missouri, the military remained
the best available option for a number of black men fleeing slavery in late 1863 through the
middle of 1864. 107
While some formerly enslaved men greatly benefited from their army service, other black
men, based on their own needs, rejected military life. The decision to enlist in the USCT during
the war was intensely personal and caused much anxiety. E. P. Cayce, a Missouri slaveowner
living near Farmington, indicated that his slaves rejected enlisting in the army because it meant
that they would be taken away from their families for an extended period. Cayce noted, “[A]s
soon as the negroes found that they were required to fight and be separated from their families,
they did not desire to go.”108 Some enslaved men also feared that they would be treated poorly
by Union officers, massacred by Confederate soldiers, or experience a life worse than their
enslavement.
Absent the draft, no person could legally be compelled to join the army but, despite their
unwillingness to go, some Missouri masters forced their slaves into doing so.109 One of the most
notable incidents of masters coercing enslaved men into the army occurred in Franklin County
shortly after Union officials opened recruitment to all black men in Missouri. The enlistment of
formerly enslaved men weakened the institution of slavery statewide, but other, unknown factors
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resulted in the near collapse of the peculiar institution in the city of Union in December 1863.
That month, for reasons that are not clear, the local enslaved population became more hostile
towards their masters and began to actively and aggressively resist their continued enslavement.
Although their actions did not materialize into a full scale a slave revolt, whites nonetheless
believed that they had lost control of the black population and feared for their lives.110 In an
attempt to reassert their authority over the enslaved population, local slaveowners conspired to
rid themselves of rebellious slaves by forcing them into the army. They also viewed slave
enlistment as a means to fill local recruitment quotas and a way to be compensated for men who
were likely to escape.111 In a letter requesting that Union officials appoint a Provost Marshal to
recruit blacks in Union, Franklin County Treasurer, James Halligan complained, that “We are
tired of them - they are roving around in idleness - most of them armed and occasionally firing at
a stable or dwelling.”112 Despite recruitment guidelines to the contrary, the local Provost
Marshal, Colonel George Krumsick, allowed the slaveowners’ plan to go forward. Beginning on
December 17, 1863, the Franklin County recruiting station at nearby Washington mustered
enslaved men into the service who supposedly enlisted by their own will and volition.113 The
majority of the more than fifty men enlisted in the week before or the week after Christmas Day,
1863. For example eighteen-year-old Edward Gregory enlisted on December 22 while twentyyear-old Henry Breckenridge enlisted on December 30. At least one man, Henson Whitson, may
have joined the service on Christmas Day.114
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The forced enlistment of black men during the holiday season suggests that the situation
at Union had become critical. Customarily, masters excused their slaves from most of their duties
between Christmas and New Year’s Day. Only the most essential of tasks, such as the feeding
animals or domestic chores, had to be completed. Enslaved African-Americans looked forward
to the holiday season as a period in which they could engage in more leisurely activities such as
playing games and music, spending time with family, or hunting. In his memoirs, Frederick
Douglass highlighted the importance of this week for enslaved men and women: “This time we
regarded as our own, by the grace of our masters and we therefore used or abused it nearly as we
pleased.” Douglass mentioned that masters viewed slaves who did not enjoy their time off during
the holidays unfavorably. He wrote that “He was regarded as one who rejected the favor of his
master.” Although Douglass opined that masters granted this brief period of grace not out of
generosity but to pacify unhappy and potentially rebellious slaves, the holidays became
something that enslaved blacks looked forward to and held as sacred. Although it was illegal for
masters at Union to force their slaves into the service, the punitive enlistments of black men
during the holiday season made a volatile situation even worse.115
On December 30, Amos W. Maupin, a local proslavery Unionist, informed Lieutenant
Colonel James O. Broadhead that attempts to control the local enslaved population by way of
punitive enlistment had backfired. Instead of creating a less hostile atmosphere between white
slave owners and the local black enslaved population, tensions rose to an alarming rate. After
enlisting, the soldiers received a furlough to return home before mustering in. While home,
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soldiers reunited with their families and drank to excess. At least fifty of the soldiers, drunk on
holiday liquor, threatened to “destroy the town and every one in it.” The source of their anger,
Maupin inferred, stemmed directly from their enlistment. “The Negro returns to his former
master only to abuse and threaten to burn him up and all that he has,” wrote Maupin. He
specifically accused Henson Whitson with threatening his former owner “for no reason, but the
desire of Mr. Whitson for his Slave to enter the service.” While some soldiers tried to intimidate
their former owners, others exacted revenge on those who pushed them to enlist. Maupin
indicated that a soldier, who had up until recently belonged to Dr. John Chiles, returned home
and burned it down with all of his belongings. Seventeen-year-old Spencer Chiles had enlisted
earlier that day and apparently disapproved of having to be forced to join the army, especially
during the holidays. Maupin feared for his life. “And I am now standing guard over my house
fearing it will be burnt down,” wrote Maupin, “all because I prefer my Negroes should enter the
service.” Maupin called on Broadhead not to end recruitment but to end furloughs for soldiers
from the area.116
If certain segments of the enslaved community viewed federal military service
unfavorably, the vast majority of free black men in Missouri rejected federal enlistment
altogether. As it had been with their enslaved counterparts, free black men viewed military
service through the lenses of opportunity, individual need, and necessity. Although their race
limited their employment prospects, free black men, especially in St. Louis, were often able to
secure steady jobs in a variety of fields.117 Black men not only found jobs as laborers or
116
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farmhands, but also found employment in more specialized occupations which paid more money
than did the army. Men like, twenty-five-year-old James Havil worked as a blacksmith while
twenty-two-year-old James Gaty worked as an engineer.118 Blacks in service occupations, like
Charlton Tandy, a porter, and Will Brady, a waiter, could earn enough money to provide for their
families.119 Some African-Americans in fact made considerable sums by working as riverboat
pilots and barbers.120 Men like Henry Clamorgan, owner of a popular downtown barbershop and
“Bathing Saloon known as Clamorgan Baths” had enough discretionary income to pay a
substitute to serve in his place after the War Department ordered the draft for Missouri.121 Free
black men, especially in St. Louis, could earn far more than the ten to thirteen dollars paid to
African-American soldiers during the war and as a result, by and large, rejected federal military
service.122
In addition to financial concerns, notions of class divided the African-American
community and shaped how free black men in Missouri responded to the Union army’s call for
black soldiers. By virtue of their prewar position, free black Missourians had attained a measure
of social status that distinguished them from the enslaved population. While some were born
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free, others had worked hard to save enough money to purchase their own freedom and the
freedom of family members and friends. Others had sued for their freedom based on
technicalities in Missouri law. Although they did not have the same rights as white men, they
did have freedom of movement, the right to enter into contracts, and the right to own property.123
Henry Bruce wrote of the social divide between those who were free before the war and those
who were freed during the war. “The free fellows felt themselves better than the slave, because
of the fact, I suppose, that they were called free, while in reality, they were no more free than the
slave until the war set both classes free.”124
The degree to which lower and middle class free black Missourians viewed themselves
differently from the enslaved population is unknown but the African-American elite in St. Louis
existed within a separate social sphere apart from the enslaved class. Cyprian Clamorgan, a free
man of color living in St. Louis before the Civil War, wrote brief biographies of select well-to-do
African-American free laborers, business owners, and property holders in his 1858 book, The
Colored Aristocracy of St. Louis. In his text, Clamorgan extolled the wealth, refinement, and
influence of the black elite in St. Louis and connected their “peculiar circumstances” to both
their industry and their mixed race heritage.125 Although Clamorgan wrote that “there is not a
colored man in our midst who would not cheerfully part with his last dollar to effect the
elevation of the race,” his commentary effectively distinguished the black elite from other
African-American populations. Julie Winch, the editor of the 1999 edition of The Colored
Aristocracy of St. Louis, indicated that “It was the notion that black people were all alike because
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they were black, that ancestry and phenotype somehow outweighed all other considerations, that
Cyprian Clamorgan set out to challenge . . . that class, education, and especially wealth, should
count for something.”126
Illuminating the cultural and social divide between those freed before the war and those
emancipated during the conflict, Reverend Edward L. Woodson noted that African-American
Missourians were not united on the question of federal enlistment in 1863. He stated:
The colored people generally are not so much in favor of it, but there are a good many
who are in favor of it. The free people, who have bought themselves, are not much
inclined to it, but the others are in favor of it. They very rarely decline, unless there is
some influence brought to bear upon them.
Woodson’s testimony alluded to intraracial notions of social hierarchy in the African-American
community.127 Members of the St. Louis Ladies Contraband Relief Society, a local benevolent
association, also indicated that prewar status and immediate needs factored into to whether
African-American men would enlist in Missouri. One member testified that “Some of the men
are anxious to go into the army, and some seem to dread it; it is very much with them as it is with
white men. The contrabands are more ready to go into the army than the free blacks.”128 As
such, there would be few free black men who joined Missouri-based USCT regiments. For
example, of the existing Muster and Descriptive Rolls for the Third Arkansas, African Descent,
less than five percent of the more than seven hundred enlisted men claimed that they were
free.129 Other states saw similar patterns. Commenting on free people of color in Virginia and
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Maryland, historian and veteran of the Civil War, Joseph Wilson, noted that “this class of people
never enlisted to any great numbers, either before or after 1863, and there finally came to be a
general want of spirit with them, while [among] the slave class there was a ready enthusiasm to
enlist.”130
Although free men of color, for the most part, did not enlist in the USCT, they did serve
in several militia units designed to defend and protect their home counties and other strategic
areas. The first militia regiment composed of African-American Missourians formed out of state
about thirty miles south of Cape Girardeau at Cairo, Illinois, beginning on September 3, 1864.
Known as Captain Henry N. Payne’s Independent Colored Company - The Liberia Colored
Guards, this regiment mustered in eighty-seven men, eighty being privates, almost all from
Missouri. Their name suggests an affirmation of their independence and their status as free men
but, unlike the black militia units formed and stationed in Missouri, they had no intention of
remaining local and quickly left Cairo.131 This regiment provided no service for the state of
Missouri but instead relocated to Helena, Arkansas, before the end of the month. Soon thereafter,
they merged with what became the Fifty-Seventh USCI. This is the only known black militia
company made up mostly of black Missourians that merged with a USCT regiment. 132
The Second Battalion St. Louis City Guard Colored Infantry was the first AfricanAmerican militia regiment formed in Missouri during the Civil War. Officials organized the
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short-lived Second Battalion on September 25, 1864 for the “[d]efense of the city of St. Louis
during Price’s invasion of Missouri” and appointed an African-American man, David William
Burley, as its captain.133 Although St. Louis contained the largest concentration of free people of
color in the state, this regiment struggled to recruit members and failed to reach full strength. By
the end of October when the regiment was disbanded, the Second Battalion had only formed,
armed, and mustered one company of eighty-seven men for service. The Second Battalion’s
unique classification as a “Militia Exempt” unit may have contributed to the lack of
participation, as there existed some confusion concerning how this classification of soldiers
would be paid. According to a report from the Secretary of War in 1902, officials explained:
[T]his classification did not carry with it any promise of pay for any service that might
have been rendered by them. It does not appear, however, that they were ‘actually on
duty’ or that they were paid by the State or the United States. They were simply citizen
guards, organized to meet a possible emergency that did not arise. They were not in the
service of the State or the United States. 134
The lack of pay may have been enough incentive to deter most free men from joining this unit.
Another black militia unit organized under the Enrolled Missouri Militia (EMM) also
formed in 1864. The Independent Company, Colored Troops, a provisional company of the
EMM, formed under General Orders, No. 107 in mid-1864.135 Very little is known about this
company. What is known, however, is that on October 4, 1864, in an un-numbered Special
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Order, Colonel J. T. K. Hayward of the Thirty-Eighth Regiment EMM, ordered Captain C. W. A.
Cartlidge and his already organized “Independent Company Colored Troops under Order 107,”
into service at Hannibal. A second order, dated December 5, 1864, stated there was no need for
the company’s further service and relieved it from active duty. Cartlidge’s company is not listed
the War Department’s compilation of Missouri military units but the unit petitioned for back pay
as late as 1870.136
The bulk of the African-American militia units organized during the Civil War were not
volunteer regiments but were created following the passage of a state militia law towards the end
of the war. Governor Thomas Fletcher, who was elected in 1864, issued General Orders No. 3 at
the request of General Grandville Dodge on January 30, 1865, “for the purpose of repressing
lawlessness and to secure safety of life and property to all good citizens.”137 On February 10,
1865, the Missouri General Assembly reactivated the Missouri Militia organization and ordered
that “All male inhabitants of the State of Missouri” who had not been exempt previously due to
age, occupation, and health would be included in mandatory enrollment in their respective
counties.138 This new call for enrollment for the Missouri Militia included an additional
stipulation reflecting the recent abolition of slavery the month previous. African-Americans, who
had previously been excluded from compulsory militia duty, were now “subject to the provisions
of this act.”139 As a result, African-Americans formed several separate black companies attached
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to militia regiments led by white officers. For example, the Fourth Regiment Missouri Militia of
Buchannan County contained three African-American companies (Companies H, I, and K). The
Twenty-Seventh Regiment Missouri Militia from Cape Girardeau contained one AfricanAmerican company referred to as “Platoon Colored.” Other known militia units with black
companies formed under the February 10 act include the Thirty-Ninth Regiment Missouri Militia
(Cape Girardeau County), the Fifty-Eighth Regiment Missouri Militia (Lafayette County), the
Sixty-Fourth Regiment Missouri Militia Co. M. (Lincoln County), the Ninety-Second/First
Colored Company I (Lewis County), the Ninety-Third Missouri Militia Platoon N (Washington
County), and the Bridges North Missouri Railroad Company (Colored) Missouri Militia.140 Very
little is known about their collective service.
Further understanding about how class and opportunity influenced the decision to enlist
in either local militia units or in USCT regiments can be gleaned by examining the makeup of
the largest black militia unit in the state - the Fifty-Second Regiment Missouri Militia Colored
(also referred to as the Thirteenth Missouri Colored Volunteer Militia). The Fifty-Second,
organized under the February 10, 1865 act, began its mandatory enrollment period at St. Louis
soon thereafter. Like other militia units, the Fifty-Second formed for the purpose of protecting
the city from Confederate guerillas and the lawlessness that affected parts of Missouri during the
war. Unlike other African-American Federal units and state militia companies, they were
allowed to select some, if not all, company officers from their own class.141 For example,
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Charlton Tandy served as Captain for Company B while riverman Joseph Helms served as 1st
Lieutenant for Company H. Two African-American men served as regimental officers. Saloon
owner Robert Smith served as Quartermaster while abolitionist James Milton Turner served as
the regimental Adjutant. Also, distinguishing themselves from the makeup of USCT units, nearly
two-thirds of the men who enrolled for the Fifty-Second Regiment Missouri Militia Colored
were skilled tradesman or business owners. For example, Daudley Harrison of Company F was
Tobacconist, while R. Hill of Company K was a shoemaker. In contrast, the overwhelming
majority of USCT recruits were unskilled laborers.142 Drawing from the sizable black population
at St. Louis, the Fifty-Second enrolled 3551 African-American men (2276 of which were not
exempted from service) residing in and around St. Louis, who up until the final months of the
war had not formally enlisted in any local or Federal military unit.143
Class and circumstance guided free black men to choose local militia service as opposed
to Federal service. Their concerns were not the same. Because the Federal army paid
considerably less than some black skilled and unskilled laborers could earn in a month, free
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black men may have seen enlistment as a burden.144 The presence of a significant number of
African-American men available for militia service in February 1865 in St. Louis demonstrated
that free or freed blacks often looked for income options outside of the Federal army and most
may have enlisted in the Federal service only if it advantaged them financially. Most of these
men viewed their freedom as individualistic and saw enlistment as being less important than their
need to obtain or retain financial stability.
Although the United States rejected enlisting African-American men at the beginning of
the conflict, conditions in the second year of the Civil War pushed the Union Army to muster
black soldiers. The use of black soldiers by the Union army provided the United States with an
advantage over the Confederacy and ensured that the institution of slavery would be irreparably
broken. An examination of black Missourians in the Civil War reveals that African-American
men viewed military service through an individual, not a collective, lens. African-American
military service in Missouri depended heavily upon the individual needs, conditions, and desires
of the men who had the opportunity to enlist. Black enslaved men enlisted in Federal regiments
mainly to secure the basic needs of food, shelter, and clothing for themselves and their families
while free black men, reflective of class and financial concerns, enlisted primarily in local
militias or rejected military service altogether. Though disparate individual concerns guided free
and enslaved men as they responded to the Civil War, both groups worked together towards
creating better opportunities for black Missourians in general in the postwar period.
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CHAPTER 3: THE EVOLUTION OF FREE LABOR IN MISSOURI

As slavery eroded across Missouri, formerly enslaved African-American men responded
to their new found freedom by choosing where they would live and how they would provide for
their families. Instead of being guided primarily by notions of racial uplift and collective
emancipation, most black men chose the paths to freedom and financial stability that were
personally advantageous to them. Though black military service is credited with being a
significant factor in destroying slavery and advancing the race, a number of black men in
Missouri either rejected or delayed enlistment to take advantage of free labor opportunities that
became available during the war. By and large, African-Americans wanted to see the permanent
destruction of slavery in America but the need for food, clothing, shelter, and a sense of security
for one’s family was more important to African-American men than freeing enslaved people
hundreds of miles away from Missouri.
Modes of free black labor in Missouri evolved and expanded as a result of both need and
desperation. Quickly becoming a burden on military resources, army officials, civic leaders, and
business owners looked for ways to both ameliorate the condition of refugee slaves and to take
advantage of the surplus work force that had become available as a result of the dislocations
caused by the war. Plantation owners who had already lost or who were in danger of losing their
slaves also looked for alternative strategies to keep their enterprises afloat. Even after the
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military opened its ranks to African-American Missourians in 1863, African-American men
often chose to work rather than fight.1
Three different free labor models materialized in Missouri during the Civil War, helping
to convert a formerly enslaved workforce to waged employment. The first, military
noncombatant labor, was an early informal system that provided labor opportunities to fugitive
slaves and free blacks behind Union lines. The second model, contracted contraband labor (also
referred to as the Sawyer system), emerged in early 1863 and was overseen by military officials
at Benton Barracks. Primarily established for former slaves from Arkansas who were freed by
the Emancipation Proclamation and removed to St. Louis, it also provided labor opportunities for
blacks from Missouri and elsewhere. Lastly, African-American men and women engaged in
independent contracted free labor. Under these arrangements, written and verbal contracts were
initiated by African-Americans on their own accord or offered by former masters. In rural areas,
these independent free labor contracts set the foundation for postwar sharecropping in nineteenth
century Missouri.
To understand the evolution of free labor in Missouri, a brief examination of the use of
black military laborers in Virginia is helpful. The use of escaped slaves as laborers at Fort
Monroe, Virginia by Major General Benjamin Butler served as the primary template for
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noncombatant military labor models in Missouri. Soon after he assumed command of the fort on
May 22, 1861, Butler and his soldiers came into contact with fugitive men and women hoping
that Union occupation would result in their emancipation. Emboldened by the Union Army’s
presence in the area, three enslaved men escaped to Fort Monroe on the evening of May 23.
Butler may have returned the men to their owners if he had been stationed in a loyal slave state
but he was in Virginia - a state that had seceded from the Union. Since Virginia remained in a
state of rebellion, Butler discarded prior convention concerning slavery and made a
pronouncement that altered the direction and the meaning of the war for African-Americans, and
eventually the Union. Butler reasoned that because the men had been used as laborers for the
Confederacy, they had provided material support to the rebel army and he was therefore not
bound to return them. He deemed them “contraband” - property that could be seized in a time of
war. In turn, Butler employed the contraband men in his garrison. 2
Butler’s use of contraband labor represented a change in strategy rather than an attempt to
extinguish slavery throughout America. Confiscation served a practical purpose as it not only
allowed Union forces to seize or appropriate black men for work but it also deprived the
Confederacy of their primary labor force. Soon after the first three men arrived at Fort Monroe,
the Union camp became a destination for thousands of enslaved people fleeing their Confederate
masters. Women and children, who also played vital labor roles on plantations, often
accompanied the men to Fort Monroe. Their absence also served to further destabilize southern
plantation life but it allowed Union installations to use contrabands to cook, clean, and attend to
Union officers. The confiscation of enslaved men and women and the de facto freedom it
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provided became an effective tool in prosecuting the war against the Confederacy. Without
precedent, Butler’s novel interpretation of the Constitution and wartime powers led Union
officials to eventually adopt and formalize his policy throughout the army, directly resulting in
the passage of the First Confiscation Act in August 1861. The use of contraband labor quickly
spread to other parts of Union occupied slave holding states and even into Missouri in the early
months of the war.3
The primary source of early Union contraband labor in Missouri came from slaves
fleeing their masters following the issuance of the First Confiscation Act. As fugitives, AfricanAmericans often looked primarily to the Union army to help guide them towards a new life and
protect them from those who wanted to reenslave them. As a result, large numbers of fugitive
and former slaves attempted to reach Union fortifications or sought shelter within Union
encampments across the state. While some army officers saw it as a moral imperative to care for
destitute blacks, others held firm to the notion that military resources should only be given to
enlisted soldiers. Officials reached a middle ground between charity and completely abandoning
the needs of black refugees by employing them in various capacities. When there were jobs
available, able-bodied men were used as laborers while women were employed as cooks,
laundresses, and hospital attendants.
By summer 1861, African-American labor had become important for Union and
Confederate operations throughout the state. Both sides relied on African-American men to
construct their fortifications, dig ditches, and haul materials. In southeast Missouri, where
fighting intensified throughout the month of August, Confederate Brigadier General Gideon
Pillow noted that he had approximately 160 African-American laborers working to secure “the
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defenses” at New Madrid.4 That number doubled by the middle of that month, swelling to about
three hundred presumably enslaved men who provided the Confederate Army with vital
support.5 The impending fall harvest season threatened to deplete military labor forces, as
masters expected their slaves to return to work on their farms, making access to black labor even
more urgent to the Confederate cause. 6 Similarly, Union forces employed a considerable number
of black men, whom Ulysses S. Grant referred to as contrabands, to erect a fort at Cape
Girardeau at the end of August.7 Grant noted “I notice that a number of contrabands, in the
shape of negroes, are being employed apparently much to their satisfaction.”8
Although Pillow and Grant employed black laborers throughout August, the use of large
numbers of contrabands to secure either Union or Confederate fortifications in Missouri outside
that summer were rare. In response to the destruction of Union railroads and bridges by guerillas
in northern Missouri in December 1861, Major General Henry Halleck threatened to “impress
into service . . . the slaves of all secessionists in the vicinity.” The warning apparently proved
effective as this did not happen in northern Missouri in 1861 or 1862.9 The only area where
black laborers continued to work in a significant capacity during the remainder of the war was at
Pilot Knob, in the Southeastern part of the state. Confederate forces and local guerillas
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threatened Pilot Knob and surrounding areas throughout the war. Lacking a surplus of white men
at Pilot Knob, Brigadier General Clinton Fisk turned to African-American men, who he also
referred to as contrabands, to construct what would become Fort Davidson starting in September
1863.10 In February 1864, Captain William Hoelcke, an aide-de-camp to the Chief Engineer of
the Department of the Missouri, indicated that at least 220 African-American men continued to
work on the Fort. Not only did they continue to work on Fort Davidson’s exterior but they also
helped to construct a 750 foot long rifle pit, an “excavating well of 50 feet” in depth, a “large
powder magazine,” and an “extensive stockade around the prison.”11
Officials at Pilot Knob employed contraband labor into early 1864, but by March the
number of African-Americans arriving to Union lines greatly exceeded the labor needs of the
fort. Increased numbers of fugitive slaves, many who could not care for themselves, threatened
to become a drain on military resources. Chaplain Alpha Wright, Superintendent of Refugees at
Pilot Knob, argued to Brigadier General Fisk that the government needed to help transition them
to nonmilitary work by providing them with land and instruction in self-sufficiency. He posited
that “some arrangement of this sort may be made at once & land be provided for them & men put
in charge of them & thus they be taught to take care of themselves.”12
Although the need for black laborers in Missouri declined after the first year of the war,
African-American men continued to work for the government, many as servants to Union
officers. It is unclear how many black men worked in this capacity as some men received wages
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for their services and were recognized as governmental employees, while others were paid by the
officers directly. Others, however, worked in unofficial capacities in exchange for food and
shelter. Contraband servants engaged in a variety of tasks, many of which resembled the work
performed by civilian house slaves. Colonel Nelson Cole commented that when he took
command of the Second Missouri Light Artillery in October 1863, he found twenty-seven
contrabands working within his camp. He quickly discovered that the men did not perform any
essential tasks but instead worked as body servants for regimental officers. Cole complained that
“as near as I could find out, they [have] done nothing but take care of the officers horses, and
black their boots.” Since they were unauthorized workers, Cole discharged them without pay.
According to Cole, the then head of the Department of the Missouri, Major General John
Schofield, reasoned that the men had been “amply compensated . . . having been clothed and fed
at the expense of the Government.”13
While Cole rejected their use, other regiments received approval to employ and pay
contraband servants in wages and food rations. The employment of contraband servants by
military officers perhaps provided a measure of protection unavailable to other black laborers.
Reflecting their close working relationship, a servant’s pay was calculated as a percentage of the
pay given to the officers for whom they worked. For example, Captain William F.
Bodenhammer, Provost Marshal of the Fourth District of Missouri, received $252 for three
months’ pay and $43.20 for his private servant, Hutch.14 In addition to his salary, Bodenhammer
also received an additional $2.50 clothing allowance for Hutch. Lieutenant George H. Rapp of
the Thirty-Third Missouri Volunteers employed Edward Brice as a servant who received $33 for
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three months service and a clothing allowance of $2.50.15 It should also be noted that officers
serving in African-American regiments also had black servants attached to them. Captain
Thomas J. Abel of the Fifty-Sixth USCI had one servant, an African-American man by the name
of George Moore, aiding him in his duties.16
The military continued to employ contrabands in various capacities throughout the war,
but at numbers significantly lower than they had been in the first two years of the conflict. Not
only were able-bodied unemployed African-American men encouraged to enlist but the Union
army in Missouri overwhelmingly preferred to use white laborers as opposed to black.17 By the
middle of 1864, the Missouri Quartermaster General’s Office considered banning the further use
of contraband teamsters in favor of using soldiers. The change in policy may have reflected the
quartermaster’s desire to discriminate against black workers in favor of white laborers (who were
a majority of the military noncombatant laborers before the war). Nonetheless, regiments
employing contraband labor successfully pushed back against this suggested change. Not only
did the use of contrabands save money, in some instances $18 per man per month, but some
officers actually preferred them over white soldiers for certain tasks. An officer of the Fourth
Regiment Calvary, Missouri State Militia, stationed at Jefferson City noted “I have used all
endeavors to employ good contraband men that would do their duty and I have succeeded in
doing so.” He observed that they did a better job attending their mules and wagons than white
soldiers did. In a letter supporting the further use of contraband laborers, Quartermaster David
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Bonham informed his superior that “it is almost next to an impossibility to get men detailed from
the Ranks” to do the work assigned to black laborers.18
Though the Union army used contraband military labor when needed, a larger and far
more organized free labor model emerged in Missouri in 1863 as a result of the collapse of
slavery in the lower Mississippi valley region. During the summer of 1862, Major General
Samuel Curtis, former head of Jefferson Barracks and Benton Barracks at St. Louis and the
current commander of the Army of the Southwest and the District of Southwest Missouri, led
Union forces in campaigns in Tennessee and Arkansas. On his way to victory at the Battle of
Pea Ridge, slave-made obstructions slowed Curtis’s advance through both states, prompting him
to enact measures to deprive the Confederacy of black labor. As Benjamin Butler had done in
Virginia, Curtis deemed Confederate enslaved laborers as contraband. In addition, Curtis
provided escaped slaves with certificates of freedom and offered to shelter additional fugitive
slaves who made it to Union lines. Curtis’s use of Butler’s contraband policy, combined with the
recently passed Second Confiscation Act’s ban on returning fugitive slaves to rebel masters,
resulted in an influx of black families to Union lines and the creation of one of the largest
contraband camps in the region - Camp Ethiopia at Helena, Arkansas.19
The accommodations at Camp Ethiopia were inadequate from the beginning. Far more
enslaved families sought refuge at Helena than was previously expected in 1862, quickly leading
to overcrowding. The camp quartermaster complained that the more than four dozen contrabands
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fed, clothed, and sheltered during the month of July had become a financial burden. This burden
was amplified in the following months as more than 900 former slaves were residing at the camp
in September. Following the Emancipation Proclamation, the population at Camp Ethiopia
spiked to about 4,000 by the end of January 1863. Available housing and food for the refugees
was both limited and poor in quality and sanitation worsened by the day. In addition, black
refugees were often, according to historian Dennis Boman, “not paid for their labors and were
pressed into labor gangs in which they were sometimes mistreated in a manner not unlike their
experiences as slaves.” Camp Ethiopia’s growing population, lack of adequate housing and food,
and deteriorating conditions forced Union officers at Helena to explore additional options for
dealing with the contraband problem.20
When Samuel Curtis assumed the command of the Department of the Missouri at St.
Louis in September 1862, he could not have envisioned that his contraband policy for Arkansas
and Tennessee would affect his tenure in Missouri six months later. The departure of Curtis
gave General Benjamin Prentiss, commanding officer of the Eastern District of Arkansas, an
opportunity to reduce the dependent black population at Camp Ethiopia. As other Union officials
farther south in the lower Mississippi Valley had done, Prentiss intended to send a number of the
freedmen northward where they could be more easily protected and where they could find work.
Without consulting Curtis and without forewarning, Prentiss ordered the formal creation of a
contraband camp at St. Louis specifically for the refugees at Camp Ethiopia, sending a sizable
number of the Arkansas freedmen to Benton Barracks on February 28, 1863.21 While alleviating
pressures on Union officials in Arkansas, the presence of the Arkansas contraband in St. Louis,
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combined with the local refugee population at Benton Barracks, further strained the resources of
Union officials in Missouri.22
The arrival of Arkansas refugees in St. Louis threatened to complicate Curtis’s already
challenging tenure in Missouri. His authority and judgement had become political fodder
following his return to St. Louis and as a result, Curtis had made powerful enemies. Governor
Gamble and United States Attorney General Edward Bates detested his “strong antislavery
views” and “radical politics,” while Postmaster General Montgomery Blair, a Missourian like
Bates, believed that political missteps in his first few months made Curtis incapable of carrying
out the duties as head of the Department of the Missouri. A groundswell of additional opposition
from Missouri Senator John B. Henderson and other influential Republican and Democratic
politicians pushed Lincoln to replace Curtis the following spring. On March 9, 1863, Curtis was
relieved of his command and replaced with Major General Edwin V. Sumner, a former head of
the Department of the West. Before he could set out for St. Louis, Sumner died of a heart attack,
extending Curtis’s tenure in Missouri by two months. Major General John M. Schofield
eventually succeed Curtis towards the end of May.23
On the same evening that Curtis was removed from command, five hundred Arkansas
freedmen, along with Reverend Samuel Sawyer, Superintendent of Contrabands at Helena,
arrived in St. Louis. Prentiss’s letter explaining the unexpected move infuriated Curtis. Initially,
Curtis warned Prentiss that if he sent additional contrabands to St. Louis that he would return
them to Helena:
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I have more of these, unfortunately, than I know what to do with. The State of Missouri
must not be made the depot for the paupers of Arkansas, and it is not a safe way of
disposing of free negroes . . . I know the subject is troublesome and perplexing, but I
respectfully suggest that you only transfer it by sending the negroes to my command. I
would be glad to relieve you of difficulty, but it is out of my power. I will have to send
[them] back if you repeat the shipments.24
Yet, Curtis’s strong abolitionist leanings and perhaps his disappointment about being replaced as
head of the Department of the Missouri, encouraged him to use the presence of the freedmen as
an opportunity to weaken the institution of slavery in the region. Although he disliked Curtis,
Governor Gamble also had publically supported increasing the number of black free laborers in
the state following the issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation, arguing that “the material
interests of Missouri would be promoted, and her resources would be more rapidly developed, by
the substitution of free labor for slave labor.” Reversing his previous stance, Curtis urged
Prentiss to send additional shiploads of contrabands to St. Louis on March 16, further depriving
Confederate forces in the Mississippi Valley access to slave labor.25
After the first wave of contrabands disembarked in St. Louis, Curtis quickly mobilized
support to house, feed, educate, and most importantly, find employment for the Arkansas
refugees. In doing so, he hoped to establish “a precedent of shipping and unloading contrabands”
to areas where they could be protected and their condition improved. Curtis secured the Missouri
in downtown St. Louis to shelter refugees. The St. Louis Ladies Contraband Relief Society
provided vital medical care, clothing, and food. Before the end of the March, the American
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Missionary Association also opened a school at the Missouri Hotel. Although the conditions at
St. Louis were far from ideal, Curtis hoped that his actions would, according to historian Louis
Gerteis, “make the effects of the Emancipation Proclamation felt in a state that continued to cling
tenaciously to the institution of slavery.”26
Curtis’s plan to improve the condition of the freedmen by way of wage employment
depended upon Samuel Sawyer. Sawyer had expected that his stay in St. Louis would be short,
and had planned to visit his family in Indiana, which he had not seen in fifteen months, before
returning to Helena. Curtis disrupted those plans and selected him to lead the effort to “organize
a plan of distributing contrabands” to loyal employers.27 As such, Sawyer tapped into the
growing demand for black laborers in Missouri and the Upper Midwest. One official indicated
“There is an eager demand for this class of labor on either side of the Mississippi northward, and
for the Govt.”28 Over 2000 requests for black laborers came into Sawyer’s office within a week’s
time, most of them from neighboring Illinois, despite the fact that the local newspapers had
neglected to cover the arrival of the freedmen. Others requests came in from Iowa, Wisconsin,
and Kansas. Sawyer matched three hundred refugees with farmers and business owners in the
region in the first week alone. By the end of May 1863, almost 1,500 contrabands had arrived
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from Arkansas and had found free labor opportunities in St. Louis or in one of the neighboring
free states.29 By the end of July, an additional thousand arrived and found work.30 Discussing
the success and future of the contraband free labor system in St. Louis, Sawyer noted that "The
probabilities are that the Missouri Hotel will for months continue to be the Head Quarters of
Contrabands- being in reality an Intelligence Office for the great North West to furnish colored
laborers." Sawyer, and later Curtis, believed St. Louis to be not only a safe haven for AfricanAmericans freed by the Emancipation Proclamation but also viewed the state as a focal point for
transitioning a significant percentage of the nation’s labor force from slave to free.31
Sawyer’s formal system of matching black workers with employers in the Upper
Mississippi Valley and the Midwest developed quickly. In order to hire a contraband, an
employer had to apply in writing “with sufficient vouchers for his loyalty and responsibility.”
The application would then be reviewed by “a Committee named by the Contraband Relief
Society.” 32 To solidify the arrangement, the Office of the Superintendent of Contrabands at
Benton Barracks helped to draw up formal contracts between employer and employee.
Missionary George Candee explained the hiring process: "Their free papers are made for them
here [at Benton Barracks]. A form of contract was preferred, I think by Gen. Curtis, which is
filled out and witnessed by the agent of contrabands, and delivered to both parties, or kept by the
Provost Marshal."33 In November 1863, the Missouri Daily Republican first made mention of
Arkansas freedmen and the contraband free labor system:
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The superintendent of Contrabands, stationed at Benton Barracks, as we are informed, is
engaged in the very laudable and humane work of supplying situations to contraband
negroes, by acting as a sort of mediator between them and those who wish to hire them.
An article of agreement is drawn up and signed by both the higherer and hired. Much
good is thus accomplished for that class of negroes, and the benevolent societies are
relieved of many onerous burdens.34
Through the efforts of Sawyer and the officers at Benton Barracks, scores of formerly enslaved
men and women became part of a new contracted labor force, thus reducing the need to provide
aid for a sizable number of former slaves.
Paid labor opportunities were attractive to formerly enslaved men and women. Although
little is known about how the Contraband Office determined the standard wage, Samuel Sawyer
indicated that in April 1863 servants and domestics who were matched with employers through
his office earned $5 a month, while “field hands” garnered about $10 a month.35 As a result of
the War Department’s approval of black military enlistment, wages the following year may have
been higher across the board. Two contracts issued by Dr. James Martien, a Union surgeon from
Calloway County, indicated that an able bodied man could earn at up to $12 per month under a
one year free labor agreement, while someone like former slave Charles Staley, who was unable
to enter the army because of physical impairment, could earn at least $6. In addition to wages,
contracted laborers received protection, clothing, and “good wholesome food and proper medical
attention when sick.” 36
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Although the contraband free labor system at St. Louis was created exclusively for the
refugees at Helena, Union officials ensured that former enslaved Missourians also benefitted
from available labor opportunities. In early May 1863, Sawyer ventured into the western part of
the state and brought back to St. Louis “black men [and their families] who were needed as
teamsters by the quartermaster’s department.” Sawyer also reported to Curtis that while he was
seeking out black men to work for the government he observed that increased numbers of slaves
in Missouri were seeking refuge in Union camps. Many were entitled to their freedom by way of
the Second Confiscation Act while others had been abandoned by their masters. The vast
majority of them, several hundred in number, “were in destitute condition and without
employment.” To alleviate the suffering, Curtis tasked Colonel Bernard Farrar, an assistant to the
Provost Marshal General of the Department of the Missouri, to visit Union camps that were in
the vicinity of railroad stations throughout the state and to “make such arrangements for the
employment or removal and transportation of such contrabands as may conduce to their being
employed in a manner useful to the Government and beneficial to themselves.” Curtis’s request
established a precedent of importing black Missouri families to St. Louis for the purpose of
matching with them free labor opportunities, a practice that continued at least through the
following year.37 In a letter to Curtis’s replacement, Major General Schofield, St. Louis attorney
Lucien Eaton emphasized the importance of not only continuing the free contraband labor
system but also the inclusion of former Missouri slaves as well: “Two alternatives present
themselves. Either the government must send these people to the states where they will be self-
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supporting, or it must feed them here in idleness, disease, & misery. The interests of Missouri,
and humanity point to the former course.”38
The Arkansas contraband and Missouri refugee groups merged in September 1863,
giving former Missouri slaves greater access to the contraband free labor system. Outside of the
former slaves that Sawyer and Farrar had relocated from areas outside of St. Louis, most
Missouri refugees lived at Benton Barracks where many had gone following the passage of the
Second Confiscation Act in 1862. Union officials removed the Arkansas refugees to Benton
Barracks when it was deemed that the Missouri Hotel had become uninhabitable. Not only was
the Missouri Hotel overcrowded but the building had become unsanitary, leading many to die of
disease.39 Benton Barracks was also an ideal destination for the Arkansas contraband because it
was one of the safest places for African-Americans still at risk of being kidnapped and
reenslaved.40
At Benton Barracks, the two groups, along with former slaves from Tennessee and
Kentucky, fused into a single collection of desperate black men, women, and children the
government intended to match with loyal employers. Regarding the various legal classifications
assigned to emancipated slaves, Missionary J. L. Richardson indicated that “Almost everyone are
called contrabands here.” Another missionary, George Candee, noted that the military did little to
segregate the formerly enslaved populations. Although the contraband free labor system was
created specifically for the Arkansas freedmen, African-Americans at Benton Barracks shared
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space, food, clothing, and the meager resources allotted for former slaves, including job
placement. “One advantage of having the [Arkansas] Freed people in the Barracks is that the Mo.
Fugitives can share in these privileges,” Candee wrote. By November 1863, more former
Missouri slaves were benefiting from the free contraband labor system than Arkansas refugees.41
Although the contraband free labor system benefitted several thousand former slaves by
the end of 1863, some abolitionists and Union officials expressed concern that Missouri was not
safe for black free laborers. The continued Confederate and proslavery presence in Missouri
encouraged the Office of the Superintendent of Contrabands to match former slaves with
employers outside of the state. Speaking of the dangers experienced by refugees in St. Louis, a
member of the St. Louis Ladies Contraband Relief Society testified that “A great many
contraband who had come up the river were kidnapped and sent off . . . . It had been said that
forty or fifty were sent down [south] on the train almost every night.” Missionary Reverend
George Candee wrote that "though they have [the] authority to let them go to loyal men any
where, they [military officials] are opposed to their staying in a slave state, and advise them not
to engage with men in Mo. at all.” Candee agreed with this sentiment believing it best for former
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slaves to settle in one of the free states in the Upper Mississippi Valley. In his opinion, they
would have a better chance to establish themselves and perhaps prosper in state like Iowa or
Illinois than in Missouri. He firmly opined "St. L. is not their abiding home, and the sooner they
are removed the better." As a result of the concern for the safety and well-being of free laborers
as well as the large number of job opportunities in free states, more than eighty percent of the
early arrivals found work outside of Missouri. Despite warnings to the contrary, Candee pointed
out that “Many however, have made such [labor] engagements and already gone" to work for
employers in Missouri.42
The government’s active involvement in finding work for contraband men and women
living in Missouri continued until the last year of the war. Sawyer’s replacement, William H.
Corkhill, indicated that from January until the end of March 1864, 947 destitute AfricanAmerican men, women and children arrived at Benton Barracks. During this three month period,
Corkhill noted that 234 had been “hired out under contract to loyal parties.” Corkhill also noted
that 101, more than ten percent of the total died of disease within this time span, while an
additional 125 remained under the care of the barracks hospitals. The Superintendent tied the
condition of the contraband directly to the life they endured during their enslavement. Corkhill
noted their ill health represented “a terrible evidence of human depravity on the part of those in
whose employ they have been.” He hoped that free labor would help to stabilize their
condition.43
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Government facilitated free labor arrangements helped farmers and business owners fill
the void after slavery became illegal in Missouri in January 1865. As late as the spring 1865,
Union officials in Missouri were still intimately involved in matching workers with employers.
In March, citizens of Boone County formally requested military assistance finding agricultural
laborers for their farms. A letter to Major General Clinton Fisk spoke to the pressing need for
workers. The citizens noted that “A large number of farmers are anxious to procure hands for
their farms and will as . . . as soon as the opportunity is offered [,] avail themselves of Colored
help.” To satisfy their labor needs, the men asked that the government provide them with at least
two hundred men and women.44 Fisk sent an agent to procure labor for the farmers of this area.45
Needless to say, other parts of Missouri were in need of free black labor and the government was
eager to rid themselves of remaining contraband men and women who continued to be a drain on
military resources.46 It is not clear when the military halted its work helping former slaves find
employment.
Although the Office of the Superintendent of Contrabands assisted in finding jobs for
thousands of ex-slaves between 1863 and 1865, the implementation of the contracted contraband
free labor system was not without issues. Correspondence to and from the Missouri Union
Provost Marshal’s office suggests that the problem of former slaves entering into contracts but
failing to fulfill them was widespread. One example is that of J. B. Colegrove, a farmer from
Sedalia, who complained to Union officials in June 1864 that he had hired three contraband
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workers from Benton Barracks and paid for their transportation from St. Louis. According to
Colegrove, all three left soon after they were hired, with two returning to their former masters.
The departure of hired hands jeopardized Colegrove’s harvest. Believing that he had satisfied the
terms of his part of the contract, he argued that “the negroes should be compelled to fulfill theirs
too.”47 Colegrove’s problems with these specific men does not appear to be an isolated case. In
response to Colegrove’s claims and the problems with contraband contracted labor in general, an
unknown Union official noted that W. H. Corkhill, confirmed that he “has a good deal of trouble
the Negroes” in this vein. The official commented that “They are thoughtless and do not have
much regard for their word, in fact do not realize that they are under any obligations in these
matters.”48 The absence of additional documentation pertaining to this issue makes it hard to
explain why these particular men, as well as others, breached their free labor contracts. Poor
treatment, better opportunities, or other factors may have played a part in pushing former slaves
find work elsewhere or return to their former masters. Secretary of the Western Sanitary
Commission, Jacob Gilbert Forman, commented on why some free laborers in Memphis
voluntarily returned to a state of slavery: “He labors for months and at last is only paid with
promises, unless perchance it may be with kicks, cuffs, and curses . . . . [T]hese continued abuses
sadden and depress him, and he sighs to return to his former home and master. He, at least, fed,
clothed, and sheltered him.”49 Although imperfect, the government’s job placement program
helped thousands of former slaves, as well as white employers, navigate the tenuous economic
environment in Missouri during the Civil War.
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While the thousands of escaped and freed slaves benefited from contracted contraband
labor, many also took the opportunity to secure employment without the assistance of the Office
of the Superintendent of Contrabands. Independent free laborers and their employers took
advantage of the changing social and economic landscape of the state. Although slavery was still
legal until the final months of the war, the institution of slavery became unstable starting in 1862,
posing a serious threat to the economy of Missouri. Some loyal and disloyal slave owners,
desperate to save both their crops and livelihood, adapted their business models to grant free
labor agreements to African-American men and women. African-American men, women, and
children also entered into labor arrangements in urban areas, working as servants, cooks,
seamstresses, and domestics.50
Independent free labor arrangements were often executed between masters and the slaves
they still owned but who, because of the instability of the institution of slavery in Missouri, could
easily leave and flee to Union lines. To keep enslaved people on their property or to attract
potential employees, masters enticed black men and women with promises of wages, food,
housing, clothing, and medical care. Other labor agreements were initiated by former slaves who
looked for employment on their own accord. While some arrangements were based on written
contracts others were likely agreed upon verbally. Less is known about independent contracted
labor in Missouri as military authorities did not track their frequency.51
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Independently contracted African-American labor had precedent in Missouri before the
outbreak of the Civil War. In metropolitan areas, such as St. Louis, free blacks routinely
executed labor contracts with those for whom they worked.52 Slave owners in Missouri and other
states also often hired out their enslaved labor to others who could not afford to purchase their
own slaves or who needed workers on a temporary basis.53 For example, prior to focusing his
attention on the abolitionist cause, Elijah P. Lovejoy hired William Wells Brown from his master
to help him in the printing office of his political newspaper, the St. Louis Times.54 Less
frequently, some masters permitted enslaved African-Americans to contract their own labor to
plantation owners or businessmen in and around the area in which they resided. The older
brothers of enslaved Missourian Henry Bruce made arrangements with their master to look for
additional work in their home county of Chariton as well as the neighboring counties of
Randolph, Carroll, and Howard before the Civil War. The Bruce brothers, skilled bricklayers and
stonemasons, negotiated their own contracts with white businessmen and plantation owners and
directly received payment for their work. Though they mostly labored without molestation,
Henry Bruce noted one incident in which one of his brothers angered a white man whom he had
underbid on a contract in Randolph County. Unhappy about competition from an AfricanAmerican, the man had him arrested for traveling outside of his home county. Only the
intervention on the part of an acquaintance of Bruce’s master spared him from a trial and
conviction. Competition for labor exacerbated tensions between whites and blacks before,
during, and after the war. 55
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Independently contracted free labor increased during the war. Prior to the establishment
of Sawyer’s contraband free labor system, military officials often encouraged black refugees to
find work on their own. For example, in late 1862 officials in central Missouri gave twenty-five
year old Joseph Herndon and thirty-five year old Henry Cooper of Cooper County permission “to
work about Town” at their “own pleasure.” Bryant English, a twenty-three year old contraband
of Moniteau County, successfully secured employment with a judge in Tipton. English received
a wage of ten dollars a month which allowed him to be able to feed and clothe himself as well
assist in the care of friends and family members.56 Also, while waiting to secure free papers,
forty-seven year old Archer Alexander “hired himself out” to Reverend William Greenleaf Eliot
in St. Louis. Prior to finding employment, Alexander had been under military protection due to
the fact that he had provided information pertaining to the movement of Confederate arms in St.
Charles County.57 An enslaved woman, Mary Franklin of Hannibal, also petitioned the local
Provost Marshal of Marion County to allow her to leave the man she had been hired out to so
that she could “labor for herself.”58
Securing free labor agreements became more vital to Missouri’s agricultural economy
after the Union Army began receiving black men into the service. Aware they would have little
success in legally preventing their male slaves from joining the military, owners worked hard to
persuade black men to continue working for them. While a number of owners promised to pay
wages, others offered additional compensation. For example, according to his daughter, Mary
Bell, Spottwood Rice's owner, Benjamin Lewis, pleaded with him to not run away and attempted
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to bribe him with future benefits for remaining to help manage his plantation. Although slavery
was still legal in Missouri in late summer 1863, Lewis believed that it was just a matter of time
before slavery was abolished in the state. Bell recounted that Rice’s master proposed that “if he
would stay with him and ship his tobacco for him and look after all of his business after freedom
was declared, he would give him a nice house and a lot for his family right on the plantation.”
Such an extraordinary offer represented Rice’s importance to his master. Bell explained that
Lewis
would be a ruined man [if Rice left] because he did not have another man who could
manage the workers as father did . . . . And he had such influence over the other slaves[,]
he wanted [Rice] to convince the others that it would be better to stay with their former
owner and work for him for their living than take a chance on strangers they did not
know and who did not know them.

Bell's father, sensing that his master did not intend to follow through with his promises, left
along with eleven other enslaved Africans and enlisted at Glasgow in February 1864. Rice chose
military service rather than free labor perhaps for the protection and the wages that were
guaranteed through enlistment. Slave catchers tracked them down but Union officers prevented
them from returning them to their owners. According to Bell, they "were now enlisted U.S.
soldiers and not slaves and could not be touched.”59
Henry Bruce also commented on slave owners’ desperate attempts to hold on to black
laborers. He noted that “Our owner did not want us to leave him and used every persuasive
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means possible to prevent it.” Bruce’s owner made him an offer similar to the one offered to
Rice, attempting to bribe him and other enslaved blacks on his plantation with passes, additional
compensation, and clothing. Bruce indicated that his owner offered him fifteen dollars a month
(two dollars more than the pay for white soldiers at the time) to remain in his service. Bruce
agreed to an unspecified contract beginning in January 1864 but decided to leave after only three
months. He had fallen in love with a young woman whose owner did not like her to associate
with Bruce or any other African-American who could read or write. Therefore he eloped with her
and fled to Kansas where he found other free labor opportunities. Rather than enlisting, he
looked to his own immediate concerns to clothe and feed him and wife and to "pay doctors'
bills." Bruce spoke favorably of his labor arrangement with his former master and stated that
would not have left had it not been for the attempt by his wife’s master to interfere with their
relationship. He wrote, “I might have remained and induced others to do so.”60
While most displaced African-Americans willingly and actively sought employment,
military officials sometimes forced blacks to seek out independent arrangements. In spring 1864,
military officials in northern Missouri expressed concern about the large number of slaves who
sought refuge in Union camps. Not only did their presence drain resources initially allocated for
soldiers but their absence from local plantations posed a serious threat to the rural economy. To
alleviate this situation, Brigadier General Fisk declared that able-bodied African-Americans
sheltered at Macon, St. Joseph, and Hannibal had to find work. In the past, Fisk had “frequently
compelled” escaped slaves “to go out from . . . camps and garrisons and go to work for farmers
and others for wages.” He believed that conditions in the three towns warranted the
implementation of a similar policy. Fisk stated that African-Americans “must go to work on the
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farms where their labor is so much needed.” Although an abolitionist, Fisk became concerned
with escaped slaves who aimlessly roamed the countryside without gainful employment. He
connected what he considered “idleness” with crime among escaped slaves (specifically
prostitution among black women). As such, Fisk preferred that African-Americans not intent on
enlisting in the military, remain with their masters, despite the fact that many were entitled to
freedom. Highlighting both his difficulty in managing the escaped slaves in his care as well as
his desire not increase the numbers of African-Americans seeking refuge in the area , Fisk noted:
“We must not return them to their masters nor encourage them to leave their homes, but must
insist upon industry, sobriety, and virtue.”61 While he could not prevent former enslaved men
and women from seeking freedom he could however “require them to work for somebody.” Fisk
affirmed, “and work they shall.” Although he believed that his labor policy to be in the “best
interests of the Country, of the Service, and the Negroes,” Fisk’s orders effectively removed the
element of choice and pushed some people into the type of work they had recently fled.62
Although the various free labor options provided some blacks in Missouri a better life
than they experienced in slavery, it did not shield them from the virulent racism that
accompanied the slow death of slavery in Missouri. As the enlistment of African-American men
into the military had provoked resistance, those fully vested in the structural hierarchy of chattel
slavery violently opposed black men laboring outside the confines of forced servitude. Open
hostility to free black labor transcended national loyalty as both rebel sympathizers and
Conditional Unionists targeted, tormented, and abused black workers throughout Missouri during
the war. Proslavery forces, Union and Confederate, opposed the presence of contraband laborers
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because the marginal social elevation granted by their somewhat ambiguous freedom eroded
many of the social and economic advantages of the slave society.
White men frequently attempted to interfere with free contraband labor in Missouri.
Former Confederate surgeon Dr. C. M. Waller of Franklin County justified his attempts to drive
black men off a free labor project near his home by reasoning that the presence of contrabands
interfered with slavery. Waller noted “The supposition was that these negroes were runaways &
that their influence in the neighborhood would be to induce the slaves in the neighborhood to run
off also.”63 Other whites opposed their presence because they took jobs away from white men.
William D. Wallace, a citizen from Putnam County, clarified his opposition to free black labor:
“The bringing of those negroes into neighborhoods operated against the laboring class of white
men by reducing the price of labor.”64 Some Union military officials as well as local law
enforcement also pushed back against the use of formerly enslaved laborers. Leonard Babcock,
an assistant Provost Marshal Ray County, indicated that some members of the Fourth Regiment,
Enrolled Missouri Militia, along with the sheriff of Ray County, planned to violently interfere
with the attempts of the military to employ contrabands on a government project. Babcock noted
that the sheriff boasted, “[W]e have got the backing to break up this negro business and we are
going to do it.”65
Opposition in northern Missouri developed into a highly organized effort to slow the
expansion of black free labor during the summer of 1863. The aforementioned William Wallace,
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testifying at an inquiry about the Enrolled Missouri Militia, connected the opposition to free
black labor to an Iowa-based secret society that had recently established a chapter in Missouri.
Wallace explained that the group had been created “for the purpose of preventing contraband
negroes from being brought into their locality” and to “keep contraband negroes from going
North.” Wallace did not link the society’s goals with proslavery or Confederate ideologies but
with “Free Soilers” aligned with the Democratic Party. Milton Davis, a citizen of Edina, also
wrote of a similar, if not the same, organization operating in nearby Knox County. In a letter to
Brigadier General William Pile in April 1864, Davis complained that “there is a band of
Copperheads who meet in secret conclave once a week and have cruelly castigated and ran off
the escaped slaves of rebels.”66
Stationed at Edina, Colonel Samuel Wirt described some of the activities engaged in by
this group. In spring 1864, several men belonging to the unnamed organization, “took the negro
man George out of the field of his employer[,] Simpson Hanes, and gave him fifty lashes on the
bare back[,] then struck him with a cane and[,] it is said[,] shot at him with a revolver[,] the
bullet passing though his shirt sleeve.” Wirt also reported that scores of other free laborers had
also received harassment from locals in the area. One such group of free African-Americans had
recently been body servants to officers of the Twenty-First Regiment Missouri Volunteers and
found work at Edina in April 1864. The officers whom they worked for, perhaps aware that there
existed a labor shortage in the area, willingly relinquished them of their responsibilities to labor
in the town. Preferring to work only for “loyal men,” the workers drew the ire of employers of
questionable allegiance who also needed to hire laborers. Ten men, who had either been unable
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to hire the men or who opposed free black labor, went door to door and threatened the men with
bodily harm if they did not vacate the area. The men took the threats seriously and left,
exacerbating the labor shortage in Edina.67
By early May, some members of the anti-labor faction had been identified. Several men,
including Raphael Jolliffe and Charles Fanning, had been members of the Fiftieth Regiment,
EMM. One of the accused, Sergeant Major James Lyon, had served under Wirt the previous
year. Although Brigadier General Fisk indicated that he would punish men participating in “such
dishonorable actions,” no record of such prosecution has been found. Free contraband laborers,
along with black soldiers, were harassed and tormented throughout the war due to the fact that
they directly challenged the social hierarchy of white supremacy and slavery in Missouri. 68
While African-Americans were the victims of black free labor opponents, at least one
white military official was targeted as well, albeit not violently. In the fall of 1862, the Provost
Marshal of Hannibal, Thomas D. Price, chose to use runaway slaves from Marion and Ralls
counties as military laborers. His actions were not unlike the actions employed by Union
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commanders elsewhere in the state but his free labor advocacy brought him ire from the
surrounding community. Believing that he overstepped his authority by liberally employing
runaways and rarely returning them to supposedly loyal masters, local slave owners filed a
formal complaint against Price charging that he violated state law. Price justified his actions by
citing labor shortages in the area. More problematic for local slave owners, Price also highlighted
that he also hired fugitive slaves out of concern for their wellbeing. Price argued “They were
greatly in need of help.” He further indicated that he employed runaways with the permission of
his superior and had done it with the utmost care. He explained “Contrabands who had left their
Rebel Masters were daily applying to me and by the advice and with the approval of Col.
Hayward, I employed such as we needed for work in the Stables and in the Cook House of
Prisons, keeping a record of their work and of the names of their owners.” In many ways, Price
was an outsider and his anti-slavery leanings did not fit in with the culture of northwestern
Missouri. The complainants noted that Price was not in “sympathy with the community nor with
our habits & institutions.” Price responded to the accusations, questioning the loyalty of the
complainants and the community. Referring to them as “conditional Union men,” Price believed
them to be more dangerous “than avowed secessionists.” He indicated that the continuance of
slavery concerned these men more than saving the Union. Price referred to the complainants as
“Anti-Emancipationists who would give up the Union without raising a hand to save it if they
could save ‘the institution.’” As a result of his problems with slave owners in and around
Hannibal, Price “resigned in disgust.”69
While some proslavery Missourians pressured the military to not employ AfricanAmerican fugitives, others took legal action to preserve their right to their slaves’ labor.
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Although the Confiscation Acts freed the slaves of disloyal masters in 1862, rebel slave owners
still attempted to reclaim escaped slaves and their free labor wages via the Missouri Courts.
Missouri law established before the war prohibited employers from hiring escaped slaves.
Operating through civil courts, some slave owners sought redress for lost income from those who
entered into free labor agreements. For example, Henry and Henderson Bryant, two enslaved
men owned by James Hickman of Boone County, escaped to Union lines at Jefferson City in
February 1863. The Provost Marshal at Jefferson City issued both men freedom papers after
determining Hickman’s disloyalty. As it had become customary to find work for contrabands, the
local quartermaster arranged for the Bryants to work in a local sawmill owned by Pierce
Buffington. They worked for Buffington until March 1864 when they decided to enlist in the
military.70 Hickman sued Buffington for “Unlawfully dealing with slaves,” seeking $1276 in
damages in the local circuit court. A grand jury convened at Boone County indicted Buffington
for hiring escaped slaves and intended to bring him to trial. Brigadier General Fisk, citing the
Articles of War and the lack of established policy regarding this legal quandary, personally
intervened and halted the trial on the basis that the men had received their freedom legally, as
Hickman was disloyal. Fisk also expressed concern about the implications of a successful
prosecution of those employing contraband labor, as others had been accused of the same crime.
He noted that “Thousands of Citizens, Quartermasters, and other Government agents have
employed fugitives from slave and paid them their wages- All who have thus employed these
fugitives from slavery are liable to prosecution both criminally and civilly under the statues of
Missouri.”71 In June 1864, Acting Judge Advocate of the Department of the Missouri, Major
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James F. Dwight, affirmed Fisk’s actions and gave him permission to halt further lawsuits of the
kind.72 In July 1864, however, a Judge Advocate at St. Joseph clarified that military policy did
not prevent loyal slave owners from collecting the pay of runaway slaves engaging in free
labor.73 It is uncertain how often loyal slave owners were able to recoup the wages of fugitive
slaves.
When legal action and intimidation did not work, Confederate sympathizers and
proslavery advocates enforced boycotts on black free labor. In Jefferson City, local whites
pressured their neighbors not use free black labor despite the fact that labor shortages threatened
to further destabilize economic activity in middle Missouri. Contrary to conventional economic
wisdom, wages fell for African-Americans in the area during the summer of 1864, especially for
women. While the “best cooks” could still expect earn $5 a month, other women received as
little as 50 cents a week.74 By the end of August, formerly enslaved women reported that half of
all black women at Jefferson City had difficulty finding steady employment that paid at least 25
cents a day. Black families suffered as a result and, making matters worse, the local community
made it difficult for former slaves to leave the area. Missionary George Candee believed the
economic boycott of free labor at Jefferson City to be a conscious effort by the white community
to make freedom so difficult that African-Americans voluntarily returned to a state of slavery. As
a result conditions for African-Americans in Jefferson City deteriorated. Candee observed that
“At this place the people are much oppressed, Jefferson is a rebel town.”75
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Proslavery factions in the state hopelessly tried to retain the institution of slavery in
Missouri, rebelling against free labor ideals. Even under the guise of accepting free labor in
name only, many whites circumvented new legal notions of black freedom. The extent to which
some white Missourians tried to hold onto slavery is best exemplified in the case of Betty
Stanson. In 1863, Stanson and her mother, Tabitha, lived within the confines of the contraband
camp at Benton Barracks. Tabitha had given birth to fourteen other children but because of death
or forced separation due to sale, she arrived at the camp with only her daughter, Betty. Fanny
Duvall of St. Louis County hired Tabitha to serve as a domestic while Tabitha gave permission
for Betty to work in the household of Andrew Donaldson under the understanding that she could
reclaim her at anytime.76 After about three weeks, Tabitha became uncomfortable with the
distance between herself and her daughter. 77 Duvall, sensing Tabitha’s anguish, went with her to
reclaim her daughter from Donaldsons. Mrs. Donaldson, believing that Duvall wanted Betty to
work in her household, claimed that she had signed a contract “binding” Betty and her labor. The
Missouri Daily Republican printed a transcript of the contract signed Betty dated July 30, 1863,
agreeing to work as a domestic in the Donaldson household for the period of one year in
exchange for “board, clothing and instruction (usually stated in money).”78 The problem with
this contract, as both Duvall and Tabitha pointed out, was that Betty was only ten years old and
had no idea that she had promised to remain in the Donaldson household for a year. Duvall
eventually persuaded Mrs. Donaldson to turn over the child but claimed that Donaldson “abused
& insulted me Shamefully for doing what I considered an act of charity.” The reunion between
mother and daughter would be short lived as Donaldson’s husband complained to the District
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Provost Marshal’s office. He claimed that Duvall had “induced” Betty “to break faith with her
employer.” Further, he stated that Betty desired to be returned to the Donaldson home but that
Duvall prevented her from doing so. Duvall was then ordered by the Provost Marshal’s office to
return Betty to the Donaldsons. Of this last episode, Duvall lamented, “The mother cries
continually for her child. She has not Slept at all since the child was taken from her. Tis an object
of pity.”79
Other formerly enslaved children seeking work and living arrangements received similar
treatment. The case of Charles Frank exemplifies the utter disregard for the status of the
contraband and the changing nature of labor and freedom in Missouri. The Provost Marshal
General charged Frank with selling two contraband children into slavery in Kentucky. The
children, referred to in court documents as “Anna” and “Tom,” originally came to Missouri from
Camp Ethiopia in Helena, Arkansas. With the permission of Samuel Sawyer, Frank obtained the
children from the camp, indicating that he intended to house, clothe, and educate them in his own
home in Missouri. Far from being altruistic, Frank desired to use them in a menial capacity
within his household. When he determined that he “could not use the Negroes” he “gave them to
two men” whose names he claimed he never knew. Knowingly contemptuous of the legal status
of Anna and Tom, Frank disposed of the children in a manner that demonstrated his affirmation
to the social order of the slave society. He casually remarked in his sworn statement “I knew that
the negroes were free and I gave them away without thinking about the matter- I had no use for
them.” After months of fact finding, the Provost Marshal tried Frank in November 1864. Frank
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was found guilty and held in Gratiot Street prison. It is unclear how long Frank served and
whether officials were ever able to locate Tom and Anna.80
Despite white opposition and interference, free labor opportunities helped to transform
the lives of former slaves. Highlighting the fact that some former slaves not only were able to
earn an income but became financially stable, missionary George Candee wrote “Nearly every
day I meet well dressed and well appearing gentlemen and ladies [who] became acquainted as
‘contrabands” less than a year ago.” Many of this class, according to Candee, also gave both
their time and effort to help other newly freed men and women transition from slaves to
independent people. One particular story that Candee recalled concerned an African-American
woman visiting the sick and indigent at “Sixth St. Hospital (colored)” in St. Louis. With her back
to him, he believed the stately woman to be a wealthy, philanthropic white woman, volunteering
at the hospital. Candee quickly discovered the woman’s true identity - a former contraband
“only a year from the pit of slavery.” Her husband had found work as a boatman in the area and
they had the means to give of her time, money and energy to those who she had so much in
common.81 While their success may have appeared to be extraordinary, it demonstrated that free
labor often provided new and better opportunities for former slaves.
Juxtaposed against enlistment, contracted employment provided a measure of physical
and financial security that military life could not provide. While black male free laborers who
found employment through the contracted contraband system could expect to earn roughly what
black soldiers were making, others operating outside of the government’s prevue could
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sometimes earn much more. After the recruitment of black soldiers near his home in Farmington
in June 1863, one farmer remarked that some employers were offering as much as $3 per day for
“Harvest hands.”82 This may have been a temporary phenomenon in east-central Missouri but by
the middle of 1864, wages for free laborers in the Western part of the state had increased
dramatically as well. According to a Congregational minister in Kansas City, day laborers could
earn between $1.50 and $2 per day, while an African-American riverboat porter could earn
upwards of $50 a month.83 Though not typical, these higher wages made some question the
efficacy of enlisting in the military. Further, the choice of where one worked and the type of
labor involved often shielded men from the infirmities of battlefield or the camp. Although not
immune from illnesses that could spread in an open area, mortality rates in army camps were
considerably higher than they were for urban, non-military populations. Finally, since most
African-Americans willingly entered these contracts, free labor guaranteed that a former slave
could choose to work in an area close to loved ones who remained enslaved and away from the
dangers of war.
While a number of African-Americans chose free labor opportunities simply because
they paid more, others rejected enlistment because they no longer wanted to be forced to do what
others wanted them to do. As such, some African-Americans viewed military service as another
form of servitude and sought to delay entering the army as long as possible. An assistant Provost
Marshal in central Missouri remarked that African-American men at Kansas City informed him
that "We have served long enough and it will be time enough when we are pressed in the
Service.” He explained that “These men have obtained the idea that the service is a dangerous
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place, and that their freedom is already accomplished and in this portion of the state, with hardly
an exception, refuse to enlist."84 In this vein, some African-American men did not see the Civil
War as a collective struggle to destroy slavery. These men viewed their freedom as
individualistic and saw enlistment as secondary to their need to fulfill personal goals.
Enlistment often became a second choice or a last resort for a number of AfricanAmerican males in Missouri. The case against a Union surgeon provides insight into how some
black men viewed military service in light of free labor opportunities. The previously mentioned
Dr. James Martien was charged in late 1864 with failing to pay his employees and testimony
from the case reveals that unscrupulous employment practices and not the desire to prove one’s
manhood in combat pushed some reluctant African-American men into the service. One
formerly enslaved man who worked for Dr. Martien confided in an acquaintance that he did not
want to join the army but was compelled to enlist because of mistreatment by the Martien family.
Wilson Robinson, a free black from Calloway County who had been familiar with the Martien
family and the formerly enslaved African-Americans who lived on his property, noted that “I
have often heard these boys say they would never have left Dr. Martien’s had he “done as he had
often promised.” A free woman of color who was also familiar with the tension on the Martien
farm testified that those working for them “had lost all confidence in Dr. Martien and his family”
and as a result were “going to join the army and fight to free their wives & children.”85 Another
free woman of color remarked that Martien had promised the workers a share of the crops and
when he reneged, they turned their attention to the Union army. Eliza Jimmerson remarked that
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“they said they had as good a right to fight for their freedom as the whites.”86 Freedom in this
respect did not only refer to the liberation of the body but a loosing of that restrained aspect of
their manhood that demanded that other men live up to their “word.” Another AfricanAmerican man, Lewis Sallage, also noted “That they were confident that Dr. Martine (sic) was
going to cheat them out of their just rights and for that reason they intended to leave him and go
to Benton Barracks [in] St. Louis Mo.” to enlist.87
Despite the fact some disaffected black workers eventually enlisted in the army, by and
large, free labor opportunities were the greatest deterrent to the formation of additional black
regiments in Missouri. Observers in early December 1863 believed that at least twenty thousand
enslaved black Missourians could be recruited to serve in the army.88 This number quickly
proved to be widely inaccurate. No one at that juncture comprehended the impact of free labor
opportunities on black enlistment. By May 1864 it was evident that black men in Missouri
viewed free labor as a better option than military service. Representative of either a desire to
seek out the highest paying job available or of a concern that military service may be directly or
indirectly detrimental to their family, a significant number of black men had either rejected or
delayed joining the army. One army officer complained: “Wages is high and demand for hands
keep the negroes out of the Army. Is there any way by which these negroes can be recruited[?]”89
As a result, military officials became concerned about their recruiting numbers among black
men.
Low enlistment numbers among African-Americans in mid-1864 pushed the Union army
to consider impressing African-Americans into the military. Officers estimated that an additional
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three to four thousand African-American men of fighting age remained in the state who to that
point had not enlisted.90 Statewide, only two hundred recruits had been enlisted into the army in
April and although six black regiments had been formed and filled since the previous August,
additional regiments failed to materialize. Military officials had hoped to create a regiment to be
designated as the Seventy-Second United States Colored Infantry but a lack of recruits made this
impossible. Colonel William A. Pile believed that this trend could not be reversed at least until
the end of the summer farming season.91 In actuality, free black labor plagued recruiting efforts
longer than Pile anticipated. Black enlistments in Missouri did not significantly increase until
early December 1864, following the end of the fall harvest season. By that time, the draft had
been initiated and slavery, for all intents and purposes, had collapsed in Missouri.92
Radicals in the state legislature formally abolished slavery in early 1865 and ushered in a
new era in Missouri’s social, political, and economic history. John Lathrop, President of the
University of Missouri, commented that “There is a general disposition among former owners, to
accept our altered social condition as a necessity,” yet he argued that conditions in Columbia and
other parts of Missouri warranted further military intervention to protect newly freed black
laborers. In the opinion of Lathrop, securing laborers for Missouri farmers would be a two-fold
benefit. It would allow businesses and farmers to once again operate but it would also reinstitute
a perpetual underclass from which they could draw workers. Lathrop opined that “their gentle
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and confiding nature will make them the best peasantry in the world; ill replaced by the
sweepings of Europe.”93
Despite the fact that segments of the white population felt threatened by the emergence of
free black labor, the evolution of black freedom in Missouri would be shaped by way of law,
opportunity, and the yearning for self-determination. Discarding prior historigraphic convention,
a number of African-American Missourians boldly and skillfully attempted to affirm control over
their own lives and the lives of their families and friends during and after the Civil War. Though
their humanity had been denied them from birth, they quickly transitioned into new identities
that demanded respect and struck fear into the heart of those adhering to the dying social order of
the slave society. Although white constructions of manhood set the standard for concepts of
masculinity in the United States, Civil War era African-American men developed a different
sense of what it meant to be a man based on the exigencies of the war. As the record
demonstrates, African-Americans looked to immediate, local needs to inform their response to
the social and political ruptures caused by the American Civil War.
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CHAPTER 4: THE STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY, EDUCATION, AND UPLIFT IN
THE POST-WAR PERIOD
Choosing to enlist in the military and choosing to engage in free labor represented two
different approaches black men in Missouri took to secure their families during the Civil War.
The disorderly collapse of slavery in Missouri pushed African-American men to forgo emerging
notions of black patriotism in favor of doing that which most benefited their families.
Emancipation for all and equality under the law was an important, but of secondary concern to
the pressing needs of food, shelter, and clothing. These stark choices should not be proof of
selfishness or the absence of a long-term vision for the race as whole. Instead they should be
viewed for what they were - difficult choices made during a time of unprecedented
socioeconomic upheaval and war. Though most African-Americans made choices based on their
own immediate needs, those who were able to devote themselves to the broader and more
inclusive cause of educating black Missourians, especially those who had been enslaved,
established a longer lasting legacy that bears fruit to this day.
At the outset of the war, the Lincoln administration fervently denied that slavery had to
be destroyed in order to save the Union, but by early 1865 a large segment of the population
believed that slavery was no longer compatible with American values and culture. The changing
mood in Missouri and in other parts of the country reflected the reality that slavery, as an
institution, was for the most part dead. The previous spring, the United States Senate moved to
abolish slavery through the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution. The
House of Representatives, however, failed to approve the Thirteenth Amendment in 1864 and
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continued to hold debates on it through the end of January 1865.1 In Missouri, the newly elected
governor, Thomas C. Fletcher, pushed for abolition at the state level and urged delegates to the
1865 Missouri State Constitutional Convention to outlaw slavery. Fletcher, a former Union
Brevet Brigadier General, operated under a mandate from voters who had elected him and other
Radicals to office the previous fall to do away with the peculiar institution.2 At his inauguration
on January 2, Fletcher articulated his support for proposed changes to the state constitution,
especially as it related to slavery. He stated that he hoped to see “[T]he erasure of the word
‘slave’ from our statutes, the abolition of all distinctions of color in the law relating to crimes and
their punishments, and the abrogation of all laws for the fostering and protection of the interests
of slavery.”3
On January 11, twenty days before the United States House of Representatives approved
the Thirteenth Amendment, the Missouri Constitutional Convention passed a general
emancipation order, abolishing slavery in Missouri.4 In contrast to the response to Frémont’s
1861 proclamation, Lincoln and his cabinet welcomed emancipation in Missouri. In a letter to
Governor Fletcher, Charles A. Dana, Assistant Secretary of War, noted the gravity of ending
slavery in the largest border state in the Union. Dana wrote
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The abolition of slavery in Missouri is an historical event of vast significance and
moment. As in the border struggle of Kansas, the slave-holders of Missouri were the first
to begin the war against freedom and democracy, so the triumph of emancipation in your
great central State is the sure precursor and pledge of the speedy and immovable
establishment of liberty for the entire nation.5
The abolition of slavery was a watershed event in the history of Missouri but the
emancipation order, while substantive, reflected the reality that the institution had already been
figuratively dismantled prior to January 1865. More than 8,000 African-American men had
received their freedom through military service in 1863 and 1864, while many more enslaved
blacks achieved freedom by way of the Confiscation Acts.6 Still others self-emancipated and
found refuge behind Union lines in Missouri or other free states. The day the State Convention
abolished slavery in Missouri, The Missouri Daily Republican commented that the ordinance
was in many ways a foregone conclusion:
The fact is, that for two years or longer, slavery here has been but a name. The value of
slave property long since ceased to be marketable and the restraints of the master’s
relation anything more than nominal. Everywhere within our borders the substantial, if
not the absolute freedom of the negro was already recognized on all hands. The action of
the State Convention, then in placing an official stamp upon what was before equivalent
to reality [,] will neither provoke opposition nor create surprise.7
While Missouri’s emancipation ordinance passed with little opposition, convention
delegates were divided on the question of providing additional rights to African-Americans,
including the right to vote and hold office.8 Inaction by the State Convention threatened to make
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African-Americans quasi-citizens instead of full citizens of Missouri. The Missouri Daily
Republican wrote that the State Convention had a duty to make full citizenship for black
Missourians a reality: “Though we no longer have any slaves in Missouri, the Convention has
not abolished negroes, and henceforth it will be part of practical statesmanship to consider the
condition of the black people for the purpose of delivering proper legislation on the subject.”9
The New York Times praised the convention delegates for abolishing slavery but also echoed the
sentiment of the Missouri Daily Republican:
[I]t will be well enough not to so overwhelm them with congratulations that they lose
sight of the fact that but half their task is done, for the great minded and just hold that the
war had, if not abolished, at least so weakened slavery, as to render it burdensome to the
mast and inoperative; and mere declaring the slaves to be free simple removed legal
restraints which were already neutralized by the existence of war. They hold that except
the freedmen is made equal before the law that the legal status of the slave is but little
altered in Missouri, and that until rebels are disfranchised and the freedmen admitted to
the rights of citizenship . . . the progressives of Missouri will fall short of their high duty
to humanity and the future.10
The State Convention eventually inserted language into the proposed constitution to allow all
citizens, regardless of race, to testify in court. Delegates also empowered the General Assembly
to fund African-American schools.11 The question of providing voting rights to AfricanAmerican men was a far more contentious issue for the State Convention to consider.
Conservative delegates vehemently opposed extending voting rights to black men while
some Missouri Radicals, like German-born convention President Arnold Krekel, supported it.
Other Radicals, like convention Vice President Charles Drake, were more circumspect as they
feared that Missouri voters would reject the entire new constitution based on its affirmation of
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black suffrage. Since the convention lacked a consensus, pro-suffrage delegates offered several
compromise amendments. Of note, Krekel proposed to give voting rights starting in 1870 only to
upstanding, literate black veterans as well as men who were too young to serve during the war.
Denying the franchise to black men who did not serve in the USCT was to be done “in order to
punish those negroes” who rejected federal military service while “at the same time secure[d]
their own freedom.” Few delegates warmed to this particular amendment, some reasoning, as the
Holt County Sentinel did later, that “‘tho colored troops fought bravely,’ is no evidence they
would vote wisely.” Delegates to the State Convention wrestled with the issue of black voting
rights through the months of February and most of March.12
As the State Convention debated whether to give black men the right to vote, AfricanAmericans also voiced their opinion on the matter. A memorial to the state legislature signed by
over two hundred “Free Colored Citizens” of St. Louis articulated the reasons why certain,
qualified African-American men should receive the right to vote. First, the petitioners cited their
“patriotism in this time of peril” as well as their loyalty to both the United States and the state of
Missouri. Secondly, they pointed to the more than 8,000 black men, both free and freed from
Missouri, who enlisted or were drafted into the Federal army. Although very few men freed
before the war served in the USCT, the memorialists referred to themselves as “the only true
representatives” of black veterans. Thirdly, as tax payers, they argued that “taxation and
representation are inseparable.” Lastly, linking literacy to citizenship, they noted that they were
“fully capable of reading” both the constitutions of the United States and of the state of Missouri.
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As highlighted by the petitioners, the memorialists provided proof of their literacy by having
each man sign their names to the appeal instead of making their mark.13
Soldiers from Missouri’s first black regiment, the Fifty-Sixth USCI, also made an
impassioned plea directly to the State Convention. Like the “Free Colored Citizens” of St. Louis,
they provided succinct arguments as to why they, especially, should be given voting rights and
why their manhood should be recognized in the new state constitution. They pointed to not only
their character and their fidelity to the state and nation during the war but also to the tremendous
sacrifice a number of their brothers in arms had made defending the Union. They stated that “We
are ready to obey and sustain the laws of the land, ready to maintain and defend the Government
with our arms and if need be to die for it as many of our brave comrades have already done.” 14
The white officers of the Fifty-Sixth also wrote to the State Convention in support of their
soldiers’ petition and firmly believed that their service in defense of the nation should be grounds
enough to grant them the right to vote and hold office. Further, they ardently believed that if
there was to any discussion of allowing former Southern sympathizers to vote, then AfricanAmerican soldiers should be at least enfranchised as well. They wrote that “certainly their
unwavering loyalty entitles them to as much consideration as the blood stained rebel and
bushwacker of Prices’s Army.”15 Unable to reach a compromise on March 28, the State
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Convention moved that the “question of negro suffrage be indefinitely postponed.” As such,
African-American men would be denied the right to vote and hold office in Missouri until
1870.16
The rights granted to blacks through the new state constitution did little to improve the
material condition of thousands of people as former slaveowners and Confederate sympathizers
in Missouri, especially those living in Little Dixie, who did “everything in their power to
discomfort” recently emancipated African-Americans. As a result, the experience of freedom for
some was worse than what they suffered under during slavery. In the days following the passage
of Missouri’s emancipation ordinance, masters routinely abandoned or evicted former slaves
from their plantations as they were uninterested in caring for people who they no longer owned.
Consequently, thousands of former slaves quickly went from being dependent upon their owners
for food, clothing, and housing to being immediately self-sufficient, something for which many
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were wholly unprepared. The first reports of post-emancipation evictions in 1865 emerged the
day after the state abolished slavery. On January 12, the local Provost Marshal in Hannibal
reported that slaveowners had begun to “send their negroes adrift” without adequate provisions
to survive the Missouri winter. Some masters deposited their remaining former slaves in the
vicinity of a military post, while others were “turned loose upon the people to support.” To
remedy the situation at Hannibal, military officials compelled at least two owners to provide
assistance to their former slaves until “some other provision [could be] made for them.”17
Military officials temporarily alleviated the situation at Hannibal but a more complicated
set of circumstances was beginning to unfold at Columbia. Driven by their dislike of
emancipation, as well as the banishment of some of the residents of Boone County days before,
white citizens began take out their frustrations on recently emancipated blacks.18 On January 22,
Colonel William Colbert, commanding officer at Columbia in Boone County, reported that there
was a significant increase in the number of formerly enslaved people seeking aid. This number
swelled to almost 4,000 in and around Boone County nearly a month later. Colbert observed that
women and children, most with a family member in the army, were “turned out of the house and
home without one [meal’s] victuals or one cent of money or even without wearing apparel
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suitable for winter or bed clothing to keep them from freezing this winter.” In addition, blacks
who dared to seek out help from the military became targeted for additional abuse and were
unable to return to the area in which they previously lived. The situation worsened as whites also
instituted a boycott of black labor while simultaneously refusing to provide sanctuary for former
slaves. Deteriorating conditions at Columbia forced a sizable number of former slaves to shelter
in overcrowded abandoned homes. Poor housing, a lack of food, limited resources, and little
access to medical treatment resulted in the proliferation of disease among former slaves in
Columbia.19
As had been done at Hannibal, military officials attempted to stabilize the situation at
Columbia. Major General Grenville Dodge, commander of the Department of the Missouri,
instructed officers at Columbia to find work for indigent former slaves and to protect them and
those who hired and boarded them from retribution. To ensure that the conditions at Columbia
did not get worse, Dodge further prohibited former slave owners from leaving former slaves
destitute and without adequate provisions. He noted that “no person who owns slaves and has
received their labor will be allowed to leave them out in the cold . . . . the Citizens must support
them until they can take care of themselves.”20
Dodge’s orders to assist the freedmen did not halt the violence directed at former slaves
in mid-Missouri. In February, Confederate guerillas near Columbia issued a warning, instructing
“all blacks to leave in 10 Days, or be killed, by them.” True to their word, Bushwackers lynched
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a black man near Columbia and killed another in neighboring Calloway County. Similar murders
continued through March. At the beginning of April, two black men referred to as Martin and
Ely, were shot to death near the town of Cote Sans Dessein in Calloway County. The killers,
seemingly connected to the perpetrators in previous incidents, announced that their actions were
motivated by a desire to reinstate slavery. The Missouri State Times of nearby Jefferson City
reported that the murderers posted an announcement on a store front warning that they intended
to “so treat all negroes who did not continue with their former masters as when lawfully their
slaves.” Fear of additional violence led to a greater influx of former slaves fleeing to Union
posts in mid-Missouri. 21 Brigadier General Clinton Fisk summed up Little Dixie’s rejection of
abolition:
Slavery dies hard [.] I hear its expiring agonies & witness its contortions in death in every
quarter of my Dist[rict]. In Boone, Howard, Randolph, & Calloway the emancipation
ordinance has caused disruption of society equal to anything I saw in Arkansas or
Mississippi in the year /63. I blush for my race when I discover the wicked barbarity of
the late Masters & Mistresses of the recently freed persons of the counties heretofore
named.22
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Confederate guerillas in and around Little Dixie continued to resist abolition through early
summer 1865. By the end of June, most guerilla bands surrendered and had taken the oath of
loyalty to the Union.23
While violence against African-Americans abated, the impoverished condition of
thousands of former slaves following emancipation made some blacks and benevolent whites
question the efficacy of immediate abolition in Missouri. While some formerly enslaved blacks
found some security by living with and working for their former owners, others remained
destitute for an extended period of time. A circular, distributed by the Freedmen’s Relief Society
of St. Louis shortly after Missouri’s declared emancipation, articulated some of the inherent
logistical, social, and economic problems of immediate emancipation in the state. The circular
queried “Shall we give them liberty and let liberty mean to them homelessness and starvation?”24
Henry Bruce, a former Missouri slave himself, also expressed reservations about the results of
immediate emancipation in the state. Believing that the government should have provided more
postwar assistance for former slaves, Bruce called emancipation without some form of aid or
reparations "one of the most stupendous of the wrongs which the Negro has suffered.” He found
it unconscionable that former slaves would receive little to nothing in compensation for years of
free labor. For Bruce, it was painfully ironic that former slaves “were free but penniless in the
land which they had made rich." In addition, slavery, he argued, robbed African-Americans of
their ability to be self-sufficient as they had depended on their masters to provide them with
food, shelter, and clothing. This in itself, made it exceedingly hard for most former slaves to
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survive, let alone prosper during the postwar period.25 Although slavery had been abolished in
Missouri, conditions for the broader African-American community had yet to significantly
improve. The plight of destitute, impoverished, and disenfranchised blacks in Missouri continued
to plague the state long after the end of the war.26
As former slaves struggled to navigate their newly-found freedom, black and white
activists agitated for additional reform to help African-American Missourians improve their
condition. Along these lines, education became a cause taken up by many. In the minds of Henry
Bruce and others, illiteracy and a lack of education posed one of the greatest threats to black
progress in the postwar era.27 Katherine Dunning, a teacher with an American Missionary
Association school for blacks in Missouri believed the educational work conducted by the AMA
and other benevolent organizations in the post-emancipation period to be more important than
ever. Viewing it as the key component of a broader program of uplift and reform for former
slaves, Dunning believed that African-Americans needed to be educated in preparation for full
integration into American society. She opined that “The Freedmen are destitute as elsewhere,
and equally ignorant. Their educational needs are even greater for there is a tendency here
towards impartial suffrage and they should be fitted to receive it.”28 In the attempt to move
towards some semblance of equity within American society, education was seen as the tool that
would transform this notion from mere conjecture into manifested reality.29
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During the antebellum period, proslavery proponents attempted to prevent enslaved
African-Americans from obtaining an education because they believed that literate slaves could
possibly forge documents in order to escape. 30 Further, they also linked literacy to rebellion,
positing that education made enslaved African-Americans resistant to slavery.31 In Missouri, an
1847 law made it illegal to “keep or teach any school for the instruction of negroes or mulattoes,
in reading or writing, in this State.” The law also stipulated that anybody who taught AfricanAmericans to read and write could be imprisoned up to six months and fined five hundred
dollars.32 Post-emancipation measures, namely a change in the State Constitution, invalidated the
1847 law and provided a measure of hope for African-Americans in Missouri that they would
soon be given equal rights under the law.33
While it was illegal to teach African-Americans to read and write in Missouri between
1847 and 1865, formal education for blacks in Missouri had its roots in the early antebellum
period. White northern missionaries founded two of the first documented schools in Missouri
that served African-Americans. Timothy Flint, a Presbyterian missionary from Connecticut,
established a school at St. Charles in 1816, while Baptist missionary, John Mason Peck, founded
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a school at St. Louis the following year. College students at the now defunct Marion College
near Hannibal also conducted classes for free and enslaved blacks prior to 1836. Other schools
founded for blacks during the antebellum period were run by benevolent whites affiliated with
both Catholic and Protestant denominations, while others were created and operated by free
blacks. The most notable school established for blacks in the antebellum period was established
in St. Louis by John Berry Meachum, a free black originally from Virginia. His school operated
publically in the years before Missouri outlawed the teaching of blacks and mulattos. After
Missouri banned black education in place in 1847, Meachum operated a clandestine school that
was billed as a Sunday school. Meachum eventually established a school for blacks on a
riverboat which docked in the middle of the Mississippi to avoid prosecution. Other free blacks,
including the first African-American to serve in the United States Senate, Hiram Revels, also
operated a school throughout Missouri before the Civil War. According to George Candee, an
American Missionary Association agent heavily involved in black education during the Civil
War, between four or five African-Americans schools operated in St. Louis alone starting in the
mid-1850s "in defiance of state law." Although illegal, many citizens had become used to their
existence as these schools did not always operate clandestinely.34
African-American-run schools were present in St. Louis at the beginning of the Civil War
with most, if not all, requiring families to pay tuition. Subscription schools, as they were called,
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charged between $1 and $3.35 per month for instruction.35 Revels operated the largest tuition
school for African-Americans servicing at least 100 students in early 1864. The number of
schools operated by black teachers fluctuated during the conflict as there was competition from
free schools funded and supported by white aid societies. Revels continued to operate his school
until he departed for Mississippi in 1864. Schools taught by black women, all of whom had been
educated at Oberlin College, continued to operate through at least early 1865, with varying
degrees of success.36 Future United States Senator Blanche Bruce operated a school in Hannibal
during the war but because of a dearth of records, little is known about schools operated by
African-Americans outside of St. Louis.37
While African-American-run schools provided an important service to several hundred
black students, tuition-free schools established by the American Missionary Association played
the most extensive role in educating blacks in Missouri during the Civil War. Sensing the need to
assist freedmen transition from slave to citizen, the AMA started a number of schools in
Missouri between 1863 and 1865 and provided the most pronounced aid for educating the
formerly enslaved. Far from being free of the subtle racism that plagued many well intentioned
antislavery societies, the AMA nonetheless radically altered the social landscape of Missouri
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through their various efforts. They were not the only organization that pushed to create a network
of schools for newly freed African-Americans, but they are the best documented.38
The broader ecclesiastical mission of the AMA initially pushed the organization to send
missionaries to Missouri three years prior to the outbreak of the Civil War. Starting in 1858, the
AMA established a small presence in Missouri hoping to establish antislavery churches and
“give testimony against slavery and the sin of caste” to white Missourians.39 Several AMA
missionaries preached their abolitionist message around the state and were met with both
enthusiasm and resistance. As the nation moved closer to war, missionaries were increasingly
harassed and threatened with physical violence. Although very steadfast in their work, the AMA
temporarily abandoned its operations Missouri shortly after the Civil War began to preserve the
safety and security of its missionaries. When the AMA returned in 1862, missionaries began to
shift their focus from “converting slaveholders to educating former slaves.”40
The AMA founded its first school in Missouri shortly after freedmen arrived in St. Louis
from Camp Ethiopia in Helena, Arkansas.41 Missionary J. L. Richardson began teaching classes
in downtown St. Louis in late March 1863 but in early April, he relocated to the Missouri Hotel,
which by that time had become the epicenter of contraband life in the Upper Mississippi
Valley.42 Black men, women, and children living at both the Missouri Hotel and the surrounding
area sought to be enrolled in Richardson’s nascent school which quickly became overcrowded.43
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For African-Americans, especially those who had been enslaved, education was seen as
path towards self-improvement. According to Richardson, most attending his classes could
recognize “their letters” but they desired to perfect their skills in reading and writing. Like
seventeenth century Puritans, some blacks also linked literacy to their faith. A resident of the
Missouri Hotel informed Richardson that “she had great anxiety to learn to read that she could
better serve the Lord.” Richardson, however, operated under the belief that literacy was vital to
not only spiritual development, but civic development as well. He aimed to not only provide
former slaves with a basic education, to which he believed all Americans should be entitled, but
also provided his students with other lessons relative to their anticipated transition from slave to
citizen, like grooming and deportment. Sensing that many of his students, especially the men,
also believed in a correlation between education and citizenship, he noted that the “young men
especially seem to feel the new relation they sustain to society and are determined to learn.”
Discussing his holistic approach to education, Richardson confided to his superior that "My great
object is to awaken in their minds a desire to improve so that wherever they go [,] that desire will
adhere to them, and result in their good.”44
Designed to educate and uplift former slaves, the AMA flagship school in St. Louis
served hundreds, if not thousands, of students from 1863 to 1865. As a result of the transient
nature of the contraband in St. Louis, as well as the death of many due to disease, school
attendance numbers fluctuated. In April 1863, J. L. Richardson’s class averaged about fifty
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students per week and the following month, he had more than one hundred. He soon sought out a
larger school that could accommodate between 300 and 400 students. By July, the number of
residents at the Missouri Hotel dropped dramatically, effectively reducing the student population.
Nonetheless, the AMA envisioned that St. Louis would eventually become a national hub for the
education of former slaves.45 The AMA eventually expanded their operations in St. Louis and by
fall 1864, had also established schools at Kansas City, Jefferson City, Warrensburg,
Independence, Sedalia, and Carondolet.46
While the American Missionary Association, along with other benevolent white
institutions, dedicated significant financial resources to educating blacks during the Civil War,
AMA schools often existed and thrived as a result of their collaborative with various AfricanAmerican communities throughout the state. While white organizations, like the Freedmen’s
Relief Society and the Ladies Union Aid Society, provided significant support for schools in St.
Louis, black contributions became crucial for schools operating in smaller towns. Both AMA
schools established at Sedalia and Warrensburg existed in large part because of the selfless
financial support they received from African-Americans in those towns. Missionary George
Candee wrote of an enslaved man at Sedalia that pledged $25 for the construction of a new
school house in his town, obtaining the money by hiring out his time. According to Candee, the
gentleman did not think any of his children would be able to attend the school but desired
nonetheless to “help his folks.” His donation and sacrifice demonstrated that the notion of
collective uplift permeated many facets of black society in Missouri. Candee used this story to
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encourage black townspeople at Warrensburg to give liberally, despite the fact that they may
never personally enter a school house for instruction. As a result, a free African-American
blacksmith gave $25 and encouraged those without families to donate to the cause as well. In all,
Candee collected $262 from African-Americans at Warrensburg in one day. A little over a week
later, African-Americans at Warrensburg sent an additional $100 while their counterparts at
Sedalia sent $118. Speaking to the feeling by many blacks in Missouri, who more than likely
would not be able to obtain education but who were invested in the education of others, J. L.
Richardson wrote that “The older class of colored people here seem to think the day of
Millennial glory is beginning to dawn.” Some African-Americans understood that the shifting
nature of life in Missouri provided collective challenges, leading many to be concerned with not
only their own immediate needs but the needs of the community at large.47
AMA missionaries and the black community often worked concurrently to provide
schools for African-American Missourians, but power struggles based on race at times hindered
progress towards a more unified effort. In mid-1863, talks first began between the AMA and
members of the African-American community to jointly establish several additional tuition-free
black schools in St. Louis. Leading black men involved in the discussions indicated that they
would be willing to collaborate with the AMA as long as African-American teachers were given
“preference” for teaching jobs.48 This issue was unresolved by the time a coalition of blacks and
benevolent whites created a school board to oversee a proposed tuition-free school system at the
end of 1863. It is unclear if the men involved in the earlier talks were part of the group that
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formed the school board but concerns about hiring black teachers remained an issue into mid1864.49
In June 1864, missionary George Candee, the key AMA figure involved with the board,
pushed back against accusations that the AMA discriminated in relation to hiring teachers. AMA
schools were taught exclusively by white missionaries and with the exception of a black teaching
assistant working in Jefferson City, no blacks are known to have worked in AMA schools in a
formal capacity through mid-1864.50 African-American educators in Missouri worked primarily
for subscription schools who, by virtue of tuition, paid their teachers more than those run by the
Association. Yet, there were still some African-American teachers who wanted to work for the
AMA. Candee condemned the claims of racial bias, arguing that the AMA hired instructors
regardless of color but that most of the black teachers seeking employment were unqualified.
Disgusted, he remarked that black leaders who pressured the AMA to hire more black teachers
had selfishly placed jobs for African-Americans, which he may have viewed as some sort of
patronage, over the educational needs of illiterate former slaves. Candee believed that a
campaign for jobs for more black teachers would be ultimately detrimental to the development of
the former slaves and to the African-American community in general. He wrote that the free
black community’s “utter failure to appreciate their true interest in this respect, and their
overestimat[ion] of the importance of getting positions for poorly qualified teachers of their own
color, will keep them even behind the Freedmen whom they now esteem their inferiors.”51
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Candee had additional harsh criticism for the free black community in St. Louis as it
related to education. Not only did he criticize the attempt to hire more black teachers but he also
disparaged the continued existence of African-American tuition-based schools. Not considering
the individual and immediate needs of black educators in St. Louis, he believed it selfish for
African-American teachers to run tuition schools when a significant share of the black
population could not pay the average $1 monthly fee.52 He opined that more free schools could
have been opened in St. Louis had it not been “for the personal interests of a few colored
teachers.” Candee’s analysis failed to recognize that as a result of their own financial instability,
few black teachers could personally afford to work for what amounted to charity. For example, a
formerly enslaved man who eventually headed the joint board of education resigned his position
after several months because of his personal financial problems. He had given considerable
donations to the school but his own children lacked shoes. Further, his work, while rewarding,
had become mentally and physically draining, resulting in breakdown of sorts. Nonetheless,
reflecting a somewhat paternalistic attitude toward black educators and a belief that free blacks
in St. Louis were failing to uplift the race as a whole, Candee argued that the black community
would be better served if the AMA “could but get control of leading in their Educational
interests” in St. Louis. 53
African-Americans at times struggled to obtain autonomy from white aid groups with
respect to education, but blacks, especially in St. Louis, were determined to have a significant
say in how the race collectively moved forward. Candee’s observations ignored the fact that
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some segments of the African-American community in Missouri had been somewhat selfsufficient before the arrival of the American Missionary Association in Missouri. Further, his
scrutiny of black tuition schools disregarded the work they had done in the years before the Civil
War. The African-American community’s desire to retain a measure of control over individual
schools and to place more black teachers in free schools represented a need to demonstrate to
both blacks and whites that they could play a leading, if not the principal, role in their own uplift.
Blacks, especially those who had just received their freedom, welcomed aid from whites but
most did not want that aid to be a tool of control. Some African-Americans after Missouri
abolished slavery actually believed that further assistance from whites prevented them from
being considered men and citizens. One group of black St. Louisans tersely expressed to a white
teacher in Carondelet of their desire to be free from white influence and aid. They informed her
that “They had been niggers long enough, they now me[a]nt to be men.”54
Religious as well as class concerns also pushed some blacks to be ambivalent about
AMA schools and white aid. Factions of black Methodists and Baptists were reluctant to work
with the Congregationalist AMA because of denominational differences.55 Wealthy black
Catholics, for the most part, refused to either financially support or send their children to AMA
schools. Opting to send their children to parochial schools or subscription schools, black
Catholics preferred to socialize among and support their own. Describing the attitude of St.
Louis’s wealthy black Catholic population, Missionary George Booth wrote that “nearly all of
those who have property are Catholics and utterly opposed to these schools.”56 Wealthy and
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middle class Protestants also often chose to send their children to tuition schools because they
were run by other African-Americans of their same social class. Free blacks who did choose to
attend or send their children to AMA schools sometimes evinced discomfort at the notion of
interacting with poorer African-Americans freed during the war. Lydia Hess, a teacher at an
AMA school in St. Louis noted “It was the first time that the contrabands & free blacks had been
much mixed together & the latter have a horror of such a thing.”57
Class issues and power struggles notwithstanding, financial concerns posed additional
challenges for the American Missionary Association in its effort to advance black education in
Missouri.58 Free schools had no steady stream of revenue and they relied primarily on aid from
the AMA, the Western Sanitary Commission, the Ladies Union Aid Society, and contributions
from benevolent whites like William Greenleaf Eliot. This made it difficult to attract, hire, and
pay teachers.59 A lack of money, combined with a high demand for enrollment, also forced some
teachers to hold classes in buildings too small to accommodate the students they intended to
serve. George Booth taught two hundred and forty students in a single, cramped room and had to
routinely turn away new students because of a lack of space. Booth was enthusiastic about his
work but believed overcrowding often deprived students of the individual attention many
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required.60 Missionary Lydia Montague’s school in Jefferson City also lacked the necessary
funds to expand, forcing her teach an estimated 100 students in a small log cabin.61
Limited money for black schools also forced some AMA teachers to work under less than
ideal conditions. For example, AMA teacher Sarah Stanley described her classroom in the
basement of one of St. Louis’s black churches in unflattering terms. She stated that “It was bare
and dreary, the smoked and blackened wall unrelieved by a single map . . . or black board.
Through the dusty windows the dim light struggled for admission, and the chill March wind
found entrance though numberless broken panes.” When she “first beheld” her classroom, she
“recoiled with a shiver that could not be repressed.” Needless to say, this inhospitable
“subterranean location” made it hard for the approximately 150 students to receive an adequate
education.62 In comparison, the classroom at the Missouri Hotel was in even worse shape. An
army officer described the conditions there: “The plaster was entirely off and was scattered all
over the house; the windows and sash were completely riddled, having been demolished by boys
amusing themselves in throwing bricks through there; and it was so old and decayed that it
would hardly stand alone.”63 The presence of scores of sickly contrabands also contributed to
the pitiable conditions impacting the Missouri Hotel school. Commenting on the challenges of
teaching at the Missouri Hotel, J. L. Richardson wrote: "To establish & teach a school at this
Missouri Hotel amid all manner of disease and death, is a great task. Deaths have occurred
almost daily there for the past two weeks, and I need not tell you how filthy it is there."64 As a
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result of the deteriorating condition of the Missouri Hotel, military officials relocated the school
and the contrabands living there to Benton Barracks in September 1863.65
In addition to financial concerns, white opposition to black education also hindered
progress towards a stable, reliable free school system for black Missourians during the Civil
War. Teachers, the schools they established, as well as students themselves were targeted by
proslavery advocates and Confederate sympathizers during the war.66 Hostility towards black
education ranged from white children throwing rocks at black students to vandalism and even
threats of murder. Smaller conflicts among local youth resulted in little more than bumps and
bruises while more serious attacks resulted in the maiming of students.67 White teachers like
Lydia Montague, were threatened with arrest and bodily harm if she did not cease teaching
former slaves how to read and write.68 Vandals damaged schools, destroyed books, and other
learning materials.69 The threat of arson also ensured that black schools operated under a cloud
of constant fear. During spring 1863, two schools for blacks were intentionally burned down.
As a result of overcrowding and disease, the Missouri Hotel in St. Louis became a less than ideal
building to hold classes. On May 16, the AMA secured a new building in the central portion of
the city and moved the school there shortly thereafter. Their excitement about their new
schoolhouse quickly came to an end when “a few low wicked boys mostly likely backed by
Secesh men” set fire to the new construction on May 22. Less than a month later, a school
purchased and operated by African-Americans at Jefferson City shared the same fate as the new
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AMA school in St. Louis. The school at Jefferson City eventually reopened but further local
opposition caused the school to close for an extended period of time. A clergyman commented
about white opposition to African-American schools in the state, noting that “the hatred of negro
education by an element in Missouri is [as] intense & black as the source from which it
emanated.”70
The educational work undertaken by the American Missionary Association in Missouri
was hindered by the overwhelming challenges they faced during the Civil War, and,
consequently, the impact of their efforts were mixed. During the last months of the war and
shortly after the end of the conflict, AMA support for African-American schools in Missouri
began to wane.71 Financial problems continued to plague AMA schools through 1865 and as a
result, they sometimes failed to pay teachers, completely withdrew their support from some
schools, and began to require tuition at others.72 So great were the problems affecting black
schools in St. Louis during winter 1864-65, that members of the joint board feared a complete
collapse of the free school system.73 In February 1865, the board formally requested that the free
schools be absorbed by the existing board of education servicing white schools in St. Louis and
supported by the State.74 This did not happen until more than a year later.75 Although the AMA’s
involvement in black education declined in St. Louis after 1865, they continued to maintain a
presence in at least nine small towns throughout Missouri.76 Despite their failures, the American
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Missionary Association still helped to send more African-Americans to school than had been
able to attend in the past.77 Though far from completely revolutionizing black education in
Missouri during the Civil War, the AMA established a precedent of trying to provide a free
education to all regardless of race. As such, the American Missionary Association should be
regarded as one of the early pillars of black public education in Missouri.78
While the AMA and the free school board alliance had its shortcomings, another biracial
coalition, consisting of white officers and black soldiers, emerged during the Civil War to
advance black education in Missouri. The foresight, aspiration, and goals of the men of the
Missouri-based Sixty-Second and Sixty-Fifth United States Colored Infantry Regiments and their
supporters worked together to establish Lincoln University in Jefferson City in 1866, the only
college founded by veterans of the Civil War.79 While the Sixty-Second’s participation in the last
skirmish of the Civil War brought them a measure of notoriety, their contribution to black
education, along with the Sixty-Fifth’s, made them more endearing to African-American citizens
of Missouri.80 Through their successful efforts, black soldiers and their white officers established
a lasting legacy in higher education that continues to educate black Missourians one hundred and
fifty years later.
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The impetus for creating an African-American college in Missouri materialized as a
result of the shared war-timed experience of the black soldiers and white officers of the SixtySecond. Black soldiers throughout the army often received their first lessons in reading and
writing during their time in the service. Literacy rates among black soldiers entering the army
were low due to the fact that a majority of the soldiers who enlisted in USCT units during the
Civil War had been enslaved just prior to joining the army.81 Thus, when camp life became
uneventful, many used their downtime to engage in lessons on reading, writing, and arithmetic.
Black soldiers, sensing the shift in their social position, believed that literacy would be crucial to
their success as independent people in the postwar period. Further, African-Americans,
especially those who had obtained their freedom by way of military service, often saw literacy as
essential to throwing off the last vestiges of their enslavement. In affirming their freedom,
education in many ways “became an expression of liberty and act of defiance against slavery.”82
Conversely, strong antislavery leanings prompted some white officers to teach soldiers to read
and write in preparation for postwar citizenship.83
Self-improvement, as it related to education, was an important part of life for the soldiers
of the Sixty-Second. White officers, believing that African-Americans would achieve some
measure of equality after the war, encouraged black soldiers to be prepared for the “duties” of
citizenship, and pushed them to learn how to read and write. Reflective of the attitude developing
in the Sixty-Second, Lieutenant Colonel David Branson, commanding officer of the regiment,
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issued two General Orders concerning education in mid and late 1864. The first, General Orders
31, issued in July, stipulated that all non-Commissioned officers “who fail to learn to read by or
before the 1st day of January 1865 will be reduced to the ranks and their places filled by persons
who can read.” General Orders 31 also stressed that soldiers who could read and write had a duty
to teach illiterate soldiers.84 Branson handed down his second order on education on October 29,
indicating that soldiers caught gambling would be punished by in part by engaging in a lesson in
reading and writing. If the soldier refused the lesson, he would be refused food until he
completed the assignment. Branson reasoned that “No freed slave who cannot read well has a
right to waste the time and opportunity here given him to fit himself for the position of a free
citizen.”85 As such, education became a vital component of camp life among the members of the
Sixty-Second regiment.
Richard Baxter Foster, a Dartmouth graduate and the leading white proponent of what
would become Lincoln University, was key to making education endemic to the culture of the
Sixty-Second. Born in New Hampshire in 1826, Foster established his antislavery bona fides
fighting alongside John Brown during the Kansas-Missouri Border War. At the beginning of the
Civil War, he enlisted as a Private in the First Nebraska Cavalry and in December 1863, he
transferred to the newly formed Sixty-Second Colored Infantry, receiving a commission as a 1st
Lieutenant. A teacher before the Border War, Foster along with other white officers, gave
lessons in their spare time in reading and writing to black soldiers while their units were at
Benton Barracks. After the Sixty-Second was transferred to Morganza, Louisiana, and then to
Brazos Santiago, Texas, Foster continued to teach men of the regiment. Foster conducted
informal classes in history, arithmetic, geography and grammar for the officers for one hour each
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day and encouraged both white officers and black soldiers to use their spare time to practice
reading and writing.86
Although the men under his command worked primarily to secure and build military
fortifications, Foster’s focus remained firmly rooted in education. Foster was so enthralled with
the prospect of learning new information that he noted that “it makes my head ache to find so
many things in [a regimental copy of Webster’s Dictionary] that I want to learn.” In the last
months of the war, he came more dedicated studying and hoped that his family would do the
same. In a letter to his wife Lucy, he remarked that he not only expected his soldiers to study
but his family as well. He wrote, “When I ask you and my boys to improve every chance to
learn, I only ask you to do what I intend to do for myself.”87 Foster eventually became enamored
with the idea of once again devoting his life to education when the war was over. In a letter dated
March 30, 1865, Foster wrote:
I expect to continue in the same work that I am now engaged in (for the elevation of the
down trodden negro) as long as I live. This war is breaking up the ice [,] laying the
foundations [for] all the work [that] is to be done hereafter. I do not think I shall ever get
out of that work. I think about 25 colored men of this regiment and Capt. [Stanton]
Weaver and Lt. [Aaron] Adamson, [2nd Lt.] Charlie Bonsall and myself shall settle
together in Missouri, put up a mill and school house.88
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Foster’s words demonstrated his respect for the black enlisted men under his command, his
dedication to the cause, as well as his belief that African-Americans needed to be involved with
shaping black education in the postwar period.
Days after the Sixty-Second fired the last shots of the Civil War, Foster expressed
concern about the future of his men, especially what educational opportunities awaited them. As
uncertainty abounded in the post-abolition period, it was not entirely clear what rights would be
afforded to newly freed slaves. For a number of African-Americans, the army served as a buffer
between themselves and the wider world which was ambivalent about their future status in the
United States. Foster suggested that Union victory in the Civil War did not allay AfricanAmerican fears regarding their treatment by whites and that life for African-American soldiers in
the postwar period might be tenuous at best. In a letter to his wife Lucy written shortly after the
Battle of Brazos Santiago, he discussed how black soldiers felt about the prospects of mustering
out of the service. He wrote that “the white troops would want to go home. The black men don’t
- they would rather stay in the army awhile than take their chances anywhere else, for which they
are sensible.”89 A few months prior, African-American soldiers from the Fifty-Sixth U.S.
Colored Troops described the conditions that their families experienced back home in Missouri.
They noted that “Our Fathers, Mothers, Brothers, Sisters, Wives, and Children are there [in
Missouri] - many of them today subject to the master’s despotism and the driver’s lash.”90 There
was no guarantee in the early postwar period that emancipation would mean equality, yet Foster
understood that education would be of paramount importance to the development of ex-slaves.
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The formal founding of the Lincoln Institute was born out of a conversation that Foster
had in January 1866 with fellow officer Aaron Adamson. As the regiment prepared to leave
Texas to muster out in St. Louis, both men discussed their future plans as well as the prospects of
the enlisted men in the postwar period. Foster commented that although a number of black
soldiers had learned to read and write during the war, that “it was a pity these men should find no
schools when they returned to Missouri, and that the education so happily commenced should
cease.” Foster and Adamson mediated on this dilemma for a short period of time and then
Lieutenant Adamson asked Foster “If our regiment will give enough money enough to start a
school in Missouri, will you take charge of it?” Foster said that he might be amenable to creating
such a school but was uncertain. His hesitation may have been rooted in the fact that what
Adamson had in mind was a far greater undertaking than simply putting up a “school house” in
Missouri. He eventually agreed to head the school. Soon thereafter, Adamson met with the
regimental officers who resolved to contribute to this endeavor. 91 At this meeting, they also
established the mission and character of the proposed school:
First, the Institute shall be designed for the special benefit of the freed blacks. Second, it
shall be located in the state of Missouri. Third, its fundamental idea shall be to combine
study with labor, so that the old habits of those who have always labored, but never
studied, shall not thereby changed and that the emancipated slaves, who have neither
capital to spend nor time to lose, may obtain an education.92
Although the school was created for African-Americans, Foster indicated that the school was
open to all Missourians regardless of race. Representative of the progressive spirit guiding
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Lincoln’s founding, Foster wrote: “It is not for the benefit of the colored people to encourage the
spirit of caste that would mark the race inferior- denying them equal right in those public
institutions, the school, the church are open to all others alike without the question of social
standing.”93
The first organizing committee consisted of white officers Foster, Adamson, Captain
Henry Parson, and Surgeon Corodan Allen, and they, along with the black enlisted men, worked
to raise the necessary funds to establish the school. The first pledge for the school came from
Allen, who donated $100. His gift encouraged other officers to pledge in kind. Commissioned
officers of the Sixty-Second each gave between $50 and $100 and noncommissioned officers
gifted between $5 and $75. In total, the committee collected $1,034.60 from the white officers of
the Sixty-Second. Also fully vested and involved in raising money for the proposed school, the
black enlisted men of the regiment contributed a staggering $3,966.50 to the cause. Members of
the Sixty-Fifth USCT, which had worked alongside the Sixty-Second at Morganza, contributed
an additional $1,379.50 for the school. Of the donations that poured in from the Sixty-Fifth, one
gift stands out. Originally a member of the Sixty-Seventh USCI, Private Samuel Sexton more
than likely first heard about the proposed school when his regiment merged with the Sixty-Fifth
in July 1865. Seemingly moved by the vision of Foster and others, Sexton selflessly gave $100an amount that equaled nearly two-thirds of his annual salary.94
Upon returning to Missouri, Foster and others worked to formally establish a school for
African-Americans. In St. Louis, the board for the then unnamed school expanded to include
several leading white men in Missouri, including head of the Western Sanitary Commission,
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James Yeatman and publisher J. W. McIntyre. Governor Fletcher and other dignitaries, were
added to the board later in the spring. Although no African-American served on the Board of
Trustees, black soldiers wielded influence and pushed the board to create a school that focused
heavily on industrial education. Subsequently, Foster and the board met with members of the
Methodist Episcopal Church who were working to establish a new college in St. Louis. Foster
and the board temporarily considered combining their efforts with the Methodists who wanted to
create what was to be called Central University, and offered to donate to the school. A college
located in St. Louis would have been ideal, as the majority of the state’s population lived in and
around St. Louis, but the majority of Central’s board of trustees was opposed allowing black
students to matriculate at their university. As such, Foster and the board went forward with a
plan to establish a school at Jefferson City and on June 25, 1866, they filed papers to incorporate
what they called Lincoln Institute.95
Although the Lincoln Institute had been incorporated, the school did not yet have a home.
Representative of continued presence of racial politics in Missouri, Foster unsuccessfully
attempted to obtain space from both an African-American and a white Methodist church in
Jefferson City. The African-American church refused his request because the school’s teacher
would be white and the white church refused his request because the students would be black. He
eventually secured “a shell, a wreck, a ruin of a house” with forty-four square feet of space from
Jefferson City and on September 17, 1866, Lincoln Institute held its first class with Foster as its
principal. Two students, Cornelious Chappelle and Henry Brown, both former slaves, made up
Lincoln’s inaugural class. While little is known about Chappelle, Brown had been a former slave
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in Boone County, receiving his freedom when enlisted as a private in the Sixty-Second on
December 10, 1863.96
In the years after its founding, Lincoln Institute expanded and became a beacon of black
education in the region. Following the admission of Chappelle and Brown, more students, all
who had been enslaved before the war, enrolled and took one of the nearly twenty different
courses offered by the school. By 1870, Lincoln Institute also contained a primary, intermediate,
and high school and was publically funded by the state of Missouri. 97 It had also appointed its
first African-American principal, the college educated W. H. Payne.98 Benefitting from the 1862
Morrill Act, the school acquired several hundred acres for a new campus in 1870. Through the
efforts of its African-American financial and publicity agent, Charles A. Beal, donations from
the community, and funds from the Freedmen’s Bureau and the Western Sanitary Commission,
Lincoln Institute was able to build is first building in 1871.99 In 1880, the school named Inman
Page, a twenty-six-old black graduate of Brown University, as its first president.100 Summing up
the legacy of the men of the Sixty-Second, Alexander D. Bailie, a captain who served in the
Sixty-Fifth, dedicated a poem entitled “Their Record” in their honor:
‘Tis but a few short years,- aye, less than ten96
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When, out of the depths came a race of men
Into God’s free light-full grown.
Born to the horrors of slav’ry’s doom,
Crushed with sorry, ignorance, and gloom,
For the light they struck,-for their own.
Through toil and disease, in deathly fray,
Cheered by the hope of the “coming day,”
To the last, by Rio Grande’s flood
They fought. They gained the “promised land,”
That dusky-hued, brave-hearted band,
And baptized it with their blood.
For Liberty fought-Death counted gain,Fought to break that hell-wrought chain
That bound their wretched race.
The victory gained, their freedom won,
They rest content; their work is done;
And God has shown His face.
Of earth’s ambition, they’ve reached the goal;
From Fame’s wide hand they ask no dole,
Nor honors the world can give.
The reward they seek is but to save
Their brothers, snatched from a living grave,
And teach them-How to live.
No though of self put forth its claim;
All, all’s free given in Lincoln’s name,
Nor dream of earning thanks.
Those treasured gains, the heart’s out-pour;
Their names enrolled on the other shore,
In the Immortal Legion’s ranks.101
The history of Lincoln Institute, now Lincoln University, serves a testament not only to
the collaborative vision of former slaves and benevolent whites, but it also demonstrates that
despite their choices during the Civil War, large numbers of African-Americans in Missouri
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believed in working towards the broader success of the race. Despite the fact that many never
attended Lincoln and remained illiterate for the rest of their lives, black Missourians, like Buck
Shelby gave selflessly to advance the mission of Lincoln and black education in the United
States in the postwar period.102 Shelby, originally of Sedalia, enlisted on December 3, 1863, at
Tipton, Missouri and served as a Sergeant for the Sixty-Second. Shelby was discharged nearly a
year later on December 13, 1864, for an unknown reason but he nonetheless kept in touch with
members of his regiment.103 When the time came to donate to the cause of black education,
Shelby gave generously. Though Shelby believed in important to invest his meager income into
black education, he remained illiterate for the rest of his life.104 His son, William, however,
learned to read and write and was listed as “at school” in the 1880 census.105
Although one hundred and fifty years have passed since members of the Sixty-Second
established Lincoln Institute, the state of Missouri continues to wrestle with its racial legacy.
Poverty, inequality, racism, mass incarceration, and poor educational opportunities still plague
the lives of African-American Missourians in the twenty-first century as they did in the
nineteenth. The shooting death of eighteen-year-old Mike Brown in Ferguson, Missouri on
August 9, 2014, the subsequent riots that resulted from the incident, as well as the recent protests
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against presidential candidate Donald Trump in St. Louis, has forced Missouri and Missourians
to examine longstanding racial animosity which for years many ignored.106 Missouri will be best
served by confronting its history and working once again towards a measure of racial
reconciliation. Writing in 1847, former Missouri slave William Wells Brown, prophetically
captured in words the spirit of those yearning for true equality in Missouri. His words still ring
true for today’s generation of young African-American Missourians who struggle to be
recognized as equal citizens of their home state. Wells noted:
You cannot keep the human mind forever locked in darkness. A ray of light, a spark from
freedom’s alter, the idea of inherent right, each, all, will become fixed in the soul: and
that moment his limbs swell beyond measure of his chains; that moment he is free; then it
is that the slave dies to become a freeman; then it is felt that one hour of virtuous liberty
is worth an eternity of bondage; then it is the madness and fury, of his blood, that the
excited soul exclaims ‘From life without freedom, oh!, who would not fly; For one day of
freedom, oh! who would not die.’107
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